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Information contained in this report summarises the current state of play regarding the develop-
ment of the Priority Projects, including the sources of financing. It was assembled with the data 
provided by the Member States by using the online iReport module of the TENtec Information  
System of the Directorate General for Mobility and Transport (DG MOVE). Each Member State provided  
information for the sections of the Priority Projects located on its territory, whereas the cross-border 
sections were reported on jointly by the countries involved. In addition, the European Investment 
Bank provided information on the loans given to Priority Projects and the European Commission 
added the figures reflecting the grant allocation to individual sections. This information was subse-
quently revised and, in some cases, altered by the Member States. 

Despite the attention given to the quality and reliability of the data, some figures, especially on 
the sources of financing, may be missing. It should also be noted that the data for the program-
ming period 2007-2013 and beyond reflects intentions and plans of the Member States. In particu-
lar, estimates of investment on TEN-T Priority Projects from Cohesion Policy funds are at this stage  
indicative. Information received may therefore naturally evolve in the future. The completeness of 
the information gathered in the tables will be gradually improved in the future through an ongoing 
cooperation with Member States’ authorities.

The report includes statistical information on 30 TEN-T Priority Projects, including the new  
integrated PP15 (Galileo) and PP21 (Motorways of the Sea). The Priority Projects listed in the financ-
ing tables are divided into sections in line with the definition in Annex III of the TEN-T Guidelines. In 
addition for some priority axes, Member States provided additional information on other sections 
of the axis that are not priority ones according to Annex III. These figures are not included in the 
total amounts illustrating the development of each priority axis.

Data cut-off: 30 April 2010

Contact details:
European Commission - Directorate General for Mobility and Transport
Directorate B - Trans-European Transport Networks & Smart Transport 
Unit B.1 – Trans-European Transport Network Policy, Research Coordination & European 
Radio Navigation Plan (ERNP)
Unit B.2 – Co-ordination of TEN-T Priority Projects
http://ec.europa.eu/transport

Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agency
T0 – Office of the Executive Director, Information & Communication Department
T4 – Technical & Financial Engineering, GIS & Monitoring
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu
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It is with great pleasure that I am presenting the Annual Progress 

Report 2010. In an attempt to increase transparency, the   

European Commission decided to publish an annual progress   

report on the Priority Projects of the TEN-T and three years ago the 

first report was published. This third Annual Report is presented at 

the occasion of the TEN-T Days in Zaragoza, Spain on 8-9 June 2010. 

It continues a process that attempts to summarise as accurately as possible the current state of play regarding the 

implementation and development of TEN-T projects. It provides the basis for this now firmly established process of 

regular and comprehensive reporting at the highest level. Thereby, this Progress Report creates transparency, allows 

for the exchange of best practices, fosters the coordination between all parties involved and facilitates the mobilisation 

of the necessary resources, both financial and technical, to complete the Priority Projects.

Unfortunately, up to now, not all Member States have been inputting their newest data into the commonly shared 

TEN-T EU portal. I invite them to still do so, as we will continue to update the database constantly and such data will 

be used in the upcoming months for the bi-yearly implementation report or for detailed reports on all Priority Projects 

that I would like to present in September this year. It will also be essential data to update the TEN-T network in 2011.

The progress made over the last year is shown in this report. In spite of a very difficult economic environment, impor-

tant steps were taken towards the completion of our European transport network. Thanks to the continued efforts of 

the Member States, with the support of TEN-T, Regional Funding and EIB loans, important bottlenecks in our transport 

system could be removed. The maps in this report show this progress and indicate at the same time the completion 

dates for the works which are ongoing. This means that the TEN-T network is set to progress in the upcoming years 

and this undeniable success must encourage us to make all possible efforts to complete the Priority Projects. In spite 

of financial and economic difficulties, we must continue to improve our transport network: intermodal journeys for  

passenger and freight transport must be facilitated, the recent “ash crisis” shows how much a well functioning 

multi-modal core network is needed. An efficient transport network is essential for the mobility of our citizens, the  

functioning of our economies, for Europe’s international competitiveness, for growth, jobs and European cohesion, 

linking the Eastern and the Western part of the European Union. 

Foreword

Siim Kallas

Vice-President of the  
European Commission
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The 2010 Progress Report on the Implementation of the 
Priority Projects is the third edition of a joint endeavour 
by the European Commission and the Member States, 
launched by the European Commission for the first time 
in 2008. It attempts to summarise as accurately as pos-
sible the current state of play regarding the implementa-
tion and development of the TEN-T Priority Projects. This 
report continues to have the same objective of top level 
regular and comprehensive reporting on the physical 
progress and financial status of each of the TEN-T Prior-
ity Projects. For this purpose, the overall structure and  
layout were maintained in order to ensure continuity. 
At the same time, essential improvements have been 
brought in that will make this reporting even more ac-
curate and comprehensive.

After the first three years of the present financial  
perspectives, 2010 represents a year of detailed report-
ing during which a mid-term review will be carried out, 
composed of a project portfolio review and a programme 
review. In order to prepare for this mid-term review, the 
Priority Projects have been analysed in greater detail 
than in previous years. The maps, data and statistics and 
the written reports of each of the Priority Projects reflect 
this situation. Additional pages in this report have been 
reserved in this respect.

DG MOVE continued to work closely together with the 
Member States. For this purpose, the Open Method of 
Coordination (OMC), which is discussed in more de-
tail in section C.3, has been further developed and  
enriched. This year’s reporting by the Member States has 
been realised entirely electronically by using the TENtec  
iReport online tool, presented to the Member States on 
22 February 2010 and 16 March 2010. Member States 
- especially Austria, Belgium, Italy, The Netherlands,  
Slovakia and Spain - have been actively contributing 
to the implementation of the tool and it will gradually  
develop through each year’s reporting exercise.

All of this shall lead to an increasing data quality and 
timeliness between the Commission and the Minis-
tries in the Member States. All information submitted 
by the Member States is presented in the summary  
tables per Priority Project. The description of each Priority 
Project has been cross-checked with the Member States  
involved. The final result was presented to the Guide-
lines Committee of 27 May 2010.

Unfortunately, not all Member States have submitted 
data for this reporting. Data from France, Greece, Ireland, 
Latvia, Luxembourg, Portugal, Romania and Sweden 
was not received, which hampers the overall quality and  
reliability of this report. As such, data for these Member 
States has been based upon earlier reports or on infor-
mation obtained through such sources as the European 
Coordinators or the regular reporting on the progress 
of TEN-T financial decisions. The Commission invites 
these Member States to submit the missing data as soon 
as possible to allow for the completion of the TENtec  
database. As indicated in earlier reports, this  
report should be considered as a work in progress. The  
Commission will continue to work with all Member 
States to improve the overall quality of the reporting. It 
is also considering to publish an earlier update of this 
report if data quality will allow and require to do so. 
Such data will also flow into the extensive reports on the  
Priority Projects that the Commission will present in  
September 2010. The overview provided by this report 
now sets the updated costs of the Priority Projects at  
approximately €395 billion - nearly the same cost as  
reported in the 2008 Progress Report (€396 billion) 
but considerably less than in last year’s version (€415  
billion). This decrease seems to be composed of two main  
factors. First, the costs reported to have occurred pri-
or to 2008 are around €8 billion less than in the 2009  
report. This could imply that there has been a clarifica-
tion of the figures and that the reporting on the past  
period contained inaccuracies, as these costs are nor-
mally well determined. Here, the iReport tool to which 
almost all Member States have registered allows repeat-
ed verification of the data and shall bit by bit establish a 
solid, trustworthy and shared database.

Second, the investments reported for the upcoming 
years went down by €14 billion. As these costs are not  
retained within the 2014-2020 period, this could mean 
that there is a postponement of certain investments 
until after 2020. These figures will therefore certainly 
have to be cross-checked and confirmed in the upcom-
ing months. It looks as if the economic crisis does im-
pact with some delay on the level of planned invest-
ments at the current time. Nonetheless, huge efforts 
were made in 2009, with nearly €14 billion reported to 
have been invested in the year. This led to the success-
ful implementation of crucial sections on the TEN-T net-
work. For example, Italy opened the high speed rail sec-

Section A - Introduction
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tion between Bologna and Firenze at the end of 2009,  
allowing for a time gain of 30 minutes that brings Rome 
and Milan at a very attractive travel time distance by rail. 
Important road sections were opened on PP07, the road 
axis in southeast Europe, notably in Greece. The Turku-
Helsinki highway, part of PP12, entered into full service 
in 2009, with the completion of the last 50 km of high-
way between Muurla and Lohja. On PP22, the railway 
axis between Athina and Nürnberg/Dresden, impor-
tant sections were completed in Hungary, notably from  
Hegyeshalom to Tata and Biatorbágy to Gyoma, repre-
senting over 300 km of upgraded railway line. 

Not only does this report paint a positive picture of 
the progress already achieved on the Priority Projects 
- just over 42% of the necessary investments have  
already been made - but it also confirms the commit-
ment of Member States and Community Institutions to  
deliver these key projects. Their completion will not only  
improve the economic efficiency of the European trans-
port system, they will also benefit European citizens  
directly. The Priority Projects, which include a high propor-
tion of rail and inland waterway trajectories, should also 
contribute to the emergence of a more sustainable trans-
port system and help in the fight against climate change. 
This remarkable progress can be explained in part by the 
efforts made by the European Commission in the recent 
Multi-Annual programming exercise for the period 2007-
2013. The Commission is concentrating its funding on a 
limited number of projects in which the European add-
ed value is based on the leverage effect of the funding 
provided and on the acceleration of a project. The TEN-T 
Executive Agency has been managing these Decisions, 
following up on the projects and their implementation 
and developing measures to increase the efficiency and 
transparency. The programming of Community Structur-
al Funds, with up to €15 billion earmarked for the Priority 
Projects, also signals the determination of the European 
Institutions to implement these Projects. Finally, the  
European Investment Bank’s (EIB) ever increasing portfo-
lio of TEN-T projects is a further sign of commitment at 
the European level. 

The completion of the Priority Projects offers new  
business opportunities. To fully benefit from these posi-
tive developments, it is important to improve the techni-
cal compatibility of the national network. In the frame 
of the ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management Sys-
tem) project, a common radio transmission and speed 
control system has been developed. The last teeth-

ing troubles of the system were solved by a European  
Commission Decision in April 2008 and the deployment 
of the system in lines and trains is developing - more than 
3,000 km of lines are now in service. Moreover, Member 
States have notified the European Commission about 
ambitious national deployment plans. In July 2009, the  
Commission adopted a Decision ensuring that all  
Member States progress at a minimum pace and that 
progress on a corridor cannot be blocked unilater-
ally by changes in Member State priorities.  At the Eu-
ropean level, the Commission will step up its efforts 
to encourage Member States to coordinate their infra-
structure policies, with a view to exchanging best prac-
tices and identifying obstacles to funding and solving 
cross-border constraints. In particular, the Open Meth-
od of Coordination should have a significant impact 
through fostering transparency and up-to-date moni-
toring of project planning and implementation across  
Europe. Moreover, the European Institutions and  
Member States will continue to rely on the work of the  
European Coordinators, who because of their dedicated 
work, have played a major role in advancing the Prior-
ity Projects. Three new Coordinators shall be appointed 
on 8 June 2010, thereby taking care of 11 of the most  
difficult Priority Projects of the TEN-T network. Public 
funds also need to be complemented by greater private 
sector involvement. The Commission plays an active role 
– in strong collaboration with the European Investment 
Bank – to improve the expertise and the instruments  
required to promote a wider use of private funding.  
Section C.4 highlights these activities in more detail.

The report also indicates that the efforts will need to 
be sustained and even further increased for several 
PPs after 2013, as the completion dates for some of the  
major projects have fallen behind the original timeta-
bles. Today it is very clear that significant parts of the 30  
Priority Projects will not be completed until 2015 or even 
2020. It will be difficult to meet the 2020 deadline for 
some of the most complex projects, such as the Alpine 
crossings, along with a number of other Priority Project 
bottlenecks.  An executive summary of the issues which 
have been key to increasing the European added value 
of Trans-European Transport Networks are presented in 
the last part of the report, such as TEN-T Policy Review, 
public-private partnerships (PPPs), the Open Method of 
Coordination and the TEN-T Executive Agency. Finally, 
some global statistics and thematic overview maps are 
displayed to provide an overview of Project funding and 
development.
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Updated overview of costs and investment*

Priority Axis
Member 
State(s)  

involved
End of works Total cost  

in € million

Total invested 
before 2009 
in € million

Total  
estimated 

investments 
for 2009  

in € million

Total  
foreseen 

investments 
2010-2013

 in € million

Total  
foreseen 

investments 
after 2013  
in € million

PP01 Railway axis Berlin-Verona/
Milano-Bologna-Napoli-Messina-
Palermo

DE, AT, IT 2022 51,849.97 26,919.49 1,916.57 9,694.90 13,319.01 

PP02 High speed railway axis 
Paris-Brussels-Köln-Amsterdam-
London

UK, BE, DE, 
NL, FR 2023 17,114.87 16,185.64 220.70 703.53 5

PP03 High speed railway axis of 
southwest Europe ES, PT, FR 2020 45,788.38 12,895.45 1,272.79 13,383.37 18,236.78 

PP04 High speed railway axis 
east FR, DE, LU 2013 5,261.94 5,017.65 45.78 159.50 39

PP05 Betuwe Line (COMPLETED) NL 2008 4,705.93 4,705.93 - - -

PP06 Railway axis Lyon-Trieste-
Divača/Koper-Divača-Ljubljana-
Budapest-Ukrainian border

FR, IT, SI, HU 2025 55,384.81 9,817.16 532.59 5,700.60 39,334.46 

PP07 Motorway axis Igoumen-
itsa/Patra-Athina-Sofia-Budapest EL, BG, RO, HU 2020 19,084.35 12,941.21 1,999.98 3,607.57 535.60 

PP08 Multimodal axis Portugal/
Spain-rest of Europe PT, ES 2016 14,653.77 9,147.93 620.75 2,278.89 2,606.21 

PP09 Railway axis Cork-Dublin-
Belfast-Stranraer (COMPLETED) IE, UK 2001 595 595 - - -

PP10 Malpensa Airport 
(COMPLETED) IT 2001 1,344.80 1,344.80 - - -

PP11 Øresund fixed link 
(COMPLETED) SE, DK 2000 2,700 2,700 - - -

PP12 Nordic Triangle railway/
road axis SE, FI 2020 12,738.61 7,069.82 622.35 1,556.84 3,489.60 

PP13 UK/Ireland/Benelux road 
axis IE, UK 2015 5,772.42 1,904.90 212.86 1,634.95 2,019.71 

PP14 West Coast Main Line 
(COMPLETED) UK 2008 10,882.74 10,520.45 362.29 - - 

PP15 Galileo All 2012 2,333.50 1,760 395 178.5 -

PP16 Freight railway axis Sines-
Madrid-Paris ES, FR, PT 2020 8,696.24 206.50 144.81 497.88 7,847.06 

PP17 Railway axis Paris-
Strasbourg-Stuttgart-Wien-
Bratislava

DE, FR, AT, SK 2020 13,853.28 4,3386.85 765.02 5,793.45 2,907.96 

PP18 Rhine/Meuse-Main-Dan-
ube inland waterway axis

BE, NL, DE, AT, 
HU, RO, BG 2021 2,617.01 102.15 68.97 1,039.58 1,406.31 

PP19 High speed rail interoper-
ability on the Iberian peninsula ES, PT 2020 40,896.49 9,816.77 2,930.81 10,996.75 17,152.16 

PP20 Fehmarn Belt railway axis DE, DK 2020 7,363.64 232.46 158 1,822 5,151.18 

PP21 Motorways of the Sea** Four corridors - - - - - -

PP22 Railway axis Athina-Sofia-
Budapest-Wien-Praha-Nürnberg/
Dresden

RO, BG, AT, HU, 
CZ, DE, EL 2020 13,953.09 2,026.18 517.65 4,138.26 7,270.99 

PP23 Railway axis Gdańsk-
Warszawa-Brno/Bratislava-Wien PL, CZ, SK 2025 4,450.15 2,668.97 51.95 1,105.25 623.99 

PP24 Railway axis Lyon/Genova-
Basel-Duisburg-Rotterdam/
Antwerp

FR, DE, IT, BE, 
NL 2020 21,983.50 2,370.05 164.75 3,597.35 15,851.36 

PP25 Motorway axis Gdańsk-
Brno/Bratislava-Wien PL, CZ, SK, AT 2018 10,455.69 4,273.87 453.93 3,833 1,894.88 

PP26 Railway/road axis Ireland/
United Kingdom/continental 
Europe

IE, UK 2020 7,919.16 3,118.13 373.49 1,767.26 2,660.29 

PP27 “Rail Baltica” axis Warszawa-
Kaunas-Riga-Tallinn-Helsinki LT, PL, LV, EE 2020 2,590.38 487.61 51.18 459.58 1,592

PP28 “Eurocaprail” on the 
Brussels-Luxembourg-Strasbourg 
railway axis

BE, LU 2015 1,091.52 195.62 46.55 768.15 81.20 

PP29 Railway axis of the Ionian/
Adriatic intermodal corridor EL 2020 4,339 39.61 21.24 624.43 3,653.72 

PP30 Inland waterway Seine-
Scheldt BE, FR 2016 4,540.22 85.98 66.43 3,997.61 390.20 

Total 394,831.97 153,150.18 13,787.18 79,825.46 148,068.69

* This table is based on information received in April 2010 from Member States in preparation of the TEN-T Days 2010 in June in Zaragoza. Costs and investments for the priority sections of 
the PPs only.
** Detailed overview on pages 92-94

Section B - Implementation of the TEN-T Priority Projects: State of play
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** excluding PP21

* Member State investment, TEN-T budget, EIB support, Structural/Cohesion Funds & other sources
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Priority Project 1
Railway axis Berlin-Verona/Milan-Bologna-Naples-Messina-Palermo
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PP01: Railway axis Berlin-Verona/Milano-Bologna-Napoli-Messina-Palermo
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million)

Works for construction of new high speed line between Kundl/Radfeld and Baumkirchen Austria €58.3 

Verkehrsprojekt Deutsche Einheit (VDE) 8.2, Neubaustrecke (NBS) Erfurt-Leipzig/Halle,  
Abschnitt Erfurt-Halle bzw. Gröbers 

Germany €57.0

Priority Project TEN No. 1 Brenner Base Tunnel - Works Austria, Italy €592.7

Priority Project TEN No. 1 Brenner Base Tunnel - Studies Austria, Italy €193.4

Southern Access line to Brenner Italy €58.8

Verkehrsprojekt Deutsche Einheit (VDE) 8.1, Neubaustrecke (NBS) Ebensfeld-Erfurt; Planfest-
stellungsabschnitte Freistaat Bayern (BA 3121 EÜ Füllbachtalbrücke; BA 3122 EÜ Fornbach-
brücke) 

Germany €3.94

Nodo di Roma, progetto prioritario no. 1, upgrading impianto ferroviario di Roma Tiburtina Italy €7.0

TOTAL €971.0

PP 01

PP01: Cumulative investment (€ million)

24,609.6
(47.5%)

26,919.5
(51.9%)

28,836.1
(55.6%)

30,829.5
(59.5%)

38,531
(74.3%)

51,850
(100%)
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PP01: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 2,386 km

Completed until 
end 2008
1,156 km

48.4%

After 2013
503 km
21.1%

2010-2013
214 km

9%

Ongoing
424 km
17.8%

Completed in 
2009

89 km
3.7%

To be started
717 km
30.1%

Completed by 
end 2008
1,156 km

48.4%

After 2013
503 km
21.1%

2010-2013
214 km

9%

Ongoing
424 km
17.8%

Completed in 
2009

89 km
3.7%

Member states involved: Germany, Austria, Italy Estimated completion date: 2022
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51,849.97 26,919.49 526.37 226.17 0 51.9% 1,916.57 54.17 47.22 0 3.7% 9,694.9 657.82 331.14 0 18.7% 13,319.01 25.7%

PP01: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 2,386 km

PP01: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Priority Project 1
Railway axis Berlin-Verona/Milan-Bologna-Naples-Messina-Palermo

Introduction
The railway axis Berlin-Verona/Milan-Bologna-Naples-
Messina-Palermo is an important high capacity north-
south rail axis crossing the Alps along the Brenner  
Corridor. Traversing Germany, Austria and Italy, the 
axis will link up their important urban areas and  
deliver an important increase in transport capacity. This 
will allow a modal shift from road to rail in the sensitive  
mountainous regions it crosses. 

Karel Van Miert was European Coordinator for PP1 
from July 2005 until his tragic death in June 2009.   
Under his inspiring leadership, the Berlin-Palermo 
project made good progress. His focus was in particu-
lar on the cross-border section Munich-Verona. In 2007, 
he created the Brenner Corridor Platform (BCP), bringing  
together the three Member States, the regions and the rail  
infrastructure companies. The work of the BCP led to 
an integrated approach, covering not only the evident  
aspects such as interoperability, terminals and related 
rail aspects, but also environmental monitoring, accom-
panying policy measures and finally the relationships 
between rail, road, environment and energy. As such, it 
was ahead of the usual infrastructure projects. On 18 May 
2009, this integrated approach led to the adoption of a  
Common Declaration of all stakeholders in Rome, enact-
ing the ambitious “Brenner Action Plan 2009-2022” which  
contains a set of measures facilitating the correct  
implementation of this project.

A new European Coordinator succeeding Karel Van  
Miert will be nominated in the near future. Meanwhile, 
the work of the Brenner Corridor Platform continues. 
On 3 February 2010, the BCP met for the tenth time in 
Rome. In addition, several BCP working groups have met 
at regular intervals to discuss issues such as  infrastruc-
ture, bottlenecks, traffic capacity and forecasts, inter-
operability, terminals, accompanying measures such as  
cross-financing, and Green Corridors.

Cross-border sections
The core of the Berlin-Palermo rail axis is constituted 
by the Brenner Corridor section. Located between  
Munich-Innsbruck-Bolzano-Trento-Verona, this section  
comprises the 55 km long cross-border Brenner Base 
Tunnel (BBT), which starts at Fortezza and joins up with 
the existing Innsbruck bypass - thus creating a 62.5 km 
long underground tunnel link, and the northern and 

southern access routes. Studies have been undertaken 
to prepare the construction of this central section.

The 41 km Lower Inn Valley route between Kundl and 
Baumkirchen, which is part of the northern access to the 
Brenner Base Tunnel, is expected to become operational 
by 2012. Currently, 95% of the civil engineering works 
have been completed. 

For the southern access section between Verona and 
Fortezza, five priority sections have been defined: the 
access to Verona, the underground bypassing of Trento 
and Rovereto, the South Tyrolean lowland section, the 
underground bypassing of Bolzano and the important 
section between Ponte Gardena and Fortezza.

Under the 2007-2013 TEN-T Multi-Annual Programme, 
it is foreseen to invest €903 million of EU budget for 
the Brenner Base Tunnel and both access routes. The 
three Member States have repeatedly expressed their 
support for this section. In Austria, the project is being  
financed by the ÖBB Infrastructure Framework Plan 2009-
2014, which was endorsed by the Austrian government 
in March 2009. In July 2009, an agreement regarding 
the state subsidies concerning the projects of the ÖBB  
Infrastructure Framework Plan 2009-2014 was  
concluded between ÖBB, the Ministry of Finance and the  
Ministry of Transport, Innovation and Technology. In  
Italy, the documents for the entire project were approved 
in August 2009 by the Interministerial Committee for  
Economic Planning (CIPE) with the CIPE resolution and  
the Finance Act 2010 No. 191 of 23 December 2009. 
Italy has committed itself to financing the entire  
construction project. In addition, the Member States  
concerned plan to issue proposals for TEN-T funding of this  
Priority Project for the next budgetary cycles. The  
financial commitments of the Member States and the 
EU should enable the launching of the main work on the 
Brenner Base Tunnel this year. The tunnel is scheduled to 
be completed in 2022. 

Other sections
Germany and Italy have actively pursued the work 
on the sections both north and south of the Brenner  
Corridor. Germany put into service the sections between 
Berlin and Halle/Leipzig, as well as between Nürnberg 
and Munich. Investments in the section between Halle/
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PP 01Leipzig and Nürnberg are ongoing. It aims to resolve this  
bottleneck  by  2017. 

Already at the end of 2008, Italy put into service the 
sections Milano-Bologna and Verona-Bologna. With 
the completion of the section between Bologna and  
Florence at the end of 2009, the section between  
Verona/Milan and Naples/Salerno has become  
operational in its entirety. 

Progress and delays
The section between Kundl and Baumkirchen is  
scheduled to be completed and in operation by 2012.

The construction of the main tunnel is due to be 
launched in 2010. However, the project coordina-
tor BBT SE still has not been commissioned with the  
construction of the main tunnel due to discussions on 
the financing of the works between Austria and Italy. The 
negotiations should be completed before summer 2010.

The southern section between Verona and Naples  
started operating in its entirety in December 2009.

Between Verona and Fortezza, five priority sections have 
been defined. For two of these sections (Fortezza-Ponte 
Gardena and the underground bypassing of Bolzano), 
the final design should start in June this year.

Green Corridor initiative
The Brenner Corridor Platform developed a new  
initiative aiming to promote and develop a so-called 
Green Corridor concept: long distance freight corri-
dors along with concrete measures are taken to reduce 
the environmental impact from transport operations. 
The Brenner Green Corridor will develop a number of 
projects, in particular on geothermic tunnel energy,  
energy transport and hydrogen fuel stations along the 
corridor. 

General appreciation
During this reporting period, PP01 has made good 
progress and has now arrived at a crucial phase. This  
applies in particular for the cross-border section  
Munich-Verona. Following all preparatory studies,  
including works for the pilot tunnels, the works on 
the main tunnel were supposed to start on 1 January 
2010, in accordance with the financial decision of the  
Commission. However, mainly due to discussions at the 
national level on the financing of this important phase, 
the process has been delayed. However, it is optimistic  
that the discussions on the financing of the tunnel works 
will soon be concluded so that the works phase can 
be launched. For the EU’s 2020 strategy, it is of crucial  
importance that TEN-T bottlenecks are removed in order 
to ensure sustainable economic growth.
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Priority Project 2
High speed railway axis Paris-Brussels-Köln-Amsterdam-London
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PP 02

PP02: High speed railway axis Paris-Brussels-Köln-Amsterdam-London
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million)

Diabolo - Raccordement ferroviaire de l’aéroport de Zaventem au réseau à grande vitesse 
Thalys

Belgium €15.0

PBKAL: F/B frontière Bruxelles-Liège, B/D frontière, Bruxelles B/NL frontière: partie belge du 
réseau à grande vitesse nord-européen  

Belgium €5.8

Aachen-Köln Germany €14.8

TOTAL €35.6

PP02: Cumulative investment (€ Million)

15,814.9
(92.4%)

16,185.6
(94.6%)

16,406.3
(95.9%)

16,671.3
(97.4%)

17,109.9
(99.97%)

17,114.9
(100%)
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Until  end 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011-2013 2014-2020

PP02: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 931 km

Completed until  
end 2008
903 km

97%

Ongoing
28 km

3%

Completed by 
2008

927 km
99.5%

Ongoing
5 km
0.5%

Member states involved: United Kingdom, Belgium, Germany,  
The Netherlands, France

Estimated completion date: 2023

Total costs 
in € million
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17,114.87 16,185.64 714.23 0 1,774.2 94.6% 220.7 5.84 0 0 1.3% 703.53 14.78 0 0 4.1% 5 0.03%

PP02: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 932km

PP02: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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United Kingdom: The project consists of sections 
totalling 109 km, section 1 (Tunnel-Thames) is 70 km 
long and was built in 1998-2003. Section 2 (Thames-St 
Pancras) is 39 km long and was built in 2001-2007. The 
maximum speed is 300 km/h. The journey time from 
London to the Tunnel is 35 minutes, to Paris 2h 15m and 
to Brussels 1h 51m.

Belgium: The project consists of three axes totalling 314 
km (214 km of new lines, 172 km with a maximum speed 
of 300km/h). Works started in 1993, and the main works 
relating to the original TGV project were completed in 
2008. There are still some ongoing works included in 
other projects such as the Diabolo project.

•	 Western axis: HSL (high speed line) 1 connects 
Brussels with the French border. 88 km long (71 km  
dedicated high-speed tracks, 17 km upgraded lines), 
it went into service on 14 December 1997. 

•	 Eastern axis: HSL 2 runs between Leuven and Ans. 
95 km long (61 km dedicated high-speed tracks, 34 
km upgraded lines) it went into service in 2002. HSL 
3 connects Liège to the German border. 56 km long 
(42 km dedicated high-speed tracks, 14 km upgraded 
lines), it went into service at the end of 2009. 

•	 Northern axis: HSL 4 connects Brussels to the Dutch 
border where it meets HSL-Zuid. It is 97 km long, 
comprising 40 km of dedicated high speed tracks 
and 57 km upgraded lines. This axis went into service 
mid-2009.

The Netherlands: The HSL-Zuid line, consisting of 
the Dutch part of PBKAL, is a 125 km long rail line of 
which 85 km is new construction with 170 construction 
works. Among them is a 2 km long bridge and a 7 km  
tunnel  with a 15 m diameter. Using existing tracks from  
Amsterdam Central to Schiphol Airport, the dedicated 
high speed line begins here and continues to Rotterdam 
Central and to the Belgian border where it connects to 
the HSL 4.

Germany: The Köln-Aachen high-speed line is the 
German part of PBKAL. It is not a newly built railway line, 
but a project to upgrade the existing line. The line has a 
length of about 70 km, and the first 40 km from Köln to 
Düren have been rebuilt. Since 2002, the line has allowed 
speeds up to 250 km/h. Separate tracks have been built 

Introduction
This is Europe’s first cross-border high speed passen-
ger rail project, linking major cities in France, Belgium,  
Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. 

The PBKAL (Paris-Brussels-Köln-Amsterdam-London) 
network offers substantial reductions in journey times 
between the five countries and therefore provides  
passengers with a real alternative to air and road trans-
port. It also enables improved connections between 
some of Europe’s key airports - Brussels, Frankfurt,  
Cologne/Bonn, Paris Charles de Gaulle and Amsterdam 
Schiphol. 

Cross-border and bottlenecks sections 
The Channel Tunnel: The Channel Tunnel is a 50.5 
km undersea rail tunnel linking Folkestone, United  
Kingdom with Calais in northern France beneath the 
English Channel at the Strait of Dover. It is a crucial 
part of the PBKAL project; it is the only means by which 
trains can travel between Great Britain and the European  
mainland as it links with LGV Nord in France and 
High Speed One in Britain. The Channel Tunnel itself  
consists of two rail tunnels and a service tunnel. Tunnelling  
commenced in 1988, and the tunnel began operating 
in 1994. It carries high speed Eurostar passenger trains,  
Eurotunnel roll-on/roll-off vehicle transport - the largest 
in the world - and international rail freight trains. 

Buschtunnel between Aachen and the Belgian  
border: One bottleneck between Aachen and the 
Belgian border is the Buschtunnel. It is the oldest 
railway tunnel in Germany that is still in use, with some 
parts dating back to 1838. When the line was electrified,  
available space inside the tunnel mandated that the 
line was limited to a single track. Because of the tunnel’s 
poor conditions, speeds had to be limited to 40 km/h. 
A parallel single-track tunnel has been completed and 
entered into service in December 2009.

At the moment, the old tunnel is temporarily closed for 
renovation. After completion of these works, in Decem-
ber 2010, both tunnels will be safe for 160 km/h and the 
last remaining bottlenecks on PP02 will be eliminated.

Other sections
The status and the developments along PP02 are  
described as follows:

Priority Project 2
High speed railway axis Paris-Brussels-Köln-Amsterdam-London
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PP 02

parallel to the high speed tracks for local S-Bahn traffic. 
The remaining line from Düren to Aachen allows speeds 
up to 160 km/h with some slower sections. Upgrades of 
Düren-Aachen are not yet scheduled.

France: The LGV Nord is the French part of the PBKAL. 
It is a newly built, 333 km long high speed railway 
line that connects Paris to the Belgian border and the  
Channel Tunnel via Lille which opened in 1993. 

With a maximum speed of 300 km/h, the line has  
significantly shortened rail journeys between Paris and 
Lille. Its extensions to the north (Belgium, the Channel  
Tunnel) and the south (via the LGV Interconnexion Est) 
have reduced journey times to Great Britain and Bene-
lux and for interregional trips between the Nord/Pas de  
Calais region and the southeast and southwest of France. 
As it is mostly built in flat areas, the maximum incline is 
25 meters per kilometer.

Financial aspects
The European Community supports the implementation 
of PP02 through several financial Community instru-
ments and loans from the European Investment Bank. 
PP02 is taken forward in regions which do not benefit 
from the use of Structural Funds. Consequently, signifi-
cant co-financing of this project has been and still is en-
sured by the TEN-T budget to support some of the works 
relating to this project.

International operators
PBKAL is currently used by three international op-
erators: Thalys, Eurostar and ICE trains, as well as fast  
internal intercity services. In 2010, the European Union will  
initiate the liberalisation of the European rail network  
allowing greater competition.

•	 Thalys: A high speed railway passenger service that 
covers the same territory of Paris-Brussels-Köln-Am-
sterdam in which the first international railway lines 
were created 150 years before 

•	 Eurostar: A high speed railway passenger service 
connecting London with Paris and Brussels. 

•	 ICE (InterCityExpress): A system of high speed trains 
predominantly running in Germany. It is the highest 
service category offered by Deutsche Bahn. 

General appreciation
The PBKAL is a Priority Project which has been  
completed with no financial or environmental problems 
outstanding. The high speed line drastically improved 
the connection between United Kingdom and the  
European mainland and significantly reduced journey 
times between the cities of the most densely populated 
area of Europe, the so-called “Blue Banana” and Paris. 
Furthermore, it also contributes to the promotion of  
intermodal rail-air journeys, and thereby helps achieve 
the transport policy objectives of the Community.
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Priority Project 3
High speed railway axis of southwest Europe
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PP03: High speed railway axis of southwest Europe
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Construcción de la Nueva Red Ferroviaria en el Pais Vasco (Y Vasca) - Tramo Guipuzcoano Spain €7.1

Conexión España-Francia por la fachada Atlántica. Línea de alta velocidad Madrid-Pais Vasco-
Frontera Francesa. Tramos Valladolid-Burgos-Vitoria. Obras de plataforma Valladolid-Burgos

Spain €25.0 

Estudios para la construccion de la línea de alta velocidad Madrid-Pais Vasco-Frontera  
Francesa. Tramos Valladolid-Burgos-Vitoria

Spain €14.7 

Línea de alta velocidad Madrid-Pais Vasco-Frontera Francesa. Obras de plataforma de los 
tramos Arrazua/Mondragon

Spain €26.8 

Atlantic branch of the international section of PP3 Vitoria-Dax (estudios y obras para la nueva 
linea de alta velocidad)

Spain, France €70.0

Studies and works for the high speed railway axis of south west Europe (PP3) - Lisbon- 
Madrid Axis: Cross-border section Evora-Merida

Spain, Portugal €312.7 

Works for construction of a high speed railway section between Perpignan and Figueres Spain, France €69.8 

Contournement de Nîmes et Montpellier (Etudes et travaux) France €56.3 

Désaturation du noeud ferroviaire de Bordeaux France €21.3 

Etudes préliminaires et d’APS en vue de la construction d’une nouvelle ligne ferroviaire entre 
Bordeaux et la frontière Espagnole

France €17.1 

Studies and works in the high speed railway axis of south west Europe (PP3) - Lisbon-Madrid 
Axis: Third Tagus Crossing (TTC)

Portugal €51.3 

Studies and projects for the development of the rail section Talayuela-Cáceres Spain €3.9 

Obras de adecuación de la línea Barcelona-Francia y accesos para su explotación en ancho 
internacional. Tramo: Gerona mercancías-variante de Figueras

Spain €6.2

Corridor linking Madrid-Zaragoza-Barcelona-Figueras-Perpignan-Montpellier-Nimes  
Railway bypass of Figueras

Spain €2.8 

L.A.V. Valladolid-Burgos-Vitoria. Obras de plataforma de los subtramos: nudo norte de 
Valladolid-Cabezón de Pisuerga, San Martín de Valvení, Nudo de Venta de Baños y Torquema-
da-Quintana del Puente

Spain €15.4 

Intermodal logistics platform Vilamalla/el Far d’Empordà: previous studies and projects for 
the establishment of an intermodal logistics platform at the south of the Spanish-French 
border 

Spain €0.8 

Estudios y proyectos Tramo Talayuela-Cáceres (Fase II) Spain €3.0

L.A.V. Madrid-País Vasco-Frontera Francesa. Línea Vitoria-Bilbao-San Sebastián. Tramo 
Mondragón-Bilbao. Obras de plataforma del subtramo Mondragón-Elorrio

Spain €5.8 

Empreitadas preparatórias para a implementação da ligação entre a Terceira Travessia do 
Tejo e a Estação do Oriente-Lisboa, parte integrante do eixo Ferroviário de alta velocidade 
Lisboa-Madrid

Portugal €5.4 

Implementation of the European Rail Traffic Management System on the high speed stretch 
between Lisbon and Caia, an integral part of the Lisbon-Madrid (PP3)

Portugal €15.4 

Estudos relativos ao projecto de implementação da rede ferroviária de alta velocidade em 
Portugal (Projecto RAV) - PP3 e PP19

Portugal €4.5 

Projecto de execução relativo ao sub-troço Moita-Poceirão, parte integrante do eixo Lisboa-
Madrid - PP3 eixo ferroviário de alta velocidade do sudoeste europeu

Portugal €1.5 

Projecto de execução relativo ao sub-troço Poceirão-Évora, parte integrante do eixo Lisboa-
Madrid - PP3 eixo ferroviário de alta velocidade do sudoeste europeu

Portugal €6.3 

TOTAL €742.8

Member states involved: Spain, Portugal, France Estimated completion date: 2020

Total costs 
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45,788.38 12,895.45 273.04 5,225.76 2,500 28.2% 1,272.79 10.83 0 350 2.8% 13,383.37 589.76 1,340.40 2,750 29.2% 18,236.78 39.8%
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•	 On	 the	 Iberian branch, the completion of the first 
high speed link between the countries is expected 
in 2013. Works are ongoing in Spain on Estremadura 
on a 80 km stretch (Caceres-Mérida-Badajoz), while 
a contract for a public-private partnership to build 
most of the line in Portugal (Poceirão-Caia) is due for 
signature in May 2010.

Cross-border sections
The project includes three cross-border sections:

•	 Perpignan-Figueras: The Spanish-French Perpig-
nan-Figueras link (44 km, including an 8.2 km double 
tunnel) was successfully completed by the private 
concessionaire TP Ferro but the access route on the 
Spanish side is still missing. A provisional exercise is 
planned to start by the end of 2010 and is expected to 
be fully operational from Madrid to Perpignan by 2012.  
Under the 2000-2006 and 2007-2013 budgetary  
periods, €146 million of TEN-T subventions was 
granted to TP Ferro for the section.

•	 Vitoria-Dax: The cross-border section (Astigarraga-
Bayonne) has to be defined and designed by 2013 
under the aegis of the Intergovernmental Conference 
Vitoria-Dax. €71 million of TEN-T funding has been  
allocated for studies and preliminary works.

•	 Evora-Mérida: The Portuguese side of of this 
section is entirely included in the Poceirão-Caia lot, 
awarded to a public-private consortium at the end 
of 2009, and the contract is currently being signed.  
The Caia-Badajoz cross-border station will be imple-
mented by EEIG AVEP. On the Spanish side, all works 
are ongoing (ADIF) and are expected to be finalised, 
for the cross-border section, by 2013. Under the 
2007-2013 TEN-T Multi-Annual Programme, funding 
of €312.6 million is foreseen to be part of the €1,226 
million investment.

Other sections
Developments in other sections not mentioned above 
include:
 
•	 Mediterranean branch: The new Montpellier-

Perpignan line has been defined as a high speed 

Introduction
The high speed railway axis of southwest Europe is 
a key project that ensures the continuity of the rail  
network between Portugal, Spain and the rest of Europe. It  
consists of three branches: 

•	 Mediterranean branch: Madrid-Barcelona (opera-
tional) – Figueras-Perpignan (completed) – Montpel-
lier-Nimes (French high speed network)

•	 Iberian branch: Madrid-Lisboa-Porto
•	 Atlantic branch: Madrid-Valladolid (operational) - 

Burgos-Vitoria-Bilbao/San Sebastian-Dax-Bordeaux-
Tours (Paris).

Carlo Secchi is the European Coordinator for this  
Priority Project, as well as for PP19 (High speed rail inter-
operability in Iberian peninsula. He succeeded Etienne  
Davignon on 22 July 2009. 

The project has progressed on its three branches during 
the period, with the active involvement of the European 
Coordinator:

•	 On	 the	 Mediterranean branch, the Barcelona-
Figueras line progressed quickly: more than 55% 
of the line is completed and on all the remaining  
sections works are ongoing. The new Contournement 
Nîmes-Montpellier line is progressing, although 
the operational phase might be delayed from 2013 
to 2016. The first link in standard (European) gauge  
between the Iberian peninsula and the rest of Europe 
will thus be provisionally operational by the end of 
2010. It is likely to be fully operational from Madrid 
to Perpignan in 2012, and progressively upgraded on 
the French side by 2020. 

•	 On	 the	 Atlantic branch, the Intergovernmental 
Conference Vitoria-Dax had its first meetings in 
2009, during which it activated the EEIG (European  
Economic Interest Group) studies needed to define 
the cross-border section within 2013. Works for the Y 
Basque rail link Vitoria-Bilbao/San Sebastian are on-
going in some sections and design is being complet-
ed in the remaining ones. On the French side of the 
Bordeaux-Dax lot, the alignment was defined in 2009 
(1 km range), and the Tours-Bordeaux line concession 
was recently awarded to a public-private consortium 
with the contract signature due in 2010.

Priority Project 3
High speed railway axis of southwest Europe
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mixed line (passenger/freight) following a success-
ful public debate in 2008-2009. Studies have been 
launched subsequently in order to execute the works 
in 2016-2020.

•	 Atlantic branch: The Bordeaux hub will be upgraded 
before the summer of 2010. The Bordeaux-Dax cross 
border section is part of GPSO (Grand Projet du Sud-
Ouest), and its alignment was defined (1 km wide 
corridors) in January. In addition besides an ombuds-
man was appointed in February for the environmen-
tal issues in the Basque district. For the Valladolid-
Burgos section, works are ongoing and the Burgos 
bypass is completed. For the Burgos-Vitoria section, 
work contracts for all the remaining lots are to be 
awarded within 2010 and an agreement for the start 
up of works on Vitoria bypass was signed. 

•	 Iberian branch: Lisbon-Poceirão - including the third 
crossing of the Tagus - will be implemented through 
a public-private partnership by 2013. The tender was 
launched in March 2009 and the signature of the  
concession contract is expected before April 2011. 
Works will start soon on the Madrid-Cáceres section - 
Navalmoral-Cáceres in 2010 and Pantoja-Navalmoral 
in 2011.

Progress and delays
The Priority Project is generally progressing, with the  
delays encountered in the Mediterranean branch (access 
to the cross-border section) are likely to be overcome by 
the end of 2010 through a provisional solution and by 
2012 with a full high speed line.

General appreciation
This project has progressed greatly on the Spanish  
sections in 2009 and important decisions were  
taken in Portugal and France to push development  
forward. The activation of the Mediterranean link by 
2010 will represent the first effective rail link between the  
Iberian peninsula and the rest of the European network. 
Its completion will represent a major achievement for 
the sustainable mobility of citizens and the internal  
market (in synergy with European Rail Traffic Manage-
ment System - ERTMS corridors). Nevertheless, some  
delays on critical sections can hinder its results in terms 
of cross-border traffic in the coming years. In order to 
timely attain these strategic objectives of the TEN-T 
network and to complete the project by 2020, it is of  
paramount importance to keep the completion of 
the missing sections in the coming years high on the  
political agenda in order to fully exploit the cross-border 
links through coordinated network management and  
services. It will also be necessary to anticipate solutions 
for the remaining bottlenecks before they negatively  
affect the growth of the rail services. Coordination between  
Member States ought to be upgraded accordingly.

In addition, specific care has to be taken in the  
further definition of the Atlantic cross-border section 
and in reaching a high level of public acceptance for this  
infrastructure through involvement of local stakeholders 
in identifying an environmentally friendly alignment. 

PP 03

PP03: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 3,656 km

PP03: Cumulative investment (€ million)
PP03: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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(25.3%)
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(28.2%)
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(30.9%)
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Total length 3,656 km
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PP03: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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PP 04

PP04: High speed railway axis east
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million)  
Ausbaustrecke 23 (Grenze D/F) Saarbrücken-Ludwigshafen (POS Nord) Germany €10.0 

TOTAL €10.0

PP04: Cumula�ve investment (Million €)

5,017.7
(95.4%)
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PP04: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Member states involved: France, Germany, Luxemburg Estimated completion date: 2013
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5,261.94 5,017.65 22.29 0 300 95.4% 45.78 1.78 0 0 0.9% 159.5 6.5 0 0 3% 39 0.7%

PP04: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 579 km

PP04: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Introduction
PP04 (LGV Est Européenne) comprises 579 kilometres of 
high speed rail lines between France, Luxembourg and 
Germany. PP04 is intended to speed up connections  
between Paris and the regions of northern, western and 
southwestern France, as well as northeastern France, 
Germany, Switzerland, and Luxembourg. On a Europe-
an scale, PP04 complements PP17, the major European 
project linking Paris to Bratislava. By making the regions 
of eastern France more accessible, PP4 also offers new 
opportunities for personal mobility and economic devel-
opment in the areas it serves.

Infrastructure development
PP4 comprises:
•	 300	kilometres	of	new	high	speed	line	between	Paris	

and Baudrecourt (Moselle)
•	 179	 kilometres	 of	 line	 to	 be	 upgraded	 between	

Baudrecourt, Saarbrücken and Mannheim (on the 
Paris-Metz-Frankfurt rail route)

•	 100	 kilometres	 of	 upgraded	 lines	 between	
Baudrecourt, Metz and Luxembourg.

Completed sections
Paris-Baudrecourt: Construction of the new high speed 
line between Paris and Baudrecourt was completed  
during the summer of 2006. The line has been operat-
ed commercially since the summer of 2007. The works,  
officially launched on 28 January 2002, initially com-
prised a civil engineering site to construct the 300 km 
track bed. The works necessitated the creation of numer-
ous embankments and cuttings and the construction of 
327 engineering structures. The section was co-financed 
with €168.13 million under the 2001-2006 TEN-T Multi-
Annual Programme. France also obtained a loan of €300  
million from the European Investment Bank for the works 
on this section. These contributions facilitated the rapid 
completion of the Paris-Baudrecourt section.

Baudrecourt-Luxembourg border: This section 
became operational in 2007, at the same time as the 
Paris-Baudrecourt line.

Sections to be completed
Baudrecourt-Saarbrücken: The Baudrecourt-Saar-
brücken section comprises an existing railway line  
between France and Germany. No improvement work is 
planned for this cross-border section before 2013 be

cause it is considered difficult to reduce journey times 
appreciably on this section.

Nevertheless, in April 2009 the politicians responsi-
ble in the regions concerned – Moselle, Saarland and 
Rhineland-Palatinate – signed a declaration to promote 
this northern route, calling for improved speed and  
frequency between Baudrecourt and Mannheim.  
According to the declaration, the improvement of this 
northern branch was taken into account during the  
second phase of the high speed line in France 
(Baudrecourt-Strasbourg section). During negotiation of 
the financing plan for the second phase of PP04, France 
financed, under the Projects Contract between the State 
and the Lorraine Region, studies on the improvement 
of the Baudrecourt-Mannheim section. The aim is to 
achieve the level of service planned in the La Rochelle 
agreements of 1992, i.e. a Paris-Frankfurt journey time of 
approximately 3h 30m.

Saarbrücken-Mannheim: The improvement and 
conversion works on the Saarbrücken-Mannheim  
section, to enable trains to travel at a speed of 200 
km/h, are due to be completed by 2015. The section was  
co-financed with €25.33 million under the 2001-2006  
TEN-T Multi-Annual Programme and €10 million allocat-
ed in the 2007-2013 period.

Luxembourg-French border: The improvement and 
conversion works on the Luxembourg-French border 
section are due to be completed by 2013. This project 
comprises the complete modernisation of the railway  
installations, including the Kleinbettingen border  
station, and straightening a number of bends so that 
speeds can be increased.

Technical and operational aspects
Interoperability
The line is fitted with ETCS (European Train Control  
System) level 2 and GSM-R. It is also fitted with the  
conventional signalling system of French high speed 
lines (TVM 430 SEI) which makes it possible to run high 
speed trains which are not fitted with ERTMS (European 
Rail Traffic Management System).

International links
Two services were introduced between France and  

Priority Project 4
High speed railway axis east
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PP 04

Germany:
•	 ICE	from	Frankfurt	via	Mannheim	and	Saarbrücken	to	

Paris, using ICE3 trains of Deutsche Bahn
•	 TGV	 from	 Paris	 via	 Strasbourg	 to	 southern	 

Germany: Karlsruhe, Stuttgart and Munich, using TGV 
POS trains of SNCF

Two additional services for Luxembourg and  
Switzerland:
•	 Paris-Luxembourg,	operated	by	SNCF
•	 Paris,	 Basel	 and	 Zurich,	 operated	 by	 Lyria,	 a	 joint	 

venture set up in 2002 between SNCF and SBB/CFF/
FFS

Financial aspects
PP04 is taking place in regions which do not benefit 
from Structural Funds. Consequently, the significant 
co-financing of this project is provided by the TEN-T  
budget, which is also used to co-finance some of the works  
relating to this project.

General appreciation
PP04 is almost completed, except for the Baudrecourt-
Saarbrücken section where it is considered too difficult 
to reduce journey times appreciably in a cost-efficient 
manner.
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Priority Project 5
Betuwe Line

Completed by 
end 2008

98 km
100%

PP05: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 119 km
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PP 05

PP05: Betuwe Line
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million)  
Works for replacement of legacy systems by 15/25 kVAC on two remaining sections in the 
Netherlands of the railway corridor Rotterdam-Genoa

The Netherlands €19.9 

TOTAL €19.9

Member states involved: The Netherlands Estimated completion date: 2008

Total costs 
in € million
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4,705.93 4,705.93 196.93 0 0 100% 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0%

Introduction
The Betuwe Line is a 160 km long double track rail line 
which connects the Port of Rotterdam to the Dutch-Ger-
man border at the level of Zevenaar (Netherlands) and 
Emmerich (Germany). Dedicated to freight and ERTMS 
(European Rail Traffic Management System) equipped, 
the Betuwe line was inaugurated in June 2007 and can 
be considered as broadly completed. The Betuwe Line is 
a component of PP24 (Railway axis Lyon/Genoa-Basel-
Duisburg-Rotterdam/Antwerp) and of ERTMS Corridor 
rail freight corridor A Rotterdam-Genoa.

Cross border sections and bottlenecks
Zevenaar/Emmerich: The cross-border section is split 
between 3 km in the Netherlands and 10 km in Germany. 
Three projects are currently ongoing and are expected 
to be completed by 2013: its equipment with ETCS (Euro-
pean Train Control System) level 2, the change of power 
supply system from 1.5 kV to 25 kV and the construction 
of a third track. 

Other sections
Maasvlakte 2: The extension of the harbour in 
Rotterdam encloses the construction of a 15 km long 
ETCS equipped double track line, and the construction 
of additional marshalling yards. The project, which is  
currently in planning phase, is expected to be  
completed in 2016.

Kijfhoek: This project foresees the equipment of an 
8 km long section with ETCS by 2013. At a later stage, 
the migration from 1.5 kV to 25 kV will be realised, after 
which the electric power supply will be harmonised from 
the harbour to the Dutch-German border. 

Progress and delays
In 2010, an average of 55 southbound international 
freight trains is expected to be using the Betuwe route 

between Kijfhoek and Emmerich daily, compared to 41 
in 2008. A part of the increase is related to a shift of traffic 
from the Venlo route. 

Despite this increase, the Betuwe route remains  
currently underused. At the border point Emmerich - the  
outpoint of the Betuwe route -  a joint calculation by 
ProRail and DB Netz forecasts an increase of demand for 
train paths by 50% to 120 paths daily in 2010 and by 80% 
to 144 paths daily in 2015.  The aim of the line opera-
tor, Keyrail, is to reach 150 trains per day in 2013, for a 
capacity which reaches approximately 180 to 200 trains 
a day. In this perspective, in December 2009 Keyrail set 
up an incentives system that offers price reductions for 
any load additional to those already booked for 2010 
and 2011. 

The five year operational contract between Keyrail and 
the Dutch Ministry of Transport foresees that Keyrail 
should break even by 2013.  

General appreciation
From an infrastructure point of view, the timely  
completion and the technically successful entry into 
service of the Betuwe Line undeniably counts among the 
success stories of TEN-T policy. The remaining projects 
have faced no major delay thus far. 

From an operational point of view, however, the  
Betuwe route is confronted with the general issue of rail  
competitiveness against road and, in the case of the 
Port of Rotterdam, against inland waterways. The further 
integration of services to customers along Corridor A 
Rotterdam-Genoa as well as its full equipment with ETCS 
will nevertheless contribute to strengthen the position 
of this infrastructure for freight transport carried to and 
from Rotterdam.  
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PP 06

PP06: Railway axis Lyon-Trieste-Divača/Koper-Divača-Ljubljana-Budapest-Ukrainian border
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million)  
Nouvelle liaison ferroviaire Lyon-Turin partie commune franco-italienne de la section  
internationale

France, Italy €671.8 

Cross border railway line Trieste/Divača: study and design of the Trieste-Divača-Ljubljana-
Budapest-Ukrainian border

Italy, Slovenia €50.7 

Projet ferroviaire Lyon-Turin: itineraires d’accès français au tunnel de base France €4.7 

Studies for preparation of approval of the railway line section Budapest-Keleti-Miskolc-
Nyiregyhaza

Hungary €8.0 

Tratta ronchi sud - Trieste: Progetto Prioritario 6 - sezione nazionale Italy €24.0 

Projet ferroviaire Lyon-Turin: etudes des itinéraires d’accès français au tunnel de base France €7.6 

Completion of final design of the Treviglio Brescia section on the Milano-Verona high speed/
high capacity line

Italy €6.1 

Working out of preliminary studies for the construction of the new line of high capacity/high 
speed line Divača-Ljubljana

Slovenia €0.4 

Working out of preliminary studies for the construction of the new line of high capacity/high 
speed line Ljubljana-Zidani most 

Slovenia €0.4 

Nodo di Torino, tratta Porta Susa-Stura, progetto prioritario n. 6, rimozione bottleneck Italy €52.7 

TOTAL €826.3

PP06: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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(16%)
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(17.7%)
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(18.7%)
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Member states involved: France, Italy, Slovenia, Hungary Estimated completion date: 2025
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55,384.81 9,817.16 301.44 106.16 184 17.7% 532.59 27.95 104.39 0 1% 5,700.6 243.41 671.1 0 10.3% 39,334.46 71%

PP06: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,638 km
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Railway axis Lyon-Trieste-Divača/Koper-Divača-Ljubljana-Budapest-Ukrainian border

axis is between Trieste and Divača. In 2008, a preliminary
agreement was found on an alignment. However, when 
this project was submitted for public consultation in the 
Region Friuli Venezia Giulia, several public administra-
tions expressed firm objection to the project because 
of the negative environmental impact of this layout on 
the Karst hydro-geology and the interference with wa-
ter basins. A solution offered by the Italian side was not  
acceptable to Slovenia, as it would have a severe impact 
on the construction of the new railway line between  
Koper and Divača. In February 2010, agreement was 
found on a northern variant. 

The layout of the “High Corridor” runs near to the route 
of the existing railway line which connects Bivio di  
Aurisina to Opicina, Sežana and Divača. At present, this 
is a two-track line with a gradient of 12 per thousand  
meters, and a maximum speed of 60-80 km/h due to the 
reduced radius of its curves which are necessary to avoid 
“dolinas”, the superficial cavities of the Karst Highland.

Slovenia-Hungary: The cross-border section between 
Slovenia and Hungary lies between Hodoš and Boba. 
The railway lines leading up to Hodoš (Pragersko-Hodoš, 
110 km) in Slovenia are being upgraded and electri-
fied. The upgrading of the Slovenian Pragersko-Hodoš  
section is planned to be finished in 2015, which consists 
of electrification of the abovementioned section and 
some reconstruction to reach the target speed of 160 
km/h. The upgrading of the Hungarian section to Boba 
will be finished in 2013.

Other sections
Italy: The sections along the Turin-Milan-Trieste part 
of the project are either in advanced stages of con-
struction or in planning. The Turin-Novara line was  
finalised and is in operation and the Novara-Milan section 
was completed in December 2008. The Milan-Treviglio  
section and Padova-Venice section are both in operation. 
The Milan-Brescia section will soon be tendered, and the 
other sections are in varying stages of planning. The Ven-
ice-Trieste section is lagging significantly behind.

Slovenia: The construction of the single new railway 
line Divača-Koper will start by November 2010 and will 
be concluded in 2017. For this purpose, the Slovenian 
Parliament adopted a law in April 2010 on earmark-

Introduction
The railway axis from Lyon to the Ukrainian bor-
der is the main east-west passage south of the Alps,  
connecting the Iberian peninsula with the eastern part 
of Europe and beyond. The 1,638 km long railway axis is 
an important high capacity east-west rail axis crossing 
the Alps between Lyon and Turin. It touches upon four  
Member States (France, Italy, Slovenia and Hungary), 
linking important urban areas. It will also deliver an  
important increase in transport capacity, thus allow-
ing a modal shift from road to rail to be realised in the  
sensitive mountainous regions it crosses. 

Laurens Jan Brinkhorst is the European Coordinator for 
this Priority Project, succeeding Mrs Loyola de Palacio on 
5 July 2007.

Cross-border sections
The project includes three cross-border sections:

Lyon-Turin: The Lyon-Turin section, totalling 235 
km long, constitutes the core of the Lyon-Ukrainian  
border high capacity rail axis. This section comprises the 
57 km long cross-border base tunnel, which starts at St 
Jean de Maurienne and exits in the Valley of Susa. It also  
comprises the access routes from Lyon and Turin. Civil 
works on the access routes and base tunnel have not  
begun.

Progress on the base tunnel section differs between 
France and Italy. In France, the necessary authorisa-
tions for the construction of the base tunnel are in place. 
Of the three exploratory tunnels on French territory, 
two have already been finished and the third tunnel is  
nearing completion.

In Italy, exploratory drillings have been carried out since 
the beginning of 2010. This will allow for a preliminary 
project to be ready in June 2010 by the current promoter 
of the base tunnel, Lyon Turin Ferroviaire (LTF).

The European Commission has earmarked €672 million 
for the studies and start of the civil works on the base 
tunnel before the end of 2013. The schedule is tight, 
and no further delays should be incurred to warrant the  
disbursement of the full amount by the Commission.

Trieste-Divača: The second cross-border section on this 
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ing revenues generated from annual refund for the 
use of roads and from the concession fee of the Port of  
Koper for financing the construction and modernisation 
of the Slovenian railway infrastructure. The works already  
started with implementation of new signalling system 
(due to be finished in June 2010) and reconstruction of 
Koper freight station, scheduled to be finished in 2011. 
Studies are being carried out for the section between 
Divača and Ljubljana and Ljubljana-Zidani Most.

Hungary: Upgrading of the section between Hodoš 
and Boba will be finished by 2013. Works are ongoing 
also on the section between Budapest-Székesfehérvár. 
TEN-T study projects are in progress on all the other 
sections of PP06 as the sections Boba-Székesfehérvár 
and Budapest-Miskolc-Nyíregyháza-Záhony (Ukrainian 
border). Given a shortage of funding, the Hungarian  
authorities are developing temporary alternatives from 
the official PP06 route. The first is the alignment Boba-
Győr and further from Győr on the line PP22, giving a 
connection to Budapest instead of Boba-Székesfehérvár-
Budapest. The official alignment runs through hills and 
needs expensive upgrading work to arrive at a speed 
of 160 km/h. The second temporary solution uses the  
existing PP22 line from Budapest to Szolnok, and from 
there an alignment via Szolnok-Debrecen-Nyíregyháza-
Záhony instead of Budapest-Miskolc-Nyíregyháza-Záho-
ny. No works are ongoing in this area at the moment.

General appreciation
Progress has been slow after mid-2009. The political  
willingness of France and Italy to complete the Lyon-
Turin project is strong, but progress on the ground has 
slowed down. The reasons for this vary from delays 
in finding agreement on the alignment in Italy, and  
consequently the lack of knowledge about the cost of 
the project (which has not yet allowed completing the 
available funding) to negotiations on the distribution 
of costs between the project countries. These questions 
will have to be resolved quickly if the project is to go 
ahead with the foreseen Community co-financing.

On the Italian-Slovenian side, the delay is caused by 
the particularly delicate environmental context, which  
required an attentive evaluation of the alignment, as 
well as a preliminary estimation of the size of the invest-
ment that must be supported by public budgets in the 
next years. Progress in Italy from Turin onwards has been  
relatively good, with the exception of the section  
between Venice and Trieste. Progress in Slovenia with 
regards to other sections of PP06 is also relatively good. 

Hungary has projects relating to works and studies on all 
sections of PP06, but the entire line can be finished only 
after 2014.

PP 06
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Priority Project 7
Motorway axis Igoumenitsa/Patra-Athina-Sofia-Budapest
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Member states involved: Greece, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary Estimated completion date: 2020

Total costs 
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19,084.35 12,941.21 72.96 1,599.45 2,493.81 67.8% 1,999.98 1.72 354.36 60 10.5% 3,607.57 0 2,566.67 140 18.9% 535.6 2.8%

PP07: Motorway axis Igoumenitsa/Patra-Athina-Sofia-Budapest
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s)  TEN-T support 

(in million) 
Studies for the upgrading of sections on the vertical axis Thessaloniki-Serres-Promachonas Greece €2.4 

Studies for the development of the motorway project of PP7 (Igoumenitsa/Patras-Athens-
Sofia-Budapest motorway axis)

Bulgaria, Greece, 
Hungary, Romania

€1.1 

TOTAL €3.5

PP07: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 3,186 km

PP07: Cumulative investment (€ million)

Completed by 
end 2008
1,695 km

53.2%

Ongoing
408 km
12.8%

2010-2013
527 km
16.5%

After 2013
461 km
14.5%

Completed in 2009
95 km

3%

PP07: Cumulative investment (€ Million)

11,740.8
(61.5%)

12,941.2
(67.8%)

14,941.2
(78.3%)

18,300.6
(95.9%)

18,548.8
(97.2%)

19,084.4
(100%)
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PP07: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 3,186 km

Completed until  
end 2008

1,695
53.2%

Ongoing
408 km
12.8%

2010-2013
527 km
16.5%

After 2013
461 km
14.5%

Completed in 2009
95 km

3%

To be started
988 km

31%
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Other sections 
Greece: The Via Egnatia section (680 km) is already 
completed. Of the 124 km Ardanio-Ormenio-Bulgarian 
border section, around 72% is already completed. The 
remaining 34 km are under construction. 

On the Pathe road, 75% is already completed, with the  
remaining 200 km is under construction. The completion 
date of work is planned for 2014. 

Bulgaria: Bulgaria intends to invest a major part of 
its 2007-2013 Cohesion Fund on the motorway route  
Sofia-Kulata (the Stuma motorway). Currently, the 
project preparation process is in an advanced stage and 
the basic activities related to the project’s preparation 
are expected to be finalised in the first half of 2011 for 
the sections Dolna Dikania-Dupnitca and Sandanski-Ku-
lata. The construction of sections Dolna Dikania-Dupni-
za and Sandanski-Kulata will start in the second half of 
2011. However, serious environmental constraints have 
led to delays on the 61 km section Blagoevgrad-Kresna, 
including the “Kresna Gorge”, where construction works 
will start after 2014.

The section Vidin-Sofia, part of the section Sofia- 
Botevgrad, is completed. Works with a total length of 
52 km will start in 2013 for section Vidin-Montana and 
in 2013 for the section Vratza-Botevgrad - provided 
a crucial issue concerning the exact alignment near  
Botevgrad can be settled on time. Works in the remain-
ing sections will start gradually after 2013. 

Romania: Romania has already carried out a number 
of important investments on the northern branch of 
PP07, notably the section Nadlac-Bucharest-Constanta.  
Certain sub-sections are already complete (Pitesti-Bu-
charest-Cernavoda), and the section Cernavoda-Con-
stanta is under construction. Works in the section Arad 
started in 2010. Works in the section Timisoara-Lugoj-
Sibiu-Pitesti will start gradually after 2010, but they will 
not be completed until 2013. 

Romania is not planning to invest heavily in the section 
Arad-Calafat towards Bulgaria and Greece. Only a few 
minor rehabilitation projects are envisaged. However, it 
is  intended to make the preparatory studies until 2013, 
in order to start works immediately afterwards, in the 

Introduction
This motorway project will provide significant  
improvements to the road network of southeastern  
Europe by linking the main cities of the region. It will also  
connect the ports of Patras, Igoumenitsa, Athens (Piraeus), 
Thessaloniki and Constanta to the heart of the enlarged  
European Union.

The initial plan for this axis involved the construction 
of two new motorways across Greece. The first, which 
runs from west to east following the route of the Via  
Egnatia, will connect the port of Igoumenitsa to Kipi 
on the Greek-Turkish border (680 km). The second road  
consists of the modernisation of the existing 800 km 
Pathe road (Patras-Athina-Thessaloniki and Evzoni), 
which runs from southern Greece to the north, connect-
ing Patras to Promahon on the Greek-Bulgarian border. 

Extensions to this axis were adopted in 2004,  
adding connections from the north of Greece towards 
the neighbouring countries, and from there towards 
Central Europe.

The first branch of these extensions runs along the former 
pan-European corridor IV from the Greek-Bulgarian  
border at Promahon to Nadlac on the Romanian-Hungar-
ian border, linking Thessaloniki to Sofia and to Budapest.
The other branch runs from the Romanian-Hungarian 
border in the direction of the port of Constanta, via  
Bucharest.

Infrastructure Developments per Country
The status and the developments along PP07 are  
described as follows:

Cross-border sections 
Greece-Bulgaria: The cross-border section Promaxo-
nas-Kulata has been completed. 

Bulgaria-Romania: The road/rail bridge Calafat-Vidin 
on the Danube is under construction, with financial  
support from the ISPA Fund. Although some problems 
and delays have appeared after the signature of the  
contract, it is still expected to be completed at the end 
of 2011.

Romania-Hungary: The section will be completed 
during the 2007-2013 programming period.

Priority Project 7
Motorway axis Igoumenitsa/Patra-Athina-Sofia-Budapest
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next financial perspectives period.

Hungary: The M5 road link from Budapest to Szeged 
was completed in 2006. Work on the remaining section 
from Szeged to the Romanian border is in preparation 
and due to be completed in the 2007-2013 program-
ming period, using the support of the Cohesion Fund.

Financial aspects
Grants, in particular under the TEN-T budget line and 
the Cohesion and European Development Funds, play a  
major role in both project preparation and implementa-
tion phases. TEN-T grants are allocated to studies (from 
feasibility studies to comprehensive technical or envi-
ronmental studies and costly geological explorations) 
which help to overcome early stage project difficulties, 
and to works. A key issue for the future in relation to 

the implementation of the TEN-T policy is to rational-
ise the allocation of grants and to link it to the projects’  
European added value so as to ensure the best value 
for Community money. PP07 is being taken forward in 
regions which benefit from the use of Structural Funds. 
Consequently significant co-financing of this project is 
ensured by the Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund. 
Financial support from the TEN-T budget will be used to 
co-finance some of the studies relating to this project.

General appreciation
A lack of cooperation between the Member States can be 
observed. Bulgaria and Romania are investing in projects 
outside of PP07 that serve national interests. Therefore, it 
seems that this project is not progressing very well.
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Priority Project 8
Multimodal axis Portugal/Spain-rest of Europe
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PP08: Multimodal axis Portugal/Spain-rest of Europe
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Express Route SE-40 (Sevilla). Section Coria del Rio-Dos Hermanas (north and south tunnels) Spain €24.0

Faro Airport Development Plan - Phase 1 Portugal €6.0 

TOTAL €30.0

Member states involved: Portugal, Spain Estimated completion date: 2016

Total costs 
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14,653.77 9,147.93 34.05 2,807.18 1,927.37 62.4% 620.75 1.26 0 97.71 4.2% 2,278.89 80.4 183.5 256.85 15.6% 2,606.21 17.8%

PP08 (Rail): Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,820 km

PP08: Cumulative investment (€ million)

PP08 (Road): Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 2,316 km

PP08: Cumulative investment (€ million)

8,754.7
(59.7%)

9,147.9
(62.4%)

9,768.7
(66.7%)

11,648.6
(79.5%)

12,047.6
(82.2%)

14,653.8
(100%)
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Completed by 
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Completed by 
end 2008
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98.3%

Ongoing
32 km
1.4%

To be started
8 km
0.3%
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The Faro-Huelva cross-border link still needs to be 
planned.

•	 Motorway sections
On the Spanish side, the motorways linking Lisbon-
La Coruña and Lisbon-Seville are now operational. 
The Valladolid-Porto section of the motorway is 
nearly complete. The final section from Verin to 
the border is in the construction phase and will be  
completed in 2010.

The southern motorway from Valladolid to the  
Portuguese border has advanced and works started 
in 2009 on the critical section from Fuentes de Oñoro 
to the Portuguese border - the infrastructure will be 
fully operational by the end of  2010.

Other sections
The  sub-projects still to be completed are as follows:

New Lisbon airport: The Portuguese authorities 
confirmed their intention to build the new Lisbon  
airport. This project aims at eliminating a bottleneck 
emanating from the shortage of capacity of the existing 
airport, located within city limits, which is already unable 
to meet peak demands. The opening of the new airport 
is scheduled for 2017, despite an ongoing political de-
bate to its location. The design phase has not gotten un-
derway. 

The estimated total cost of the project is €3.3 billion  
(including a dedicated HSL (TGV) link from Lisbon to 
the airport: €1.3 billion), most of which would incur in 
the programming period 2007-2013. The airport will be  
delivered under the public-private partnership scheme, 
with only a limited Structural Fund contribution  
foreseen (i.e. €170 million earmarked in the Operational  
Programme). Within the framework of the TEN-T Multi-
Annual Programme (2007-2013), the co-financing of €69  
million (studies and works) is foreseen for the Lisbon airport  
development. In addition, TEN-T funding was request-
ed to contribute to the dedicated High Speed Shuttle 
(€171.85 million requested under the Multi-Annual call), 
but no support was granted due to low policy impor-
tance of the project (less important bottleneck).

La Coruña-Lisbon-Sines railway line: On the Spanish 

Introduction
This axis reinforces some of the key modal corridors  
linking Portugal and Spain, thus contributing to the  
improvement of connections between the centre of the 
EU and its peripheral regions, and the strengthening of 
the Iberian peninsula’s position as a western European 
gateway.

It includes sub-projects aiming at improving routes 
across the Spanish-Portuguese border, linking Spanish 
cities such as Valladolid, Seville, Vigo and La Coruña with 
Portugal’s principal sea ports and airports and its large  
urban centres - Porto and Lisbon in particular. As part of 
wider infrastructure investments, it complements existing 
rail, road, maritime and air routes in the west of the Iberi-
an peninsula, and will connect the main Portuguese and  
Spanish sections of the trans-European transport  
network. Among the sub-projects is included the  
construction of the new Lisbon airport.

The motorway infrastructure has been completed in  
Portugal and close to completion in Spain.

The rail infrastructure will still require the removal of  
bottlenecks (around €1.1 billion is still needed), and is 
being implemented with polyvalent sleepers (unless  
direct UIC gauge is used) since the aim of PP08 is to lead 
towards interoperable lines.

Overall, the axis involves the construction of 2,265 km of 
new motorways, upgrading of 1,067 km of conventional 
rail lines, and the upgrading and construction of Atlantic 
ports and a key airport.

Cross-border sections
The project includes three cross-border sections:
Railway sections
•	 The	 rail	 line	Valladolid-Portugal	 that	 was	 upgraded	

to a high performance line strongly progressed in 
2009. Construction works are close to completion 
on the Valladolid-Salamanca section and on the  
junction with the Madrid-Galicia line, the design 
phase is nearly finished for the section Salamanca-
Portugal, 25 kV electrification has advanced from  
Valladolid to the Portuguese border towards Lisbon.

The construction project has been approved for the 
Salamanca-French border sub-project.

Priority Project 8
Multimodal axis Portugal/Spain-rest of Europe
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side, a substantial upgrading is taking place between 
La Coruña (Ferrol) and Vigo close to the Portuguese  
border to create a high speed line that will be translated 
to UIC gauge; a 25 kV electric power connection is under 
implementation since 2009. Most the line is complete. 
For the Santiago-La Coruña lot, a gauge change to UIC 
has been planned; Santiago-Vigo is still in Iberian gauge 
with polyvalent sleepers in place. 

On the Portuguese side, the rail project has pro-
gressed quickly. The sections earmarked to apply for EU  
funding are the Trofa bypass (started in 2009), the quad-
rupling of tracks between Contumil and Ermesinde in 
northern Portugal and the freight railway line of port of 
Aveiro (started in 2009), plus complementary upgrades. 
The total investment foreseen is €198 million and the  
co-financing envisaged is €96 million. Polyvalent  
sleepers are foreseen for all of them - the tension across 
the entire network except for a local line is 25kV.

In addition, Portugal is proceeding with the upgrade of 
the northern line (four lots, the last one to be operational 
by 2014) with national funding, as well as the Beira Baixa 
Line (four other lots, two operational within 2010, one 
in 2011 and the last one in 2012), two of which started 
in 2009. In regards to the Lisbon-Faro-Huelva-Seville  
railway, on the Spanish side the Huelva-Seville section is 

included in PP19 and is in design phase.

General appreciation
The motorways included in PP08 are complete or due to 
be operational in 2010 following progress in 2009 (works 
on the last missing section on Valladolid-Portugal link 
have been started) – they are a benefit to the impressive  
Iberian motorway network that now allows seamless road  
mobility.

As for the railway projects, they are contributing to  
address many bottlenecks, notably in national sections. 
Many lots were launched in 2009 and the design phase 
is almost complete for the remaining ones. 

As a general perspective, the sub-projects must be seen 
and implemented within the overall framework of the 
other Priority Projects of the region - notably PP03 and 
PP19. Together they will create a single Atlantic line from 
Faro to La Coruña, and eventually will provide a real  
alternative to road routes for east-west freight flows on 
the Iberian peninsula and towards France. 

Links that are still missing have to be completed and full 
interoperability must be ensured as to allow new cross-
border services to be generated. As of print, the new  
Lisbon airport is at a standstill.
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Priority Project 9
Railway axis Cork-Dublin-Belfast-Stranraer
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PP09: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 478 km
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Member states involved: Ireland, United Kingdom Estimated completion date: 2001
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595 595 18.1 38.7 44 100% 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0%

PP09: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 478 km

Introduction
This project concerns the upgrade of the existing rail 
link between Ireland’s three largest cities - Cork and  
Dublin in the Republic of Ireland, and Belfast in Northern  
Ireland. Furthermore, improved connections to the rest 
of Europe will be realised via the ferry link between Larne 
and Stranraer (in Scotland). The 502 km route upgrading 
serves both freight and 160 km/h passenger services. 
The scheme was designed to increase the speed and  
frequency of both passenger and freight services,  
contributing to the shift of traffic from the roads,  
especially for cross-border trips. With this 
axis substantially completed in 2001, further  
investments in both rail and road had been planned to 
develop higher capacity connections between Dublin 
and both Northern Ireland and Ireland, and to set up a 
driver information system to improve traffic manage-
ment (see PP26).

In 1989, 32% of the track of Irish rail was between 40 to 
80 years old; 33% was between 20 to 40 years and 35% 
was less than 20 years old. For Northern Ireland in 1989, 
the figures are the following: 25% of track was between 
40 to 80 years old; 13% was between 20 to 40 years, and 
62% was less than 20 years old. At the same time, the 
signalling system was 60 years old, components were 
no longer manufactured which meant that a complete  
replacement with a centrally controlled colour light sig-
nals was essential.

Impact of the rail investment
With journey times reduced to 2h 5m and nine de-
partures per day in each direction, the rail service  
between Dublin and Belfast has already proved popular.  
Additional improvements adopted in 2004 (part of PP26) 
will help increase the speed and frequency of passenger 

and freight services further. It is estimated that an ad-
ditional 30 minutes will be saved on journeys between 
Dublin and Cork and 15 minutes between Dublin and 
Belfast. Furthermore, upgrading the Bleach Green-
Whitehead section of the line in Northern Ireland to 
modern standards will remove speed restrictions, lead-
ing to a further reduction in passenger journey times.

•	 Rail	frequency	 	 	 +33%
•	 Rail	capacity	 	 	 	 +50%	
•	 Rail	demand	(1st	year)	 	 +14%
•	 Rail	demand	(1996-2000)	 	 +31%
•	 Rail	journey	time	saving	 	 +15	 minutes	

(average)

Furthermore, the project had positive environmental 
impacts due to the modal shift and improved synergy 
between Belfast and Dublin.

Financing
The total cost of upgrading the axis was nearly €595 
million (TEN-T co-financing of €18.1 million), and the 
project benefited substantially from support from the 
Structural Funds. 

General appreciation
The investment was completed successfully and brought 
significant benefits to both countries. It improved the 
mobility and connectivity between the Republic of  
Ireland, Northern IreIand and mainland Europe. It led 
to a significant increase in rail demand and to a signifi-
cant modal shift from road to rail. The Project addressed  
peripherality directly and helped to stimulate cross-bor-
der linkages within the Single European Market.
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Priority Project 10
Malpensa Airport
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Introduction
Malpensa Airport is strategically located in Italy’s  
Lombardy region northwest of Milan at a crossroad of 
road and rail links between Milan, Varese, Novara-Torino 
and Switzerland.

The airport, which opened in 1998, employs some 19,000 
people and has a direct highway connection and a rail 
link to Milan.

Malpensa has become a primary gateway for interna-
tional and intercontinental traffic in southern Europe, 
and has attracted 86 major carriers that operate to 176 
destinations worldwide. Following a slow start up, in 
2004, the airport handled 18.5 million passengers and 
347,000 tonnes of freight. Passengers grew steadily  
until 2007, when more than 23 million people flew to 
and from Malpensa.

While the TEN-T priority project was completed in 2001, 
development at Malpensa is continuing, notably with 
the progressive improvement of its rail and road links in 
order to widen the “catchment area” of the infrastructure 
that includes Piedmont, Lombardy, Liguria and southern 
Switzerland.

Notwithstanding the Alitalia crisis that pushed the  
Italian company to limit activity to Linate airport, 
Malpensa has been able to attract new carriers, notably 
Lufthansa, that has located a fleet in the infrastructure, 
as well as new low-cost companies, and developing new 
services to/from Asia.

The total cost was €1.344 billion, including state grants 
(18.5% of the total), and loans from the European  
Investment Bank and other financial institutions (23.1%). 
Between 1995 and 2001, the EU provided €26.8 million 
from the TEN-T budget in the form of interest rebates.  A 
further €1.6 million has been provided for the logistics 
park.

Airport infrastructure
The existing international airport has been developed 
into a modern hub, with increased runway capacity, a 

brand new passenger terminal (Terminal 1), a new  
control tower, new aircraft parking areas (apron), a new 
cargo centre and a new aircraft maintenance hangar 
whose apron can host up to 117 parked aircraft. 

The baggage handling system is capable of 100% hold 
baggage screening, and airport security and safety have 
been enhanced.

A third module for Terminal 1 is planned, and the new 
cargo city can process more than 600,000 tonnes of 
freight. A new hotel has been built, and further invest-
ment on a logistics park in the cargo area, more car park-
ing facilities, and improved airport access (road and rail) 
are ongoing.

Link to the airports
Malpensa has a direct access to Gravellona-Toce highway 
linking directly southern Switzerland, Milan, Varese and 
Liguria, and is also linked with Milan-Turin and Como-
Chiasso (Switzerland) routes. 

A rail shuttle service to Milan Cadorna and Switzerland 
is operational, and a more effective link to Milano Cent-
rale and the high speed station in Milan has almost been 
completed and will be operational in 2010. 

General appreciation
The project has been timely implemented - in spite of 
the harsh times following the loss of Alitalia operations. 
The airport has proven to be an high potential air hub 
thanks to its capacity and the services provided, thus  
attracting important new international operators and  
increasing its overall amount of passengers.

The key factor for its future development will be the 
upgrade of the rail links to Milan, Switzerland and  
Piedmont, potentially linking the infrastructure with the 
high speed line Milan-Torino.

Member states involved: Italy Estimated completion date: 2004
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PP11 (Road): Completion status of works (km)
Total length 16 km

Completed in 
2000

16 km
100%

Member states involved:  Sweden, Denmark Estimated completion date: 2000
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PP11 (Road) : Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 16 km

PP11 (Rail) : Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 16 km

PP11 (Road): Completion status of works (km)
Total length 16 km

Completed in 
2000

16 km
100%
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On 23 March 1991, the governments of Sweden and 
Denmark signed an agreement for a fixed link over the 
Øresund straight in order to improve traffic commu-
nications between the two countries. This project also  
connected the Nordic Triangle road and rail links (PP12) 
via Denmark and the Fehmarn belt (PP20) with Germany 
and Central Europe.

The project
The Øresund Bridge is a combined two-track rail and 
four-lane road bridge-tunnel across the Øresund 
straight, and the longest combined road and rail bridge 
in Europe. The bridge is 7,845 m long, 23.5 m wide, its 
longest span is 490 m and has a clearance below of 
57 m. The bridge joins the Drogden tunnel in an artifi-
cial island, Peberholm, which is 4 km long and has an  
average width of 500 m.

The connection between the artificial island and the  
artificial peninsula at Kastrup on Amager Island is 
through the Drogden tunnel. The reason for choos-
ing the more expensive solution of the tunnel was to 
avoid obstructing aircraft from the nearby Copenhagen  
Airport and to provide a clear pass for shipping. The 
4,050 m long tunnel comprises 3,500 m of undersea tube 
tunnel plus 270 m entry tunnels in each end. 

Problems associated with railway between Sweden and 
Denmark also had to be solved. System borders had to 
be established, one which divided the interlocking and 
the related ATC system and one to provide a neutral  
section separating the catenary system.

Works started in 1995 and the link was open to traffic on 
1 July 2000.

Financing
All funds for planning, designing, building and operat-
ing the Øresund link are covered by road and rail fees. A  
special entity, the Øresundsbro Konsortiet, was found-
ed and commissioned to plan, build, own and run the 
link. This entity received the right to lend funds with 
joint governmental guarantees for financing. The entity 
would also be responsible for repaying these borrowed 
funds in full through the derived traffic revenue. A yearly 
fee of €40 million (in January 1991) was established as 
compensation to the entity for providing an appropriate 

and rational rail infrastructure. Investment costs 
amounted to €1.6 billion, which increased to €1.9 billion 
(in 1990) to take account of environmental concerns.  
Annual operating costs are about €20 million and the  
repayment period is approximately 30 years.

The direct grant under the TEN-T budget totalling €127 
million made it possible to finalise the project in time 
without budget overruns.

Traffic
Today, the train traffic across the Øresund Bridge is well 
integrated in local and regional public transport. Transit, 
including normally three trains per hour, has gradually 
expanded from a commuter train between Copenha-
gen and Malmö, then into Scania and onto Zealand, and  
finally through Scania and further on. Rail travel has  
developed quickly with a growth of 230% since 2001 
and amounting to 11.2 million passengers in 2009. The 
Øresund Bridge has strongly contributed to the devel-
opment of both regional train traffic, as well as in Scania 
where public transport has enjoyed the most growth in 
all of Sweden. To be able to continue this positive devel-
opment for the region and the environment, the future 
challenges lie in the ability to eliminate bottlenecks in 
the traffic system, both in regards to train capacity, as 
well as the connecting rail capacity. The construction of 
Citybanan in Malmö and the perspective of the Swedish 
plans of high speed trains will help with achieving this 
objective.

In 2009, seven million vehicles crossed the Øresund 
Bridge, corresponding to an average of 19,500 vehicles 
every 24 hours. 92% of the vehicles were passenger cars. 
The high increase in traffic is mainly a result of the in-
creased integration between the areas of Greater Copen-
hagen and Malmö/Scania: more commuters across the  
Øresund Bridge, and more Danes and Swedes doing 
business, shopping, and making cultural and leisure trips 
to the other side of Øresund. Commuter traffic has been 
the fastest growing type of traffic in all years except for 
2009, where the recession had a significant impact on 
the development. More commuter traffic is a result of 
the increasingly integrated labour and housing market 
that is emerging around Øresund. In 2001, commuting 
only accounted for 5% of passenger car traffic. By 2015, 
commuter traffic will account for 44% of the pie chart.

Priority Project 11
Øresund fixed link
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The traffic across the bridge has increased 10-16% each 
year since the opening except for 2008 (5% increase) and 
2009 (zero growth). During the last two years, the reces-
sion has also had a considerable impact on the growth 
rates in traffic.

Impact on the region
An important aspect of the Øresund regionalisa-
tion is that an increasing number of businesses have  
activities on the other side of Øresund. A study among  
decision makers in the Øresund region just before and 
two years after the opening of the Øresund Bridge, shows 
that nearly everyone believes that his/her organisation 
had been influenced by the decision to build the bridge. 
For most, it has led to increased cooperation across  
Øresund. At the same time, the region has attracted  
foreign businesses. Between 2000–2005, 10 Nordic 
headquarters were located in Scania, whereas before 
1999 there was only two. During the same period, 18 
Nordic headquarters were located in Copenhagen, com-

pared to nine in 1995-1999. Before the Øresund Bridge 
was finished, cooperation between a variety of Danish 
and Swedish businesses and organisations was already 
established.

The most successful are the Øresund University and 
the Øresund Science Region which has been acknowl-
edged by the OECD as a unique co-operation and “a new  
approach to achieving competitive regional develop-
ment outcomes in a global environment”.

General appreciation
The Øresund fixed link is a Priority Project completed 
without budget overruns or environmental problems. 
It has contributed to a great increase of the traffic and 
it has a very important positive impact on the devel-
opment of the regions of Copenhagen and Scania. It 
also contributes to the better connection of the Nordic  
countries to Central Europe.
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PP12: Nordic Triangle railway/road axis
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Rail connection from Kouvola to Kotka/Hamina ports, works for improving and costruction of 
a new railway yard

Finland €6.6

Main railway connection to Russian border, works for development of railway section  
between Lahti and Vainikkala

Finland €23.2

Works for the development of the railway connection between Helsinki Airport and the PP12 
lines 

Finland €17.8

Works for construction of the road section Norra Länken Sweden €56.2

Works for construction of Malmö Citytunnel project Sweden €51.8

Works for the construction of the Road E18 Muurla-Lohja Finland €7.8 

Studies for upgrading of E18 road Finland €5.5

National railway yard (Ilmala) Finland €3.9

Norrkoping intermodal infrastructure package - road bypass Norrköping, study Sweden €0.8 

Nordic Triangle: Götaland Line (Borås-Jönköping-Linköping) high speed line Sweden €1.0

Nordic Triangle - Reconstruction of Malmö Central Sweden €5.0

Works for the upgrading of the Road E6 Trelleborg-Vellinge Sweden €5.3

Nordic Triangle - Malmö C - completion works Sweden €4.6

TOTAL €189.5

Member states involved:  Sweden, Finland Estimated completion date: 2020
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12,738.61 7,069.82 317.09 0 1,093 55.5% 622.35 20.74 0 0 4.9% 1,556.84 82.14 0 0 12.2% 3,489.6 27.4%

PP12 (Rail) : Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 2,110 km

PP12: Cumulative investment (€ million)

6,290
(49.4%)

7,069.8
(55.5%)

7,692.2
(60.4%)

8,849
(69.5%)

9,249
(72.6%)

12,738.6
(100%)
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PP12 (Road) : Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,750 km

Completed by 
end 2008
1,376 km

65.2%

Ongoing
367 km
17.4%

2010-2013
367 km
17.4%

Completed by 
end 2008
1,409 km

80.5%
2010-2013

111 km
6.3%

Completed in 2009
69 km
3.9%

Ongoing
161 km

9.2%
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Introduction
The Nordic Triangle links the Nordic countries of  
Sweden and Finland and their capitals to each other 
and improves passenger and freight transport from the  
region to central Europe, the Baltic countries, and Russia. 
The multimodal scheme involves the upgrading road, 
rail and maritime infrastructures in both countries.

Bottlenecks 
Sweden 
The Nordic Triangle in Sweden extends from  
Øresund fixed link (PP11) in Malmö to Stockholm and the  
Swedish-Norwegian border, and from Stockholm to the 
Swedish-Norwegian border east of Oslo.

Roads: Works on the routes of the Nordic Triangle are 
progressing well, with a number of projects newly  
completed, others in construction and some in prepara-
tion. The main problems to be addressed in the future are 
near or in the cities of Stockholm and Gothenburg. The 
E6 Malmö-Gothenburg-Norwegian border, 470 km long, 
will probably be finalised in 2014. Close to Gothenburg, 
the capacity of the existing motorway will be increased 
through the construction of a tunnel and improved  
connections to the port. These road projects are planned 
in the recently decided master plan for infrastructure 
2010-2021.

Between Stockholm and Karlstad on the E18 from  
Stockholm to the Norwegian border, a number of road 
projects are ongoing and part of the master plan 2010-
2021. The road project Hjulsta-Kista, an E18 bypass of 
Stockholm, and the motorway project Västerås-Enköping 
are such examples. The section Karlstad-Norwegian  
border is a two-lane road. No projects are planned, since 
traffic is very low.

The 560 km long route E4, Helsingborg-Stockholm, has 
been finalised as a four-lane motorway, except 30 km 
at Ljungby in the southern part, which is a three-lane 
high quality road with interchanges. Preparations for a  
bypass (22 km) in Stockholm are ongoing while some 
bottlenecks remain on the section between Södertälje 
and Stockholm. Another important project in Stockholm 
is Norra Länken, a five km long double tunnel, which 
constitutes the last part of the inner ring of the city and 
is important for eastbound traffic. It will be completed 
by 2015. 

Rail: The Nordic Triangle in Sweden consists of 1,500 
km of railways, mostly double track. The lines to the  
Norwegian border from Karlstad or Trollhättan will  
remain single track since traffic is quite low. A number 
of major projects are in construction phase. In Malmö, 
the construction of a double track tunnel (City Tunnel) 
below its centre, equipped with ERTMS (European Rail 
Traffic Management Traffic System), is well advanced 
and is planned to open in December 2010. It will greatly  
facilitate traffic in the city and the connections with  
the Øresund Bridge.

Double-tracking takes place on the main line Malmö-
Gothenburg-Norwegian border to address a severe 
bottleneck. The 8.7 km Hallandsås Tunnel project faced 
geological problems, but now advances according 
to plan and it will be completed in 2015. The 75 km  
section Gothenburg-Trollhättan also is running accord-
ing to plan and several sub-sections are completed. In 
2012, the entire section will be completed. A number of 
projects aiming at the elimination of bottlenecks and at 
increasing capacity are in preparation phase. 

The implementation of ERTMS on the Swedish parts 
of the Corridor B is running according to the Swedish  
Implementation Plan. In Stockholm, a double track, six 
kilometre long tunnel (Citybanan) is under construction 
(2009-2017) to facilitate commuter traffic. A new high 
speed line to connect Stockholm to Gothenburg is in the 
planning phase and  expected to be completed by 2025.

Finland
The Nordic Triangle in Finland covers road and railway 
connections from Turku through the Helsinki metropoli-
tan area to the Russian border.

Roads: The Nordic Triangle road connection in 
Finland consists of the 350 km long E18 from the ports 
of Turku and Naantali via Helsinki to the Russian border  
(Vaalimaa border station). The 180 km section Turku-Hel-
sinki was completed as a four-lane motorway in January 
2009 when the last 50 km road section Muurla-Lohja was 
opened to traffic. 

Two motorway sections (85 km in total) between Hel-
sinki and Vaalimaa and the Hamina bypass are expected 
to be completed by 2016. Important upgrading works 

Priority Project 12
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on a busy section of the Ring Road III in the Helsinki  
metropolitan area were started in 2009, and will be in 
two phases  2009-2011 and  2012-2015. The project  
consists of creating a number of interchanges in the Ring 
Road in order to eliminate the traffic lights that create 
bottlenecks. The 55 km long motorway Koskenkylä-Kot-
ka will start in 2010 through a public-private partnership 
(PPP - €650 million). Construction works are scheduled 
for 2011-2015. Construction of the 15 km long Hamina 
bypass is expected to start in 2011, and the last motor-
way section between Hamina and Vaalimaa is expected 
to be completed by 2016.

Rail: The 800 km long Nordic Triangle railway network 
in Finland consists of the passenger connections from 
Turku to the Russian Vainikkala border crossing via  
Helsinki and Lahti, two urban rail lines in the Helsinki 
metropolitan area, and freight connections to the ports 
of Vuosaari (near Helsinki), Hanko (in the west) and  
Kotka/Hamina (in the east). Most of the network is  
double track, except the sections Hyvinkää-Hanko, the 
last part to the Russian border and the last part to the 
ports of Kotka and Hamina. 

The Vuosaari harbour line, including a tunnel, was  
completed in 2008 and the Kerava-Lahti rail section in 
2006. Construction of the new 18 km Ring Rail line start-
ed in 2008 and works will last until 2014. The project will 
connect Helsinki airport to the city centre and includes an 
eight km long tunnel with two tubes passing under the  
airport. Investment works are underway regarding the  
lines Lahti-Luumäki-Vainikkala and Kouvola-Kotka/Hami-

na. There will also be improvements in the future on the 
lines Turku-Helsinki, Helsinki-Riihimäki and Hyvinkää-
Hanko. The projects will be completed progressively  
until 2019.

ERTMS in the Nordic Triangle in Finland has progressed 
with GSM-R installations. Wider ETCS (European Train 
Control System) implementation will start at the end of 
this decade at the earliest.

Financing
In both countries, projects are financed from public 
funds from the government and the regional public  
authorities. Financial assistance from the TEN-T budg-
et has already been received and is envisaged for the  
future.

At present, Sweden does not foresee any PPP schemes. 
As noted above, Finland, however, plans to implement 
the 55 km long road Koskenkylä-Kotka (€650 million)  
between Helsinki and the Russian border with PPP.

General appreciation
A great number of road and rail projects are ongoing 
in Sweden and Finland to improve the situation of the 
Nordic Triangle. There are no particular financial or oth-
er problems or delays. The more important ongoing or 
planned projects concern the areas near or in the big 
cities of Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmö, Helsinki, the 
new high speed line Stockholm-Gothenburg and the  
improvement of road and rail connections from Helsinki 
to the Russian border.
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PP13: Road axis United Kingdom/Ireland/Benelux
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million)

Package for improvements and upgrade of road infrastructure on Priority Project 13:  
Sections of A14, M6 and A1

United Kingdom €80.7

A8 Belfast to Larne (Coleman’s Corner to Ballyrickard Road) United Kingdom €2.2

TOTAL €82.9

PP13: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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PP13: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 1,672 km

Completed until  
end 2008
1,330 km

79.5%

Completed in 
2009
54 km
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Ongoing
288 km
17.2%

PP13: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Completed by 
end 2008
1,363 km

81.5%

Completed in 
2009
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1.3%

Ongoing
288 km
17.2%

Member states involved: Ireland, United Kingdom Estimated completion date: 2015
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5,772.42 1,904.9 73.22 450.27 179 33% 212.86 0.1 0 0 3.7% 1,634.95 65.71 0 0 28.3% 2,019.71 35%

PP13: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,672 km

PP13: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Introduction
PP13 aims at improving the links between Britain and  
Ireland on the one hand and Northern Europe on the 
other. To this purpose new roads are being constructed 
- in particular in Ireland - and existing roads are being 
upgraded to motorway, expressway, dual and single 
carriageway standards. Some stretches of the route 
will be equipped with traffic management systems. The 
route will link the British east coast North Sea ports of 
Felixstowe and Harwich with Anglesey in North Wales,  
Liverpool in North West England, and Stranraer in  
Scotland. Ferry links connect the route to Northern  
Ireland, where it continues from Larne in the north east 
and travels south via Belfast across the border to Dublin 
and then on to Cork. It also complements the east coast 
rail line (PP9). Taken together, these schemes should 
lead to shortened journey times between mainland  
Europe and the islands,  increased capacity,  reduction 
of bottlenecks, fewer accidents and fewer negative envi-
ronmental impacts.

Cross-border sections 
The M1 Dublin-Border motorway was completed in 2007, 
including the cross-border section Dundalk (Ireland)-
Newry (Northern Ireland) which was inaugurated on 3  
August 2007. The project included the completion of 
19.1 km of newly constructed dual carriageway from 
Dundalk to Newry (4.6 km in UK territory, 14.5 km in 
the Republic) which replaced an existing inadequate  
trans-frontier link on the Dublin-Belfast corridor.

Other sections 
In the United Kingdom, the most mature projects are 
included in the national transport plan. The scheduled 
works are gradually being carried out along the entire 
route and the project is advancing correctly. Investment 
on the axis has focussed on projects which specifically 
target safety, congestion, environmental issues, and bot-
tlenecks. According to the UK Department for Transport, 
most of the Priority Project should be completed by the 
end of the current programming period (2007-2013). 
€1.7 billion will be invested in the period ending 2013, 
of which €113 million will be spent in Wales, €63 million 
in Scotland and €150 million in Northern Ireland. Some 
of the projects are contracted under private financing 
schemes, decreasing the investment requirements of 
the British government.

Five projects received TEN-T support in 2007:
•	 Upgrading	 M6	 Carlisle	 to	 Guardsmill:	 completing	

the ‘missing link’ in the motorway network between  
London and Glasgow with estimated costs of €108 
million. This was opened to traffic in December 2008.

•	 A14	 Haughley	 Street	 to	 Stowmarket:	 improving	 an	
important link from the port of Felixstowe to the M1/
M6 motorway junctions costing €50 million. The road 
was opened in January 2009.

•	 A14	 Ellington	 (west	 of	 Huntingdon)	 to	 Fen	 Ditton	
(east of Cambridge): widening the existing A14 and 
building a new dual carriageway to the south of 
Huntington. Estimated costs of €1,163 million, works 
scheduled for 2010-2015.

•	 A1	 Beech	Hill	 to	Cloghogue:	 construction	of	 12	 km	
of dual carriageway with associated grade separated 
junctions. The estimated cost of the project is €150 
million, and it is due to open in autumn 2010.

•	 The	 A1	 Loughbrickland	 to	 Beech	 Hill	 project	 was	
completed in November 2006 and received €2.2  
million funding. The project included the upgrading 
of nine km of road to dual carriageway standard at a 
cost of €37 million.

In 2009, the study on the A8 Belfast to Larne (Coleman’s 
Corner to Ballyrickard Road) project received €2.16  
million funding (50% co-financing rate).

In Ireland, the road axis linking Dublin with Cork and 
Northern Ireland (PP13 and PP26) is advancing very 
well and several sections were completed in 2006 and 
2007. The axis concerns the construction of new roads 
and the upgrading of existing roads to motorway,  
expressway, dual and single carriageway standards. Many  
sections have been financed through PPP (public-private  
partnership) schemes.

The foremost remaining schemes are the M50 Dublin 
City C-Ring upgrade and the N8 national primary route 
from Portlaoise (approximately 100 km southwest of 
Dublin) to Cork. The M50 upgrade is being undertaken in 
three phases at a cost of approximately €1 billion. Phases 
1 and 3, which included the introduction of barrier-free 
tolling on the motorway, were completed in 2008. Phase 
2, which is implemented on a PPP basis and involves the 
upgrade of the interchanges and widening of 24 km of 
motorway, is due for completion by the end of 2010.

Priority Project 13
Road axis United Kingdom/Ireland/Benelux
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Several schemes aim at upgrading the N8:
•	 N8	 Portlaoise	 to	 Cullahill	 (construction	 of	 40	 km	

of dual carriageway). The estimated construction  
period is 2007-2010 and the estimated cost is €198 
million. The scheme is implemented as a PPP.

•	 N8	Cullahill	to	Cashel	(construction	of	40	km	of	dual	
carriageway). The construction on the project began 
in 2006 and was completed seven months ahead of 
schedule in 2008, at a total estimated cost of €434 
million.

•	 N8	 Cashel	 to	 Mitchelstown	 (construction	 of	 37	 km	
of dual carriageway). The construction commenced 
in 2006 and was completed ten months ahead of 
schedule in 2008, at a total estimated cost of €454 
million.

•	 N8	Mitchelstown	 to	 Fermoy	 (construction	of	 16	 km	
of dual carriageway). The construction commenced 
in 2008 and was completed nine months ahead of 
schedule in 2009, at an estimated total cost of €174 
million.

Progress and delays
Globally, the works went very well: within budget and on 
time and even earlier for Ireland. In United Kingdom, on 
the A14 Ellington to Fen Ditton, a revised procurement 
decision to separate works into three packages will delay 
the start of the construction by a year.

Main difficulties
The main difficulty lies on the A14 Ellington to Fen  
Ditton where, following the global recession, funds are 
in competition with demands from other projects within 
the British Department of Transport.

General appreciation
Globally, the axis has progressed very well. In Ireland, 
all roads will be completed by the end of 2010, and  
generally roads were constructed ahead schedule and in  
budget. In United Kingdom, the two remaining sections 
are expected to be completed by the end of 2015.
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Introduction
The West Coast Main Line (WCML) is a complex railway 
system linking London with major agglomerations in 
the West Midlands, the North West, North Wales and 
Scotland, covering a distance of 850 km. With more 
than 2,000 train movements daily, it is the most impor-
tant trunk route in the UK. It serves as a main route for 
long distance passenger traffic, and absorbs signifi-
cant commuting flows around London, Birmingham,  
Manchester, and Glasgow. Additionally, roughly 43% of 
all UK rail freight uses the line at least partly on its journey, 
making the WCML one of the busiest freight corridors in  
Europe. It is one of the first main line railway routes in 
the UK, dating back to early Victorian times and has been 
gradually modernised, the last exercise of which was in 
the 1970s. It became clear in the early 1990s that the line 
was in need of a significantly major overhaul. This was to 
become one of the biggest civil engineering enterprises 
for a decade.

The project
PP14 aimed at upgrading the existing West Coast Main 
Line. The section projects focused on the removal of  
bottlenecks, increasing the speed of the line, and  
augmenting capacity. To this purpose, some new signal-
ling systems were installed, new tracks laid in the Trent 
Valley, old tracks upgraded to allow higher speeds of 
up to 200 km/h, stations and platforms refurbished and  
extended, and GSMR installed. Although ERTMS  
(European Rail Traffic Management System) compat-
ible, the introduction of the system is not envisaged. The 
project also improved the connection between the port 
of Southampton and the West Midlands, where gauge 
work has taken place to assist the transport of high cube 
shipping containers.

The project made rail journeys more competitive with 
other modes of transport by reducing long distance 
journey times for both passenger and freight traffic. 
It has improved international connections between  
Ireland, Scotland, England, as well as France, Belgium, 
the Netherlands and Germany.

Although minor improvements to the line, for instance 
in Stafford and Bletchley, are scheduled to continue into 
2013 and beyond, the project is regarded as successfully 
completed from the point of view of TEN-T policy. Even-
tually parts of the WCML could also be used for a high  

 
speed rail link between the London and the North (see 
the HS2 project). Such a project is estimated to bring 
substantial economic benefits, would be in line with 
both TEN-T policy and Britain’s long term strategy on 
inter-urban transport.  The total costs are €10.882 billion. 
The project was completed at the end of 2008.

Investment and construction period
The project was originally planned by Railtrack, the 
private British network operator, in the mid-1990s. 
However, the costs for the modernisation of the WCML 
soon exploded, attributing its share to the collapse of 
Railtrack. In 2002, the British government took over the 
management of the project, yet working in close cooper-
ation with the private sector. This partnership proved to 
be successful, with works being completed in time and 
costs staying within budget.

The construction period was challenging as rail  
services had to continue on the most important north 
south connection of the country. Much of the work was 
done on weekends, leading to significant delays and 
disruption. In spite of frustration on the part of many 
leisure travellers during the weekend, the fact that the 
lines could continue to operate during the construction 
phase can be regarded as a success. Keeping the tracks 
alive during construction was a complicated endeavour 
however, and approximately 50% of time was taken by 
setting up and then closing down the construction site 
in the mornings and evenings.

The transport operator, Virgin Trains, also upgraded 
its rolling stock. From the summer of 2002, 53 new 
electrically powered Class 390 Pendolino units were  
progressively introduced on the route. These tilting trains,  
currently consisting of nine cars, have a top speed of 225 
km/h and travel at 200 km/h on the WCML, a route that 
was not originally designed as a high speed link. They 
also led to an increase in passenger capacity, although 
a proportion of the fleet is now being extended to 11 
cars along with an order for four new units. One of these 
is to replace an accident damaged unit. Other trains ac-
quired for this route include diesel powered Class 221 
Super Voyagers, for intercity services and a fleet of four 
car electric Desiro trains, mainly for regional and com-
muter routes.

Priority Project 14
West Coast Main Line
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General appreciation
The renewal led to an increase of efficiency which is 
even higher than anticipated. Journey times between 
the major agglomerations were improved significantly. 
Between London and Manchester they are reduced to 
some two hours, and between London and Glasgow to 
as less as four hours and 15 minutes, thus significantly 
increasing the competitiveness of rail on these routes. 
At the same time capacity was increased by roughly 
70%, through the introduction of new timetables.  
Significantly more trains are running at a higher frequency  
between big cities. Throughout the day for instance 
there is one service every twenty minutes between 
London and Birmingham, and London and Manches-
ter. There is accommodation for additional freight  
nearly matching the increase in passenger capacity. This  
provides for substantial economic benefits. The comple-
tion of the southern part of the route in 2004 led to a 
growth in business excess of 30%.

The improved rail services also had substantial impacts 
on modal choice. After the completion of the southern 

part, rail has regained a significant market share from air 
on journeys between London and Manchester. Between 
2004 and 2005, rail increased its share from 41% to 59% 
in a growing market.

The upgrade of the WCML significantly reduced travel 
times between the large agglomerations of the United 
Kingdom. The introduction of the new Very High Fre-
quency Timetable by the transport operator Virgin Trains 
has increased the number of services between major 
cities, significantly benefitting the vast majority of users 
and creating many opportunities for economic growth. 
This decrease in travel time however was realised not 
only by higher line speeds, but by the reduction in the 
number of intermediate stops. As a result, at a small 
number of relatively lightly used stations, journey times 
for some longer distance trips have increased. Such  
stations have gained, as a consequence, more choice of 
services to local and regional destinations.   

PP 14
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PP15: Galileo
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Trans-European Satellite Navigation System (Galileo): Development and validation phase All €190.0

TOTAL €190.0

Introduction
Galileo is Europe’s initiative for a state-of-the-art global 
navigation satellite system, providing a highly accurate, 
global positioning service under civilian control. While 
providing autonomous navigation, positioning and 
timing services, Galileo will at the same time be inter-
operable with GPS and GLONASS, the two other global 
satellite navigation systems. The fully deployed Galileo 
system will consist of 30 satellites and associated ground 
infrastructure.

The EGNOS infrastructure improves the accuracy of GPS 
by means of differential corrections and implements 
warnings of system malfunction (integrity) of the GPS 
constellations. 

Description of the European GNSS programmes Galileo 
and EGNOS is available on: http://ec.europa.eu/enter-
prise/policies/space/galileo/index_en.htm 

Milestones achieved in 2008-2010
•	 	The	 European	 Commission,	 in	 its	 role	 as	 overall	 

programme manager for EGNOS and Galileo, has 
successfully implemented the decision-making and 
governance structure set out in the GNSS Regula-
tion, including, in 2008, the establishment of the  
European GNSS Programme Committee, the creation 
of the Galileo Inter-institutional Panel (GIP) and the 
GNSS Security Board. With this new structure, the  
programmes have speeded up and become  
transparent. 

	•	 The	 Commission	 became	 owner	 of	 the	 EGNOS	 
assets and took over the responsibility for the overall  
programme from the European Space Agency (ESA) 
in April 2009. In October 2009, an agreement for  
EGNOS operations until 2013 was concluded with the 

European Satellite Service Provider (ESSP) and the 
EGNOS open service was declared operational.

	•	 Following	 the	 implementation	 of	 Regulation	
683/2008, in January 2010, the first three contracts 
for system engineering and the construction of 14 
Galileo satellites (on top of the four satellites initially 
commissioned by ESA) and the launch of 10 satellites 
have been awarded. Based on this initial infrastruc-
ture, the provision of early services is foreseen. The 
first two Galileo “test-satellites” Giove-A and Giove-B 
- launched in 2005 and 2008 - continue working as 
expected.

Outlook
	•	 In	 2010,	 contracts	 for	 the	 ground	 segment	 and	 

operations of Galileo should be finalised. 
	•	 A	 certification	 process	 is	 underway	 to	 allow	 an	 

initial EGNOS safety-of-life service for the civil  
aviation community by end-2010.

	•	 Also	in	2010,	the	Commission	will	come	forward	with	
a communication on the mid-term review of the  
programmes, together with proposals on govern-
ance and financing for their future exploitation as 
from 2014.

	•	 The	 first	 four	 “fully	 featured”	 Galileo	 satellites	 (IOV	
satellites) are planned to be in orbit in 2011.

Member states involved: All Estimated completion date: 2012
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PP16: Freight railway axis Sines/Algeciras-Madrid-Paris
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Studies for the construction of the new high capacity line through the Pyrenées Spain, France €5.0

TOTAL €5.0

PP16: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Introduction
The project aims to develop a high capacity freight  
railway axis linking the two key ports of Algeciras in 
southern Spain and Sines in southwestern Portugal with 
the centre of the EU. 

So far, these infrastructures have been mostly used for 
transhipment or transfer to road, but were not suitable 
to be efficient terminals due to the lack of an adequate 
rail connection.

In Portugal, the line links the three logistic platforms of 
Sines, Poceirão and Elvas/Badajoz. In Spain, it reaches a 
major port (Algeciras) and the main logistics platform 
(PLA.ZA). 

The scheme also involves the construction of a new high 
capacity rail link for freight across the Pyrenees, connect-
ing the French and Spanish networks, in order to provide 
freight flows with a rail access to the entire TEN-T. 

The rail access route to the ports will be built with interop-
erable sleepers so as to allow operations in Iberian gauge 
in the first stage (coherent with the freight rail network 
in Spain and Portugal), but ready for the future conver-
sion to UIC “European” gauge. The project also includes 
the construction of a long distance tunnel through the  
Pyrenees, in order to eventually link it with the branch of 
the Grand Projet du Sud-Ouest towards Toulouse. 

Several possible alignments are under consideration for 
this link, which will complete a European trade route 
from Portugal and Spain to the rest of Europe on which 
significant future traffic growth is forecast. The construc-
tion of this new line, in European gauge, is expected to 
enable rail to achieve a 30% share of the land transport 
market in the Pyrenees.

As a direct result, this infrastructure will foster rail  
traffic between Lisbon, Setúbal, Sines and Algeciras,  
central Spain and the rest of Europe. 

Cross-border sections
The project includes two cross-border sections:
•	 The Central Pyrenees Crossing ES-FR (TCP – 

Traversée Centrale des Pyrénées): For the trans-
Pyrenean link, initial studies and detailed cross-bor-
der surveys have been carried out by the 

 neighbouring regions (Aragon, Aquitaine, Midi-
Pyrénées) working together through the TCP or-
ganisation. The Spanish and French governments 
have been monitoring traffic flows through the  
Pyrenees, and the rail link has been discussed at the 
regular summits regarding regional cooperation. 
At a Spanish-French summit in January 2008, both 
countries ratified a Joint Studies Plan. In October 
2009, Spain and France created an EEIG (European  
Economic Interest Group) for the TCP, and have  
recently appointed its directors. Preliminary studies 
are due to start in 2010, with the goal to finish the 
studies and launch the consultative procedures for 
the project by 2013.

Within the framework of the 2007-2013 TEN-T Multi-
Annual Programme, the co-financing of €5 million for 
studies for the construction of the new high capacity 
line through the Pyrenees is foreseen.

•	 Evora-Mérida PT-ES: This section, partly overlap-
ping with the critical section Sines-Badajoz, shares 
the platform with PP03 high speed line and consti-
tutes its third track, parallel to the two high speed 
ones. 

The Portuguese side of this section, supported 
by the Cohesion Fund, is entirely included in the  
Poceirão-Caia lot, recently awarded to a consortium 
(public-private partnership) at the end of 2009 whose  
contract is about to be signed. The Caia-Badajoz 
border crossing station will be implemented by the 
AVEP EEIG, while on the Spanish side all the works are  
ongoing (ADIF) and are expected to be finalised (for 
the cross-border section) by 2013. 

Other sections
Portugal: The aim of the upgrading the national 
sections is to provide additional capacity for at least 24 
trains per day and direction, substantially reducing the 
length of the route (from 425 to 280 km) and the time 
needed (from 8 to 4.5 hours). The project foresees two 
totally new sections and the upgrade of an existing  
section. These sections will be supported by the  
Cohesion Fund and ERDF (European Regional Develop-
ment Fund) with about €309 million.

Priority Project 16
Freight railway axis Sines/Algeciras-Madrid-Paris
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•	 Sines-Grândola	 (including	Raquete	station	at	Sines):	
Raquete Station is progressing, completion is  
scheduled by the second trimester 2010; for the 
Sines-Grândola	section	(40	km)	studies	are	progress-
ing.

•	 Alcácer	 bypass	 was	 mostly	 implemented	 during	
2009, and is set to be completed in 2010, thus provid-
ing an access to Poceirão and a substantial reduction 
on journey time.

•	 In	 addition,	 the	 modernisation	 of	 Bombel-Casa	 
Branca-Evora (66 km) is foreseen to complete the 
project, works will take place between 2010 and the 
end of the first semester 2011.

•	 Interoperability	 on	 PP16	 is	 ensured	 through	 the	
use of polyvalent sleepers (for future shift to UIC in  
coordination with Spain), the use of 25 kV and ERTMS-
ETCS (European Rail Traffic Management System/Eu-
ropean Train Control System) level 1. Sidings suitable 
for 750 m long trains are provided.

Spain: The southern branch (Madrid-Algeciras) consists 
in the critical section Bobadilla-Algeciras: 
•	 Bobadilla-Ronda:	 pre-design	 studies	 are	 being	 

completed.
•	 Ronda-Algeciras:	 detailed	 studies	 have	 been	 

prepared, and works have already started on the  
sections of Ronda-Cortes-San Pablo in order to  
provide new tracks with the use of polyvalent  
sleepers.

•	 Entrance	 into	 Algeciras:	 still	 at	 pre-design	 studies.	
Doubling of track was foreseen, but judged impos-
sible on the southern section for environmental  
concerns, thus capacity will be improved through  

upgraded signalling.

Special issues
For the ambitious Central Pyrenees crossing, studies 
have to be developed in synergy with the link of the 
new railway to Huesca and the Grand Projet de Sud Ouest 
branch Bordeaux-Toulouse in France.

Progress and delays
The project is progressing well on the two critical  
sections Sines–Badajoz and Bobadilla-Algeciras, where 
works are ongoing and were accelerated in 2009. The 
capacity will be increased and the journey time reduced 
as of 2010.

The structure was set in 2009 on the third crossing of the 
Pyrenees, and now studies have to catch up according to 
the scheduled timetable.

General appreciation
PP16 will improve the efficiency, effectiveness and  
sustainability of freight flows from the Iberian penin-
sula to the rest of Europe. One of its critical sections is  
synergic with PP3’s Iberian branch.

Its strength is to provide a direct link to important  
logistic platforms (among which are PLA.ZA in Zaragoza, 
Algeciras and Sines ports) without reloading operations.
As to its ambitious trans-Pyrenean section, its feasibility 
will depend on the alignment chosen in relation with the 
new line to Huesca (its southern access) and the GPSO 
project to Toulouse.
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PP17: Railway axis Paris-Strasbourg-Stuttgart-Wien-Bratislava
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Works and Studies for upgrading the Wien-Bratislava railway line (6 sub-projects) Austria €129.9

Works for upgrading of the cross-border section Salzburg-German border Austria, Germany €37.9

Neubaustrecke Wendlingen-Ulm Germany €101.5

Ausbau des Abschnittes Freilassing-Grenze D/A (Salzburg) des TEN-Korridors Paris-München-
Bratislava

Germany €8.5

Aus- und Neubaustrecke Stuttgart-Wendlingen einschl. Stuttgart 21 Germany €114.5

Ausbaustrecke 23 Kehl-Appenweier (POS Süd) Germany €27.0

Ligne à grande vitesse (LGV) Est Européenne - seconde phase, section Baudrecourt-Venden-
heim (etudes et travaux préparatoires)

France €18.0

Vorplanung für die Elektrifizierung Markt Schwaben-Tüßling-Freilassing Germany €8.0

TEN-Vorhaben Nr. 17 (PP17) Paris-Bratislava; Abschnitt Wien-Salzburg; Viergleisiger Ausbau 
der Westbahn Wien-Linz; Bahnhof Melk  

Austria €3.4

TEN 17 Strecke Paris-Bratislava; viergleisiger Ausbau der Westbahn Wien-Salzburg;  
Lückenschluss St. Pölten-Loosdorf (GZU) Brückenbauarbeiten 

Austria €2.6

TEN-Vorhaben Nr. 17 (PP17), Paris-Bratislava; Abschnitt Wien-Salzburg, Viergleisiger Ausbau 
der Westbahn, Bauvorhaben Ybbs-Amstetten, Burgstallertunnel (Rohbau)

Austria €3.4 

Seconde phase de la LGV Est Européenne entre Baudrecourt et Strasbourg - réalisation du 
génie civil de la LGV

France €76.0

TOTAL €530.6

PP17: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 1,379 km

Completed until  
end 2008

525 km
38.1%

Completed in 2009
0 km
0%

Ongoing
289 km

21%

2010-2013
484 km
35.1%

After 2013
81 km
5.9%

To be started
565 km

41%

PP17: Cumula�ve investment (Million €)

13,853.3
(100%)

10,945.3
(79%)
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Total length 1,379 km
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35.1%
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81 km
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PP17: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,379 km

PP17: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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 Paris and Strasbourg.
2. Stuttgart-Ulm: An agreement was signed between 

the German Minister of Transport, Deutsche Bahn 
AG and the regional authorities on 19 July 2007, 
the financial agreement followed in April 2009. The 
ground-breaking ceremony was on 2 February 2010, 
and the section will be constructed between 2010 
and December 2019. 

3. Wels-Vienna (upgrade to four tracks): The tun-
nel cut-through at Raingrubentunnel and the last  
cut-through of the Lainzer Tunnel were realised in 
2009. Three additional projects are being co-financed 
by the European Economic Recovery Plan: Melk  
Station (by 2011), freight-rail-bypass at St. Pölten (by 
2017), Burgstallertunnel (by 2015).

Other sections
Germany: Important sections between Appenweier-
Karlsruhe and Stuttgart have already been complet-
ed, but the building of the section Kehl-Appenweier,  
including the “Appenweier Kurve” (connection from the 
Kehl northwards) depends on the results of an ongo-
ing study on the need for a fly-over. This will be crucial 
for the interconnection of French and German rail net-
works and the fluidity of rail traffic. With Stuttgart-Ulm  
already launched, the section between Ulm and Augs-
burg now needs to be studied in detail. The works  
between Augsburg and Munich should be completed by 
the end of 2011. The section Munich-Freilassing will be 
realised via Mühldorf. Studies have been made for the 
electrification of several sections. Between Munich and  
Mühldorf, initial works started in 2007, the works on 
Ampfing-Mühldorf are ongoing, and Mühldorf-Tüßling is 
in the planning phase. This subsection will become fully 
operational by the end 2015. 

Austria: Between Salzburg-Liefering and Salzburg 
station some works are already finished (Salzach Bridge, 
stations Salzburg-Aiglhof, Salzburg-Muell and Taxham-
Salzburg) or ongoing. Works on Salzburg-Liefering are 
scheduled for 2010-2013. Within the section Loosdorf-
St. Pölten (freight rail bypass) there are three railway 
tunnels to be built, such as the Pummersdorfer Tunnel 
(start of construction: autumn 2011). This section should 
be finished in 2017. In the subsection Raum St. Pölten, 
15 bridges are planned, two of these are already partly  
finished (skeleton). Within the subsection Abschnitt 

Introduction
This railway axis is an east-west oriented axis crossing 
very densely populated areas in the centre of Europe 
touching upon four Member States: France, Germany, 
Austria and Slovakia. The signature of the declaration of 
intent by the Ministers for Transport on 9 June 2006 was 
followed by several bilateral treaties on the cross-border 
sections.

Cross-border sections and bottlenecks
Bilateral agreements were signed for each of the cross-
border sections:
•	 14	March	 2006:	 Signature	 of	 bilateral	 treaty	 on	 the	

Strasbourg-Kehl-Appenweier section,  including the 
Kehl Bridge crossing the Rhine river which will be 
opened in October 2010. The realisation of the other 
parts of the cross-border section is planned to start in 
due course.

•	 10	July	2007:	Signature	of	bilateral	agreement	on	the	
Munich-Salzburg cross-border section (Freilassing-
Salzburg)  including the Saalach Bridge. Works should 
start as soon as possible and will take three years. The 
cross-border environmental impact assessment (EIA) 
for the section Freilassing-Salzburg-Liefering is under 
preparation.

•	 11	 July	 2007:	 Signature	 of	 the	 agreement	 on	 the	
Vienna-Bratislava cross-border section, with works 
foreseen  between 2010 and 2014. Preparatory works 
for Vienna’s main station are ongoing, and works for 
other Austrian sections are due to start in 2011 and 
should all be completed by 2015. The direct railway 
connection from Vienna airport to the Bratislava one 
is under preparation and should be finalised by  2015, 
including the Klederinger Schleife (loop) and Götzen-
dorfer Spange. The planned Danube Tunnel, the  
biggest project in Slovakia, will be implemented at a 
later stage. 

Three major bottlenecks were identified, with each of 
the sections progressing. 

1. Baudrecourt-Vendenheim: On 1 September 2009, 
the financial agreement on the second phase of TGV 
Est was signed by the French government, Réseau 
Ferré de France (RFF) and sixteen regional adminis-
trations. Preparational works started in 2008, with 
the civil engineering works due to start in 2010. The 
section will be in service by the end of 2015, and will 
enable a 30-minute reduction of travel time between 

Priority Project 17
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Mitte, the construction of the bridges has commenced. 

Slovakia: Detailed studies are under preparation for 
the connection between Bratislava and its airport with  
Vienna and beyond. In the current funding period the 
following activities are expected to be finished: 
•	 new	 section	 between	 Bratislava	 Predmestie-Bratisl-

ava including Filiálka station (future node to public 
transport in Bratislava)

•	 connection	 of	 the	 Bratislava	 airport	 from	 Central	 
Cargo Station (UNS) and railway station Letisko

•	 railway	station	Petrzalka

In 2014, the electrification of section Devínska Nová  
Ves-Marchegg (Austria) will be finished. In the next fund-
ing period, works are planned to connect Bratislava  
airport via Marchegg to Vienna.

Progress and delays
The most important steps for implementing of the entire 
PP in 2009 were the:
•	 financial	agreement	on	the	second	phase	of	the	TGV	

Est (Baudrecourt-Vendenheim)
•	 financial	agreement	on	Stuttgart-Ulm
•	 start	of	works	at	Vienna	Station

Main difficulties
In Germany, the budget foreseen to develop transport 
infrastructure is heavily under discussion. A balance  

between expenditure and consolidation of the national 
budget has to be found. The decision making process 
on the federal plan (Bundesverkehrswegeplan) is ongo-
ing, which might lead to delays in implementing the 
planned works. However, recently the Federal Ministry 
assured that projects that have already been started will 
be pursued.

Coordination
The former European Commissioner Mr Péter Balázs 
was nominated as European Coordinator for the PP 
in 2005, serving in this role until April 2009 when he  
became Hungarian Minister for Foreign Affairs. He  
reported regularly to the European Parliament, the 
Council and the wider public. The European Commission 
will appoint a new coordinator for PP17 shortly. 

General appreciation
The progress along this railway axis is good. Substantial 
sections have been commissioned, others are on the 
way to completion by 2015 or well developed at the 
end of the current funding period. However, it should be 
pointed out that there are still several problems which 
have to be tackled: 
•	 Planning	and	building	of	the	“Appenweier	Kurve”
•	 Intermodality:	 since	 there	 are	 numerous	 airports	

along this line, it is recommended linking up all air 
terminals
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Priority Project 18
Waterway axis Rhine/Meuse-Main-Danube

PP18: Cumulative investment (€ Million)

82.4
(3.1%)
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(3.9%)

171.1
(6.5%)

562.1
(21.5%)

1,210.7
(46.3%)
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(100%)
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Ongoing
154 km

4.9%
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PP18: Waterway axis Rhine/Meuse-Main-Danube inland
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Implementation of the integrated river engineering project Danube East of Vienna km 
1921.0-1872.7

Austria €36.4

Etudes de construction d’une écluse de 225m x 25m (classe VIb) à Huy (Ampsin-Neuville) et 
construction d’une écluse de 225m x 25m (classe VIb) à Flémalle (Ivoz-Ramet), toutes deux 
sur la Meuse 

Belgium €17.6

Construction of a 225 x 25m chamber navigation lock, its ancillary works and a pumping sta-
tion/hydroelectric power plant on the Albert Canal, to the east of the existing lock complex 
at Lanaye

Belgium €26.9

Neubau der Eisenbahnbrücke über die Donau bei Deggendorf Germany €7.0

Variantenunabhängige Untersuchungen zum Ausbau der Donau zwischen Straubing und 
Vilshofen

Germany €16.5

Studies for improvement of the navigability on the Danube (Hungarian section of the Priority 
Project No. 18)

Hungary €4.0

Maasroute, upgrade of inland waterways from class Va to class Vb specifications The Netherlands €81.8

D.A.N.U.B.E. - Danube Access Network - Unlocking Bottlenecks in Europe, by developing a 
high-quality TEN-T port infrastructure in Romania on optimal economic terms - feasibility 
study phase 

Romania €0.2

Project documentation for reconstruction and modernisation of Bratislava Old Bridge Slovakia €0.6

TOTAL €191.0

PP18: Cumulative investment (€ Million)

82.4
(3.1%)

102.2
(3.9%)
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(21.5%)
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(100%)
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PP18: The completion status of works (km)
Total length 3,122 km

Completed until  
end 2008
1,802 km

57.7%

2010-2013
1,088 km

34.8%

After 2013
78 km
2.5%

Completed in 2009
0 km
0%

Ongoing
154 km

4.9%

To be started
1,166 km

37.3%

PP18: Cumulative investment (€ Million)
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Member states involved: Belgium, The Netherlands, Germany, Austria, 
Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria

Estimated completion date: 2021
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2,617.01 102.15 20.59 23.18 5.95 3.9% 68.97 19.21 5.1 4.04 2.6% 1,039.58 160.58 305.85 27.57 39.7% 1,406.31 53.7%

PP18: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 3,122 km

PP18: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Introduction
PP18 crosses Europe transversally from the North Sea 
at Rotterdam to the Black Sea in Romania. The Meuse 
and the Rhine rivers are the entrance gates for the  
Belgian and Dutch inland waterways to this Priority  
Project corridor, linking the northern ports of Rotterdam 
and Antwerp but also offering a connection towards the 
Seine-Northern Europe Canal, part of PP30. The Rhine 
river, through the Main river and the Main-Danube  
Canal, is connected to the Danube river that flows until 
the Black Sea. This corridor is one of the longest ones in 
the Trans-European Transport Network and crosses both 
EU countries and non-Member States. 

In recognition of the complexity and multifaceted  
aspects presented by this project and of PP30, Inland 
Waterway Seine-Scheldt, Mrs Karla Peijs was appointed 
European Coordinator for Inland Waterways by the Euro-
pean Commission in September 2007.

Besides the TEN-T Programme, other European pro-
grammes are active on certain stretches of the Danube: 
the former ISPA Programme finances studies and infra-
structure works for the improvement of navigation in 
Romania at Calarasi-Braila, as well as in the long border 
section between Romania and Bulgaria. The European 
Union is financing activities on the Danube section in 
Serbia to restore navigability, as well as rehabilitation of 
sections obstructed by obstacles including vessels and 
ammunition sunk in the Second World War.

Cross-border sections and bottlenecks
The construction works for the improvement of naviga-
bility in the Maasroute in the Netherlands has suffered 
delays and is now planned to be completed by 2015, two 
years later than expected. In addition, the cross-border 
completion of the fourth lock in Lannaye is set back 
mainly due to a delay in receiving the environmental 
permission. Works for the creation of the natural reserve 
island could have started, but has been delayed in order 
to take into account a new approach for integrating the 
island into the system of locks. Completion is foreseen 
for 2015.

On the Danube river, the first bottleneck encountered is 
between the towns of Straubing and Vilshofen, a 70 km 
long stretch in which the draught does not reach two 
metres for most of the year. Environmentalists want to 

maintain this free flowing section of the river, but the 

operators require that at least a 2.5 metre draught is en-
sured for most of the year. This is the case in all the other 
sections on the Rhine and Main from the Dutch border 
until Straubing and from Vilshofen until the Austrian 
border on the Danube, in total for more than 630 km.

In order to overcome this gridlock, the German federal 
government, together with the Bavarian state govern-
ment, launched a three year study in 2008. The study 
management includes a Monitoring Group that was pro-
posed by the Coordinator Mrs Peijs during a joint session 
with representatives of the operators and environmental 
groups. The Group, composed of prominent representa-
tives of both factions, met for the first time in February 
2010. Its task is to follow the study progressively during 
its implementation as a guarantee that all legislation is 
thoroughly applied. Due to delays encountered in set-
ting up all the structures of the study, it is expected that 
it will last one more year, to be completed by the end of 
2012.

The next important intervention is ongoing in the 
stretch east of Vienna until the Slovak border. Studies 
and a pilot project here are financed to guarantee the 
reliable and consistent navigation capacity through-
out the year, while preserving at best the NATURA 2000 
site represented by a beautiful national park. The pilot 
project is performed over a length of three km and com-
prises the restoration of the original banks taking away 
the old constructions and restoring the river bed. Due to 
environmental permission delays, the completion of the 
project may be set back to 2020.

On the long Hungarian stretch of the Danube, a second 
study was made in order to identify the locations of  
intervention for the restoration of safe and reliable navi-
gation. More than thirty sites were identified, and divid-
ed into three phases. The first one, comprising the first 
six sites, has been completed.

Feasibility studies on the long section that forms 
the border between Bulgaria and Romania have  
almost been completed and the works for supporting 
a reliable navigability are foreseen to start shortly. The  
feasibility study on the construction on the Calarasi-Brai-
la site in Romania has been completed, but will require 
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an additional year for the fulfilment of the environmental  
requirements. 
Other sections
Additional important activities on this project have been 
launched in the Belgian stretch to build a new lock at 
Ivoz-Ramet and to carry out studies for the construc-
tion of a new lock at Ampsin-Neuville that will allow the  
transit of barges of more than 3000 tonnes.

Further improvement to the navigability in the Bavar-
ian stretch is represented by the construction of a new  
railway bridge that is almost completed at Deggendorf. 
This project eliminates a dangerous narrow passage  
under the old bridge.

In Bratislava the “Old Bridge” that fails to satisfy the  
requirement by the Danube Commission for determin-
ing the sea-way route dimensions will be lifted by two 
metres, now it presents a clearance height of 7.59 m. This 
will partially eliminate the navigation obstacle because 
the pillars’ span will remain at 86 and 67 m, however the 
Slovak Minister decided to proceed in this reconstruc-
tion for objective present difficulties and priorities.

Progress and delays
The year 2009 was very important for this Project  
because important progress was made in critical sec-
tions in Bavaria, Romania, Bulgaria and Austria. At the 
same time, it is apparent that the activities almost in  
every section need to be prolonged by one or two years. 
The reasons for these general delays are mainly due 

to the economic crisis, issuing of permits and political  
debate. 
General appreciation
As stated, this Priority Project is very long, crossing all 
of Europe from the northwest to the southeast through 
largely economically developed countries, growing 
economies and countries that are not EU Member States.  

Until 2000, activities undertaken to ensure or restore a 
reliable navigation in most of the corridor - and partic-
ularly on the Danube river - were not very coordinated 
and insufficiently supported by the European Commis-
sion. This fact led to the further development of other 
modes of transport - mainly road freight transport, but 
also rail. 

Since 2000, more attention has been given to the  
importance of the Danube river as a potential part of 
the freight transportation systems. This has lead to the 
significant support this Priority Project obtained in the 
2007-2013 TEN-T Framework Programme and the fact 
that it is progressing steadily despite the economic crisis. 

The delays experienced in many sections are normally 
contained in one or two years which, within the present 
economic panorama, is not posing doubts on the effec-
tive and useful completion of the works.
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High speed rail interoperability in Iberian peninsula
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PP19: High speed rail interoperability in Iberian peninsula
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Obras en la conexión ferroviaria Corredor Mediterráneo - Línea de alta velocidad Madrid-
Barcelona-Frontera Francesa

Spain €22.9

Studies and works in the high-speed rail interoperability in the Iberian peninsula (PP19) - 
Porto-Vigo axis: cross-border section Ponte de Lima-Vigo

Spain, Portugal €244.1

High speed railway Madrid-Galicia-Portugal. Section: Olmedo-Pozal Spain €4.0

Madrid-Galicia high speed mixed traffic rail. Section: La Hiniesta-Perilla-Otero-Cernadilla Spain €35.2

TOTAL €306.2

PP19: Cumulative investment (€ million)

7,040.9
(17.2%)

9,816.8
(24%)

12,747.6
(31.2%)
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(41.5%)
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(100%)
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PP19: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 4,730 km

Completed until  
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30.3%

2010-2013
1,861 km

39.3%

After 2013
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9.4%
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0%

To be started
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48.7%

PP19: Cumulative investment (€ Million)
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Member states involved:  Spain, Portugal Estimated completion date: 2020
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40,896.49 9,816.77 81.6 2,742.4 700 24% 2,930.81 0.05 0 0 7.2% 10,996.75 266.35 1,870.65 1,950 26.9% 17,152.16 41.9%

PP19: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 4,730 km

PP19: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Introduction
This project involves the construction and the upgrad-
ing of high performance lines and the installation of  
dual-gauge (polyvalent) sleepers, third rails or  
axle-gauge changeover stations on the Spanish and  
Portuguese high speed rail networks, in order to make 
them fully interoperable with the rest of the trans-Euro-
pean rail network.

The project will provide high speed rail access to the 
biggest cities of Spain and Portugal and will target five 
corridors: Madrid-Andalusia, northeast, Madrid-Levante/
Mediterranean, north/northwest corridor, including 
Vigo-Porto, and Extremadura. The project will be im-
plemented in compliance with Directive 2008/57/EC on 
interoperability, and will incorporate ERTMS (European 
Rail Traffic Management System).

Moreover, the development of the high speed network 
for passenger transport will provide spare capacity for 
freight transport on the existing railway lines thanks to 
the transfer of passenger services to the new lines of 
PP19 and PP03. 

The Spanish strategy adopted on the PEIT 2005/2020 
is to foster rail transport services through the develop-
ment of a “high performance network” of railways.

Rail links will be significantly enhanced and interoper-
ability will improve passenger and freight rail traffic 
between Spain and Portugal and the rest of Europe. On 
the lines served by the high speed network, the project 
will help rail to win market shares from both air and 
road transport on congested routes. Significant benefits 
will be seen in travel times and in freeing up significant 
freight transport capacity on conventional lines.

The project will allow the creation of a fully interoperable 
high speed rail network on the Iberian peninsula con-
nected to the rest of Europe. Moreover, the higher avail-
ability of the conventional rail network for freight traffic 
will contribute to the development of trans-European 
rail freight corridors. Mr Carlo Secchi was nominated Eu-
ropean Coordinator for this Priority Project in July 2009.

Cross-border sections
The only transnational project is the Porto-Vigo  
high speed line (250 km/h). PP08 ensures its continuity 

from Vigo to Santiago de Compostela and La Coruña, 
while PP03 prolongs it from Porto to Lisbon, thus  
creating a high speed Iberian Atlantic corridor.

Its cross-border section is Ponte de Lima-Vigo.  
Preparatory studies for the section are underway. The first 
phase of works is expected to start in 2012. The line was  
scheduled to be operational in 2013, but, due to prob-
lems in getting environmental permits, the project’s 
completion will be delayed to 2015. 

The EEIG (European Economic Interest Group) AVEP is  
responsible for the preparation of the common  
studies addressing the operation of the train services. 
These studies have already started. 

Within the TEN-T Multi-Annual Programme (2007-
2013), the co-financing of €244.14 million (studies and 
works) for this section (ca. 25% of total eligible costs) is  
foreseen. Additional funding and financing is made 
available through the Cohesion Fund and the European 
Investment Bank.

Other sections
PP19 consists of four corridors:

1.Madrid-Andalusia and Extremadura, that is 
based on the Madrid-Seville line (first high speed 
line in Spain): the status is advanced and can be 
summarised as follows: Madrid-Jaen is partly in serv-
ice (Alcazar-Jaen). The Seville-Malaga/Granada link 
is progressing, with Bobadilla-Málaga being imple-
mented and the bypass being realised in Loja and 
Granada.

Sevilla-Cádiz/Huelva (Iberian gauge, polyvalent 
sleepers) is operational from Seville to Jeréz; works 
are progressing on the Jeréz-Cadiz section; the line 
will be completed in 2012 with double gauge. The 
Seville-Huelva line is in the design phase – it will be  
complementary to the new line linking Huelva to 
Faro included in PP08.

2. Northeast - links to Zaragoza, synergic with PP16:
The line Zaragoza-Huesca has been completed and 
operation of services has started. Detailed design 
projects are being realised for Zaragoza-Pamplona 
and Zaragoza-Logroño,  but no financial allocations 
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have been attributed yet. 

The western links Zaragoza-Pamplona/Logroño-Mi-
randa are in the preliminary studies phase. 

3. Madrid-Levante-Mediterranean: This is the link 
Madrid-Valencia/Alicante/Murcia and Valencia-Bar-
celona, the latest activity being the continuation of 
the Mediterranean link Barcelona to the French bor-
der.

The works on the Madrid-Cuenca-Valencia/Albac-
ete lots are implemented both in UIC gauge on the 
main line Madrid-Valencia and Iberian gauge on the  
remaining (with polyvalent sleepers to allow the shift 
to UIC gauge in the future). The line Madrid-Cuen-
ca-Valencia will be operational in 2010. The works 
on the link Murcia-Alicante are currently underway 
and completion is scheduled for 2011. The works in 
the line Castellon de la Plana-Tarragona have been  
concluded, except for a last section to Tarragona 
(where works are stopped because of archaeological 
studies).

4. North/Northwest corridor: This part consists of the 
link Madrid-Asturias/Galicia (towards Vigo, Santiago 
and La Coruña), and includes the Porto-Vigo line (see 
cross-border section) – it is based on the existing link 
Madrid-Valladolid (PP3).

Olmedo (Valladolid)-Zamora: the works are  
ongoing, with the platform finished in 2010 and oper-
ations planned for 2012; between Zamora-Ourense-
Santiago de Compostela works are ongoing (double 
track Iberian gauge with polyvalent sleepers), while 

the high speed line Ourense-Lugo-La Coruña is  
undergoing pre-design studies. Platform works on 
the Valladolid-Palencia-Santander line will start in 
2010, while Palencia-Gijón will enter in service in 
2012).

Progress and delays
The passenger-dedicated high speed line from Madrid 
to Valencia (operational in 2010), and the Castellon-
Tarragona-Barcelona line which will contribute to the 
implementation of ERTMS corridor D represent major 
achievements.

On the other hand, an important delay is registered on 
the cross-border section Porto-Vigo.

General appreciation
During 2009 works progressed on almost all the  
sections of PP19 – notably on the Madrid-Valencia 
line. As a consequence, many lines are expected to be  
operational by 2010 and most of the project will be 
completed by 2013. PP19 will play an important role in  
upgrading the Iberian network to provide high quality 
and high speed interoperable passenger services, and will  
enhance the capacity for rail freight transport. Since the 
project includes many different sections and is linked 
with PP03, PP08, and PP16, it will be fundamental to 
focus on the key priorities and to follow a well planned 
timetable for the implementation of the remaining  
sections. Notably, the procedural and environmental  
aspects of the Porto-Vigo line need timely corrective  
action in order to establish the synergies with the other 
Priority Projects and to achieve timely results.
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PP20: Railway axis Fehmarn Belt
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Eisenbahn-Hinterlandanbindung zur Fehmarnbeltquerung von Lübeck nach Puttgarden Germany €12.7

Studies for the capacity improvements of the section between Copenhagen and Ringsted Denmark €11.0

Studies for upgrading the railway access lines to the future Fehmarn Belt fixed link - from 
Ringsted to Rødby and the intersection in Kastrup

Denmark €11.7

Studies and works for the construction of Fehmarn Belt fixed rail-road link Germany, Denmark €338.9

TOTAL €374.3

Member states involved: Germany, Denmark Estimated completion date: 2020
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7,363.64 232.46 42.05 0 0 3.2% 158 32 0 0 2.1% 1,822 367 0 0 24.7% 5,151.18 70%

PP20 (Rail) : Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 515 km

PP20: Cumulative investment (€ million)

PP20 (Road) : Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 19 km

PP20: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Introduction
This axis, an extension of the Øresund fixed link (PP11) 
and the Nordic Triangle road and rail links (PP12), is a 
key component in the main north-south route between  
central Europe and the Nordic countries. It involves the 
construction of a bridge or a tunnel in order to form 
a fixed road and rail link, spanning the 19 km wide  
Fehmarn Strait between Germany and Denmark. It also 
includes improvements to related rail links in Denmark 
and Germany.

The project will provide an alternative for the ferry 
link between Rødby (Denmark) and Puttgarden on the  
Fehmarn Island in Germany. It is expected to stimulate 
economic development in the Baltic Sea regions of 
Denmark and Germany. Once completed, it will attract 
passenger and freight traffic estimated at 3.3 million 
vehicles and 30-35,000 trains a year, helping to relieve 
congestion on the Great Belt route across Denmark, and 
in particular on the rail network. After the completion of 
the project, the travel time between Copenhagen and 
Hamburg will be reduced by approximately one hour 
and travel times for freight transport will be reduced by 
two hours.

Cross-border section
Denmark and Germany signed a treaty on the fixed link 
between Rødby and Puttgarden on 3 September 2008. 
The ratification process was completed on 26 March 
2009 in Denmark and on 10 July 2009 in Germany.

Studies concerning the geotechnical and the  
navigational conditions in the Fehmarn Belt and an  
environmental baseline study are underway, with  
expected completion in 2011. By the end of 2010, the  
Danish company Femern Belt A/S, responsible for the  
implementation of the project, will propose the preferred 
technical solution and indicate its exact location. The two 
options under consideration are either a cable stayed 
bridge or an immersed tunnel, both consisting of a four-lane  
motorway and two electrified rail tracks. The construc-
tion work of the project is expected to start in 2012 and 
be completed in 2018. 

Other sections
Rail hinterland connections in Denmark: The rail-
way section in Denmark, Copenhagen-Rødby, has  
progressed: the upgrading works started in 2008 on 

a small part of the section east of Ringsted and on a six 
km sub-section southwest of the Copenhagen Central 
Station. On the remainder of the railway section Copen-
hagen-Ringsted (60 km), substantial capacity increases 
are required, therefore a new line between Copenhagen 
and Ringsted via Køge will be constructed. A decision 
has been taken and will soon be approved by the Danish 
Parliament to construct the rail line via Køge. It will be 
designed for 200 km/h, but prepared for 250 km/h with 
small adjustments and a 25 tonne axial load. The project 
will be implemented in the period 2012-2018.

The 120 km section Ringsted-Rødby will be electrified 
and upgraded to double track rail line from Vordingborg 
to Storstrøms Bridge and from Orehoved to Rødbyhavn. 
Only the rail link on the Storstrøms Bridge will remain 
single track. The design speed will be 160 km/h, but the 
cost of an upgrade to a maximum speed of 200 km/h will 
be investigated. The project will be implemented in the 
period 2012-2018.

The installation of ETCS 2 (European Train Control  
System) will be necessary in 2018 and is foreseen to be 
installed on all Danish rail connections. 

Rail hinterland connections in Germany: On the 
German side, considerable investments will be needed 
to make the section Lübeck (Bad Schwartau)-Puttgar-
den - today single track and not electrified - fully opera-
tional. According to the Treaty, Germany will guarantee  
sufficient capacity on the railway line Bad Schwartau-
Puttgarden when the fixed link opens. The upgrading 
of the railway line between Bad Schwartau and Puttgar-
den to a double-track, electrified railway line should be 
ready for operation no later than seven years after the 
opening of the fixed link. DB AG is currently working on 
the preliminary design for the section between Lübeck 
and Puttgarden on behalf of the German federal govern-
ment. 

The 63 km long section Hamburg-Lübeck was completed 
in 2008 as a double track, electrified rail line with maxi-
mum speed 160 km/h for passenger and freight traffic.

The rail line Hannover-Hamburg is double track, elec-
trified with maximum speed 200 km/h. The rail line  
Hamburg-Bremen is double track, electrified with 

Priority Project 20
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maximum speed of 160 km/h. For both lines, a review  
concerning a possible upgrading is ongoing and results 
will be available after summer 2010.

Financial issues
The two governments agreed that the fixed link should 
be planned, constructed, financed and operated by  
Denmark. Denmark has formed a single purpose com-
pany, Femern Belt A/S, as a subsidiary of Sund & Bælt 
Holding A/S that is a fully state-owned company.  
Femern Belt A/S is in charge of the planning and design 
of the Fehmarn Belt fixed link, and all investigations and 
construction activities are contracted with external con-
sultants and entrepreneurs. The company takes up loans 
on the international financial markets but is backed 
with a Danish state guarantee. The fixed link will be user  
financed, by collecting tolls to repay the debt and finance 
the maintenance of the infrastructure. Denmark has 
also reserved the right to finance the Danish hinterland  
connections with yields from the fixed link. The 

total cost of a Fehmarn Belt bridge would be  
approximately €4.4 billion and the cost of an immersed 
tunnel €5.5 billion (in 2008 prices). Denmark may apply 
for a maximum financial assistance of 30% from the TEN-
T budget.

The funds for the development of the Danish and  
German rail hinterland connections will be secured from 
the Danish and the German state, respectively. 

General appreciation
The Priority Project, the fixed link and the hinterland 
connections, are in a phase of detailed technical and  
environmental studies. The final decision on the  
construction will be taken later this year or in 2011. There 
are no particular problems or delays. The treaty between 
Denmark and Germany and the close collaboration be-
tween the two countries ensures the timely implementa-
tion of projects on both sides of the fixed link.
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PP21: Motorways of the Sea
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Motorways of the Sea - high quality rail and intermodal Nordic Corridor Konigslinie Germany, Sweden €10.2

Motorways of the Sea projects in the Baltic Sea area - Klaipéda-Karlshamn link Lithuania, Sweden €5.2

Motorways of the Sea - Esbjerg - Zeebrugge Belgium, Denmark €5.3

Baltic Link Gdyńia-Karlskrona Poland, Sweden €17.1

TOTAL €37.8

Introduction
PP21 on Motorways of the Sea (MoS) builds on the 
EU’s goal of achieving a clean, safe and efficient trans-
port system by transforming shipping into a genuine  
alternative to overcrowded land transport. The concept 
aims at introducing new inter-modal maritime-based lo-
gistics chains to bring about a structural change to transport 
organisation: door-to-door integrated transport chains. 
It will also help implement the policy initiatives on the 
European maritime space without barriers, the maritime  
transport strategy for 2018 and will positively  
contribute to greenhouse gas (CO2) reductions which is of 
paramount importance in the context of climate change.

Motorways of the Sea taps on the huge potential of mar-
itime transport as the backbone of international trade. 
In Europe, this capacity has not yet been fully exploited. 
Motorways of the Sea, which are based upon success-
ful shipping routes, are designed to shift cargo traffic 
from heavily congested land networks to where there 
is more available spare capacity – the environmentally-
friendly waterways. This will be achieved through the  
establishment of more efficient and frequent, high-quality  
maritime-based logistics services between Member 
States.

Specific objectives and geographic coverage 
Motorways of the Sea will also help to establish new, 
regular and frequent maritime links for the transport of 
goods between Member States and improve access to 
peripheral and island regions and States. Motorways of 
the Sea require year-round navigability across European 
maritime regions, sufficient facilities for dredging and 
icebreakers  for winter access, as well as good connec-
tions to the hinterland.

Using TEN-T funding, the Commission is supporting the 
development of Motorways of the Sea across Europe. In 

the guidelines, PP21 refers, inter alia, to four sea areas: 

1. Motorway of the Baltic Sea 
2. Motorway of the Sea of Western Europe
3. Motorway of the Sea of Southeast Europe (eastern       

 Mediterranean and Black Sea) and 
4. Motorway of the Sea of Southwest Europe (western  

 Mediterranean)

Since 2004, the Commission and the Member States  
initiated coordination activities on MoS. From these  
activities came the first studies on the role of MoS and 
the first Member State-driven regional Motorways of the 
Sea task forces were set up. Furthermore, several devel-
opment projects and studies were carried out by stake-
holders with the support of European institutions and 
funds such as the European Investment Bank, regional 
funds, ENPI, Marco Polo and TEN-T. In various areas, MoS 
calls for proposals have been organised jointly by Mem-
ber States to invite stakeholders to formulate project  
proposals.

Areas already covered and operating sections
1. Maritime link between Esbjerg, Den-

mark and Zeebrugge, Belgium: In serv-
ice since 2005, this link has provided an  
intermodal alternative to truck transport between 
Denmark and the Benelux countries. This project 
will be further developed into a Benelux-Scandina-
via shortsea bridge. The upgrade of the service will  
consist of the coordinated increase of the frequency 
on the Zeebrugge-Esbjerg route, investment in infra-
structure and facilities and the adoption of accompa-
nying measures to foster integration of various parts 
of the intermodal chain. 

This includes an increase in service by doubling of 
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the capacity of the ro-ro (roll on, roll off ) connection 
between Esbjerg and Zeebrugge. A Motorways of 
the Sea approach merits in cost savings (up to some 
40%) and less CO2 emissions (58%) than the alterna-
tive road connection. In addition, it reduces conges-
tion on very busy parts of the EU road network. The 
investment in infrastructure and facilities associ-
ated with the upgrade of the maritime link consist 
of a floating ro-ro ramp, the extension of an access 
way in Esbjerg, a ro-ro jetty, gantry cranes and ICT  
development in Zeebrugge. The project will give way 
to major improvements in the handling of goods and 
attract more goods on the ro-ro based intermodal 
concept. 

2. Motorway of the Sea: High quality rail and 
intermodal nordic corridor Konigslinie: The 
objective of the above-named project is to  
upgrade the existing rail ferry link between the ports 
of Trelleborg (Sweden) and Sassnitz (Germany) in 
order to increase the share of rail and intermodal 
transport -  in particular on the Swedish-German 
corridor and  Sweden-Central Europe/Italy corridor. 
Improving the existing rail ferry service by offering 
more capacity, more efficiency, faster handling in the 
ports and more flexibility due to the option of a sixth 
departure (in peak demand periods only), will help it 
compete with alternative, less sustainable routes on 
this transport corridor. 

3. Maritime link through Klaipéda and Karlshamn: 
The objective of the action is to increase the share 
of intermodal transport in the Southeast/Southwest 
Baltic Motorways of the Sea link through Klaipéda 
and Karlshamn. To this end, the operator of the  
service has already increased, as from May 2009, 
the capacity of the link by 21%. At the same time, 
the implementation of the action will consider-
ably improve and enhance the capacity of uni-

tised rail goods handling on the Swedish side, 
as well as providing infrastructure investment in  
Karlshamn. The current (2009) intermodal share of 
the corridor is 18% with the aim to reach the 56% in 
2015 and ultimately 71% in 2025.  The activities of the  
action will focus on the improvement of environmen-
tal sustainability by increasing intermodal transport 
in the corridor. 

4. Intermodal maritime link Karlskrona-Gdyńia: This 
project aims to implement Motorways of the Sea in 
the Baltic Sea region through the ports of Karlskro-
na and Gdyńia. It will reduce the amount of freight 
using northern European motorways and the related 
road congestion. The action will deliver high-quality 
Motorway of the Sea infrastructure and services by 
combining the rail and sea modes of transport in  
order to eliminate the existing bottlenecks and  create 
a seamless intermodal transport chain. The project is 
expected to result in increasing the intermodal share 
of the corridor from the current 3% to 10% in 2015 
and 36% in 2025.

General appreciation
The Motorways of the Sea project is still in the initial 
stages of development and only a very small number of 
actions have already been started, nevertheless there is 
a large interest of the stakeholder community. In 2010, 
the first sizeable amount of funds - €85 million - will 
be made available for the call. With a view to improve 
participation, the 2010 MoS work programme was fine 
tuned and the call is expected to support the launching 
of important actions from the viewpoint of quality, as 
well as with sufficient critical mass to induce change and 
establish the concept.

Mr Luis Valente de Oliveira was nominated European Co-
ordinator for this Priority Project in September 2007.
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PP22: Railway axis Athina-Sofia-Budapest-Wien-Praha-Nürnberg/Dresden
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Praha-Beroun, new railway connection - implementation of a detailed geotechnical survey 
and development of a construction project

Czech Republic €14.5

Studies for the development of the railway Priority Project No. 22 Bulgaria, Greece, 
Hungary, Romania

€6.5

Preparation of design for approval for the railway line section Biatorbagy (incl.) - Tata (excl.) 
of Priority Axis No. 22

Hungary €1.3

Optimisation of railway section Prague Hostivar - Prague main railway station detailed design Czech Republic €5.0

Modernisation of the Nemanice Ševětín railway section - preliminary design Czech Republic €1.7

Modernisation of the Tábor-Sudoměřice u Tábora line, detailed design Czech Republic €3.4

Modernisation of railway section Veselí nad Lužnicí-Tabor - II part, section Veselí nad Lužnicí-
Doubí u Tábora, detailed design

Czech Republic €4.1

TOTAL €36.5

PP22: Cumulative investment (€ million)

1,595.8
(11.4%)
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(14.5%)
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(100%)
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PP22: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 3,575 km

Completed until  
end 2008
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36.6%

Member states involved: Romania, Bulgaria, Austria, Hungary,  
Czech Republic, Germany, Greece

Estimated completion date: 2020
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13,953.09 2,062.18 11.14 1,043.15 443.46 14.5% 517.65 0 492.76 115.5 3.7% 4,138.26 53.2 3,492.51 761.89 29.7% 7,270.99 52.1%

PP22: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 3,575 km

PP22: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Austrian-Hungarian border: Between Nickelsdorf 
and Győr the trains run at a speed of 160 km/h. On this  
electrified, two track railway line, the works were  
finished in 2009, and ETCS 1 was installed. 

Hungarian-Romanian border: Between Békéscsaba 
and Arad, on the Hungarian side, the trains run on an 
electrified, one track line at 80-100 km/h, the works will 
be finished by 2014. On the Romanian part, the trains 
operate at 70 km/h, at the moment studies are being  
carried out for the upgrading of the line to 160 km/h.

Romanian-Bulgarian border: A formal agreement for 
the construction of the new Danube road and rail bridge 
in Vidin/Calafat was drawn up between Bulgaria and  
Romania in 2000. It was expected to be completed by 
May 2010, but most likely it will be finalised only by  
mid-2011. 

Bulgarian-Greek border: In 2005, the Greek and 
Bulgarian Transport Ministers signed a co-operation  
protocol on improving the road and railway infrastruc-
ture between Kulata-Promachonas. This agreement has 
not been followed up so far.

Bottlenecks
The priority section of PP22 between Nürnberg and 
Marktredwitz is a non-electrified and very curvy section, 
at a maximum speed of 160 km/h. Germany does not 
plan to invest in this line before 2013.

In the current programming period, Hungary is carry-
ing out a study between Tata and Biatorbágy (close to  
Budapest) for upgrading this section. The activities to be 
carried out are the preparation of designs for approval, 
including the geodetic and geotechnical survey and en-
vironmental impact assessment study. 

The main Romanian branch Arad-Brasov-Bucharest-Con-
stanta is an electrified twin track, in acceptable condi-
tion but with low speeds at present. On some sub-sec-
tions studies have been carried out, on others the works 
will start in 2010-2011 or only in the next programming 
period. 

Romania will not invest heavily in the line Arad-Calafat 
until 2013, and it plans to start with preparatory studies 

Introduction
PP22 connects seven Member States through a ma-
jor railway axis. Progress to date is fairly uneven: some  
sections have already been completed, whilst works on 
other sections will start only after 2013. In the last 10 
years, the Commission has provided significant support 
to this priority axis totalling over €1.5 billion from the 
TEN-T budget, Structural Funds and European Invest-
ment Bank loans. This railway axis is analysed on the 
basis of its cross-border sections, bottlenecks and other 
sections that were identified by DG MOVE, but it is not a 
final definition of the sections. 

Cross-border sections
German-Czech border: The cross-border section 
Dresden-Lovosice is the only electrified railway line that  
connects Germany and the Czech Republic. It is  
extremely curvy which makes it impossible to upgrade its  
current speed from 120 km/h to 160km/h or even higher.  
Therefore, both Germany and the Czech Republic are 
carrying out studies examining alternative alignments 
for a new high speed railway line. 

German-Czech border: Between Marktredwitz-Plzeň 
there is a single track line to the German-Czech border. 
On the section Cheb-Plzeň (Prague) work is ongoing and 
is due to be completed by 2011. Cheb-Plzeň is an electri-
fied, mostly single track railway line with several double 
track sections operated at a speed up to 120 km/h. The 
short section Cheb-border will be completed in 2014. 
The section Prague-Plzeň will be completed in 2018 due 
to very difficult conditions in the section Prague-Beroun.

Czech-Austrian border: The section Breclav-Vienna 
can be considered completed. The node Breclav is  
being re-constructed and beyond Breclav until the 
Czech-Austrian border, ETCS (European Train Control 
System) equipment works are ongoing. On the Austrian 
side, it is a continuous double track, electrified railway 
line. Trains run at a speed of 120 km/h between Bern-
hardsthal (CZ/AT) and Vienna. 

The Czech Republic already finished the track opti-
misation works of the Česke Budejovice-Summerau  
section in 2009. Any other works would be unlikely to start  
before 2025. The trains are able to run on this electrified, 
single track railway line at a speed of 70 to 90 km/h.

Priority Project 22
Railway axis Athina-Sofia-Budapest-Vienna-Prague-Nürnberg/Dresden
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between Arad and Craiova before 2015. The trains oper-
ate on this single track, electrified section at 120 km/h. 

The Vidin-Sofia-Kulata section is electrified, but two-
thirds is single track with speeds below 100 km/h. Some 
studies have been carried out, but works will start only 
after 2013.

Other sections
The sections Lovosice-Prague and Prague-Breclav have 
already been completed. The trains operate on this  
double track electrified line at a speed up to 160 km/h, 
and there are still some stations and junctions to be 
modernised. Plzeň-Prague is an electrified, double track 
railway line operating  at a speed up to 120 km/h. Work is 
already in preparation and due to be completed by 2018. 
Preparations between Prague-Česke Budejovice are 
at an early stage, most of the works will start between 
2010 and 2013. Austria foresees investment for the  
section Summerau-Linz between 2011 and 2017. The 
double track, electrified railway line between Vienna and  
Nickelsdorf can be considered completed: trains run at 
a speed of 140 km/h. The electrified, double track rail-
way line between Györ and Tata has also been upgraded 
to 160 km/h and can be considered completed. Trains  
operate at a speed of 120-140 km/h between Biatorbágy 
and Budapest. Beyond Budapest until Békéscsaba, the 
works are partially ongoing, partially finished on this 
electrified, double track line.

The progress of the section between Brasov-Campina-
Bucharest is uneven: the works between Brasov-Pre-
deal will start before 2015 and the rehabilitation works  
between Predeal-Campina are progressing. The  
railway line has been upgraded for a speed of 160 km/h  
between Campina and Bucharest. The works on the  
section Bucharest-Constanta are ongoing and will be  
finalised in 2010.  The Thessaloniki-Domokos and  
Tithoréa-Athens sections became opera-

tional in 2008. Between Thessaloniki-Proma-
chonas and Tithorea-Domokos the works are  
ongoing, and mainly consist of the construction of  
deviations and installation of signalling which will be  
finalised by 2015.

Progress and delays
In 2009, progress can be observed in four countries: Ger-
many, Czech Republic, Hungary and Romania. Germany 
finalised the works in the section between Dresden and 
the Czech border that had been badly damaged after 
the flood in 2002. The Czech Republic finalised some 
smaller sections on the branch Prague-Česke Budejovi-
ce. Hungary achieved the biggest progress in 2009, final-
ising over 200 km of this priority axis. Romania finalised a 
small section between Bucharest and Constanta.

General appreciation
A lack of cooperation between the Member States can 
be observed: five cross-border sections of the eight 
have bilateral agreements, but in most of the cases, the 
Member States do not pursue the objectives of these 
agreements or only partially. A Memorandum of Under-
standing signed by the seven Member States could be a 
first step to achieve a close cooperation between them. 
Additionally, the multilateral coordination between the 
bodies of the Pan-European Corridor IV concerning the 
transport network covered by PP22 has to be developed.

Progress regarding PP22 in Bulgaria and Romania 
has been limited during the current financing period 
and needs to be addressed. The next financing frame-
work should focus more on the development of this  
Priority Project. Furthermore, airport rail in many cities 
and the problem of terminus stations in Budapest have 
to be solved. 

The European Commission foresees to appoint a coordi-
nator for this Priority Project in June 2010.
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PP23: Railway axis Gdańsk-Warszawa-Brno/Bratislava-Wien
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Modernisation of the Blazovice-Nezamyslice line  within the subsection section Brno-Přerov Czech Republic €7.1

Preliminary feasibility study for the task: modernisation and expansion of the Katowice 
Railway Junction

Poland €0.5

Modernisation of corridor Cadca-Krásno nad Kysucou railway track Slovakia €0.5

TOTAL €8.1

PP23: Cumulative investment (€ million)

1,962.4
(44.1%)

2,669
(60%)

2,720.9
(61.1%)

2,962.9
(66.6%)

3,826.2
(86%)

4,450.2
(100%)
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PP23: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 1,276 km

Completed until  
end 2008

588 km
46.1%

Completed in 2009
0 km
0%

Ongoing
408 km

32%

2010-2013
220 km
17.2%

After 2013
60 km
4.7%

To be
started
280 km
21.9%

PP23: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 1,276 km

PP23: The completion status of works (km)

Total length 1245 km

Completed by 
2008

588 km
47.2%

Ongoing
362 km
29.1%

2010 - 2013
110 km

8.8%

After 2013
185 km
14.9%

Member states involved: Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia Estimated completion date: 2025

Total costs 
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4,450.15 2,668.97 102.62 1,312.31 201.88 60% 51.95 1.87 35.55 0 1.2% 1,105.25 7.1 700.26 37.5 24.8% 623.99 14%

PP23: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,245 km

PP23: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Introduction
This axis mainly involves modernisation and upgrad-
ing of the rail route - part of the former pan-European 
transport corridor VI identified at the Crete (1994) and 
Helsinki (1997) conferences - which connects Gdańsk via 
Katowice and Žilina to Bratislava and through a western 
branch via Brno to Vienna. The corridor was identified 
as a multimodal north-south axis to create a complex 
multimodal transport system for goods and passengers 
with the port of Gdańsk, rail and roads. The axis touches 
upon four Member States: Poland, the Czech Republic, 
Austria and Slovakia. Its western branch passes through 
Brno, the second largest city of the Czech Republic, 
while its eastern branch passes through Žilina, a city of  
growing importance with regard to automotive  
production in Slovakia, to the country’s capital  
Bratislava. The modernisation of the rail lines and the  
construction of container terminals for example at 
Gdańsk and Sławków/Katowice should generate better 
conditions for the development of effective intermodal 
transport. The works will allow increased speeds on the rail  
network: 160 km/h for passenger trains, up to 250 km/h 
for some sections in Poland and 120 km/h for freight 
trains in general. They will also reinforce the attractive-
ness of rail, enabling a modal shift from road to rail.

The rail projects on this axis are included in the respec-
tive national development plans of the Czech Repub-
lic, Poland and Slovakia. In total, the length of the axis 
is 1,000 km from Gdańsk to Vienna and 970 km from 
Gdańsk to Bratislava. The modernisation of the line is 
due to be completed by 2015. 

Cross-border sections
In Poland, the upgrading of the section Katowice-
Zebrzydowice/Marklovice and Katowice to Zwardoń/
Myto  is planned to be realised after 2013. Works in the 
Czech Republic are already completed between Prerov 
and the border at Český Těšín/Cieszyn. In Slovakia, the  
cross-border section to Myto/Zwardoń is planned to be 
completed by 2013. 

Other sections
Poland: Works for the project include straightening the 
alignment, replacing the power supply and installing 
new signaling and communication systems along the 
lines E65 and C-E65. The plans also include the construc-
tion of an access link to the port of Gdańsk, since a new 

container and ferry terminal (with an expected annual 
capacity of one million 20-foot equivalent units (TEUs) 
and 1.5 million passengers) are due to be added to the 
port.

The section Gdańsk-Warszawa is currently under  
construction and works are progressing well. Poland 
intends to proceed with the modernisation of the  
remaining 200 km of track and to upgrade power sup-
ply stations and the traffic controlling system - including 
ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management System) - on 
the entire section of Warszawa-Gdyńia. This should en-
able a speed of up to 200 km/h for the passenger service 
(160 km/h on average commercial services) and 120 km/h 
for freight transport. The works on the access to Gdańsk 
port have started. The passage through the Warszawa 
node is going to be completed in 2015. The Central Rail-
way Trunk Line (CMK), section Zawiercie-Grodzisk Maz-
owiecki with a length of 228 km has been upgraded to 
160 km/h, however further improvement works (cat-
enaries, bridges) are continuing. The section Grodzisk 
Mazowiecki-Katowice is already in service with speeds 
of up to 200 km/h, and reported to be the most efficient 
railway line in the country. Further investment is none-
theless planned to increase the speed up to 250 km/h 
at a later stage. The section in the Silesia region is under 
preparation for upgrading from 160 km/h to 250 km/h. 
Due to coal mine damages, it is one of the most expensive  
sections to modernise. The upgrading of the section 
Katowice-Zebrzydowice/Marklovice and Katowice-
Zwardoń/Myto - which is now  80 km/h - is planned for 
after 2013.

Czech Republic: Between Brno and Bernhardsthal/Bre-
clav, works to upgrade from 160 km/h to 200km/h are 
ongoing. The works to upgrade the remaining section 
Brno-Prerov to 160 km/h are due to commence around 
2013.

Slovakia: In the Slovak Republic, PP23 is divided into 
two sections: Bratislava-Nové Mesto nad Váhom (89 km) 
and Nové Mesto nad Váhom-Zwardon (154 km). The sec-
tion Bratislava to Nové Mesto nad Váhom was completed 
in 2009. The section between Nové Mesto nad Váhom 
and the Polish border is envisaged to be constructed 
mostly in the framework of the Operational Programme 
(OP) Transport 2007-2013. The remaining parts will be 

Priority Project 23
Railway axis Gdańsk-Warszawa-Brno/Bratislava-Vienna
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financed in the next programming period, and the final 
elements due to be completed in 2016. 

In Bratislava, several measures are planned under the 
current OP Transport (“Rail infrastructure for ITS Bratis-
lava”) to connect PP23 with urban transport - especial-
ly at the new Filiálka Station. Further connections are 
planned to link PP23 via Bratislava Nové Mesto with the 
airport and with PP17 via the envisaged Danube Tunnel. 

Austria: The part in Austria is already completed for 120 
km/h. An upgrade is not planned.

Progress and delays
There were no specific sections completed in 2009. 

General appreciation
Works have already started in most sections; some  
subsections in all four Member States have already been 
completed with others foreseen to be completed by 
2016. The section Gdańsk-Warsaw-Katowice is ahead of 
the schedule set by the “Community guidelines for the 
development of the trans-European transport network” 
(COM (2009) 391). The section Katowice-Zilina-Nové 
Mesto nad Váhom is behind schedule, and foreseen to 
be finished at the beginning of 2014 instead of 2010.
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Railway axis Lyon/Genoa-Basel-Duisburg-Rotterdam/Antwerp
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PP24: Railway axis Lyon/Genova-Basel-Duisburg-Rotterdam/Antwerp
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Studien für den Bau der Neubaustrecke Rhein/Main-Rhein/Neckar Germany €35.5

Duisburg-Emmerich Germany €63.3

Ausbaustrecke/Neubaustrecke Karlsruhe-Basel mit teilweisen Ausbaumaßnahmen an der 
bestehenden Strecke

Germany €94.5

Iron Rhine Belgium,  
The Netherlands

€7.3

Ligne à grande vitesse (LGV) Rhin-Rhône Branche Est France €198.0

Railway node of Genova - study for upgrading the section Genova Voltri-Genova Brignole Italy €5.1

Beseitigung der Bahnübergänge auf der Strecke 2270, Oberhausen-Emmerich Germany €5.1

Ausrüstung der Eisenbahnstrecke von Emmerich (Grenze) bis Basel (Grenze) mit elektro-
nischen Stellwerken als Teil des Korridors A Rotterdam-Genua

Germany €39.7

Programme management office for the ERTMS deployment on the corridor from Rotterdam 
to Genoa

Germany, Italy,  
The Netherlands

€2.7

Potenziamento tratta Tortona-Voghera, Progetto Prioritario n. 24, progettazione definitiva Italy €2.6

TOTAL €453.7

PP24: Cumulative investment (€ million)

2,255.6
(10.3%)

2,370.1
(10.8%)

2,534.8
(11.5%)

2,752.9
(12.5%)

6,132.1
(27.9%)

21,983.5
(100%)
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PP24: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 2,129 km

Completed until 
end 2008
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43.3%

Ongoing
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16.3%
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22%

After 2013
390 km
18.3%

Completed in 2009
0 km
0%

To be started
859 km
40.3%

PP24: Cumulative investment (€ million)

2,255.6
(10.3%)

2,370.1
(10.8%)

2,534.8
(11.5%)
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6,132.1
(27.9%)
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(100%)
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PP24: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 2,129 km

Completed by 
end 2008

922 km
43.3%

Ongoing
348 km
16.3%

2010-2013
469 km

22%

After 2013
390 km
18.3%

Member states involved: France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands Estimated completion date: 2020
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21,983.5 2,370.05 58.61 0 150 10.8% 164.75 5.34 0 0 0.7% 3,597.35 3.1 0 0 16.4% 15,851.36 72.1%

PP24: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 2,129 km

PP24: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Introduction
PP24 is a freight and passenger railway axis including 
conventional and high speed traffic for passenger traffic. 
Approximately 2,100 km long, it involves five Member 
States (the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France and 
Italy) and transits through Switzerland. 

Furthermore, a major component of PP24 is the ERTMS 
(European Rail Traffic Management System) Rail Freight 
Corridor A Rotterdam-Genoa, designed in 2006 by the 
European Commission and CER as part of a network  
involving five other such corridors on which ERTMS  
deployment has been given priority. 

Cross border sections and bottlenecks
Rotterdam/Antwerp-Duisburg: A major step forward 
was taken on this section with the entry into service of 
the Betuwe Line (PP5) in June 2007, linking the Port of 
Rotterdam to the German border in Emmerich, Germany. 

In the medium term, several projects are expected to be 
implemented on this section, such as the construction of 
a third track between Emmerich and Oberhausen (2015).

In the longer term, the reviving of the Iron Rhine section 
should diversify rail connections to and from the Port of 
Antwerp. It is however not expected to enter into service 
before 2020 at the earliest. Until then, the Montzen route 
remains the main rail connection for freight heading  
between the Port of Antwerp and the Rhine Valley. 

Mulhouse-Mülheim: Capacity upgrades are envisaged 
until 2012 on this 25 km stretch so as to enable the  
circulation of high speed trains between the new Rhine-
Rhône high speed line and the Freiburg area in Germany. 
However, no works have been planned on the German 
section thus far.

The Alpine transversal: The Alpine crossing between 
Basel and the western Po Valley made a leap forward 
with the opening of the Lötschberg base tunnel in  
December 2007. Two additional base tunnels, the 
Gotthard and the Monte Ceneri, should enter in opera-
tion in 2017 and 2019 respectively. 

A major issue consists of securing enough access capaci-
ty north and south of the Swiss tunnel by achieving a full 
four track section between Karlsruhe and Basel, and by 

implementing various capacity improvement projects 
between Domodossola and Novara, Luino/Chiasso and 
Milan. 

The Apennine crossing: The issue at stake is that of 
smoothing sea-to-rail freight conditions in and out of 
the Port of Genoa. The major project on this section is 
the so-called Terzo valico dei Giovi, the third pass, which 
aims at creating additional rail capacity towards the Port 
of Genoa, both for freight and high speed passenger 
traffic. Works are expected to start in 2010. 

Other sections
High speed line Rhine-Rhone: The first phase 
section (140 km) of the Eastern branch Dijon-Mulhouse 
is planned to be open to commercial operations on 11 
December 2011, for around 55 trains a day in each direc-
tion. The second phase section is planned to enter into 
service in 2017, provided financing issues are solved by 
the end of 2012.

The Southern branch Dole-Lyon is in preliminary phas-
es. Unlike the Eastern branch, it will be designed to be  
partly or fully mixed for high speed passenger and 
freight traffic. It is, however, not expected to enter into 
service before 2020. 

New high speed line Rhine/Main-Rhine/Neckar: This 
section aims at prolonging the new high speed line  
Cologne-Frankfurt that was put into service in 2002, 
down to Mannheim. However, diverging views among 
the different stakeholders at local, regional and federal 
levels have led to the project being put de facto tempo-
rarily on hold.

Progress and delays
Progress was made on the section linking the Dutch-
German border to Oberhausen with the achievement 
of a technical agreement on the three major ongoing 
infrastructure projects, i.e. the harmonisation of power  
supply between both countries, the removal of level 
crossings and the construction of a third track. 

Delays are however confirmed on the achievement of 
a Dutch-Belgian financial agreement on the Iron Rhine, 
as well as on setting basic design principles of the 
new Frankfurt-Mannheim high speed line and of the  
doubling of tracks between Offenburg and Basel. 

Priority Project 24
Railway axis Lyon/Genoa-Basel-Duisburg-Rotterdam/Antwerp
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No major progress has been made recently on imple-
menting further pending capacity upgrade projects on 
the northern Italian section, thereby raising the issue of 
an upcoming capacity gap when the Gotthard and the 
Monte Ceneri base tunnels will enter into service. 

General appreciation
The Rotterdam-Genoa axis is expected to be equipped 

with ERTMS by 2015, as set in the European Deployment 
Plan for ERTMS. Together with the timely completion of 
the accesses to the Swiss tunnels, holding the deadline 
for ERTMS is of crucial importance for the proper devel-
opment of rail between the North and the Mediterrane-
an Sea, both for freight and passenger traffic. 
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Motorway axis Gdańsk-Brno/Bratislava-Vienna
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PP25: Motorway axis Gdańsk-Brno/Bratislava-Wien
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Elaboration of the technical documentation for S1 expressway construction on the section 
from Kosztowy II Interchange in Myslowice to Suchy Potok Interchange in Bielsko-Biała

Poland €5.8

Elaboration of the project documentation for reconstruction of the national road No. 1 to an 
expressway on the section Podwarpie-Dabrowa Górnicza

Poland €0.3

TOTAL €6.1

PP25: Cumulative investment (€ million)

3,452.5
(33%)

4,273.9
(40.9%)

4,727.8
(45.2%)

5,142.5
(49.2%)

8,560.8
(81.9%)

10,455.7
(100%)
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PP25: Completion status of works (km)
Total length 1,213 km

Completed until  
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10,455.69 4,273.87 27.71 636.6 895.11 40.9% 453.93 2.91 185.09 93.12 4.3% 3,833 0 908.63 121.19 36.7% 1,894.88 18.1%

PP25: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,213 km

PP25: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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In Slovakia, the cross-border section Žilina-Zwardon 
(Poland) was defined as part of a priority section  
within PP25. The works were included into the  
Operational Program for Transport in Slovakia. Due to an  
insufficient cost-benefit analysis, the works on a 10 km 
section between Skalite und Svrcinovec (including a  
tunnel section) were stopped. The cross-border part 
is now a real bottleneck for passenger and freight  
transport along PP25 as a whole. The Slovak government 
is looking for other sources to finance this part. 

Other sections
Poland: In Poland, the completion of most of the 
section along the A1 motorway (Gdańsk-Katowice) is en-
visaged for the summer of 2012 (UEFA Football Cham-
pionship), apart from the 180 km section Stryków-Pyr-
zowice (south of Łódź) which is foreseen for 2013/14. 
Starting from Katowice, PP25 follows the S1 towards 
the Czech border and the S1/S69 expressway towards 
the Slovak border. Between Katowice and Bielsko-Biała, 
a new road link to the S1 is planned for after 2010.  
Regarding the S69 expressway, the section Bielsko-Biała-
Zwardoń/Myto (PL-SK, 59 km) is under construction; 
about 40 km is already finished including one tunnel in 
Laliki. Various sections of the A1 are planned to be built 
using public-private partnership (PPP) schemes: Gdańsk-
Świecie and Łódź-Katowice. The tendering for design 
and building works is running. 

Czech Republic: The route from the Polish border to 
south of Brno near Pohořelice is already completed. The 
remaining sections to Mikulov (about 23 km) is planned 
to be realised by 2014. It is partly situated in an environ-
mentally sensitive area (NATURA 2000), however, and 
the appropriate alignment is still under consideration. 
This might delay the completion.

Austria: The southern part of the A5 motorway (Vienna-
Schrick) was completed in January 2010. The northern 
part of the A5 motorway section Schrick-Drasenhofen 
(Czech Republic) is in the planning stage, with the  
permits are expected in 2010. The start of works is en-
visaged for 2011 and completion is intended for 2014. 
The southern part of the A5 motorway (Vienna-Schrick) 
was implemented as a public-private partnership (PPP) 
project. 

Introduction
The route is a prolongation of the former pan-European 
transport corridor VI, identified at the Crete (1994) and 
Helsinki (1997) conferences which connected Gdańsk 
via Katowice to Žilina (Slovakia) and through a western 
branch via Brno to Vienna. The corridor was identified 
as a multimodal north-south axis to create a complex  
multimodal transport system for goods and passengers 
with the port of Gdańsk, rail and roads. PP25 touches 
upon four Member States: Poland, the Czech Republic,  
Austria and Slovakia. Its western branch passes through 
Brno, the second largest city of the Czech Republic on its 
way to Vienna (950 km), while its eastern branch passes 
through Žilina, a city of growing importance regard-
ing automotive production in Slovakia, to the country’s 
capital Bratislava (890 km). It involves the construction 
of a new motorway with two lanes in both directions. 
On some sections between Katowice and Brno/Žilina,  
existing roads will be upgraded. The project also includes 
the construction of an access link to the port of Gdańsk 
where a new container and ferry terminal is planned. The 
motorway projects are included in the respective nation-
al development plans of the four Member States. Works 
have already started on most sections; some subsections 
in all four countries are already completed.

The route is of particular European interest since it  
already carries a high share of international transport. 
Poland has had one of the least developed motorway 
networks of the new Member States. Therefore, the  
existing road infrastructure has limitations for lorries 
with European standard weights and dimensions. Build-
ing this motorway will allow the improvement of road 
safety, reducing congestion and thereby facilitating 
trade. Moreover, this project contributes to a wider strat-
egy of attracting new economic activities along the axis 
which will also be assisted by the parallel railway project 
(PP23). 

Cross-border sections and bottlenecks
In the Czech Republic there are two cross-border  
sections: Český Těšín/Cieszyn (Poland)-Bělotín – which 
is already finished – and Pohořelice-Mikulov. This last  
section to the Austrian border is situated in an environ-
mentally sensitive area (NATURA 2000) and the appropri-
ate alignment is still under consideration. This will delay 
the end date to 2013 or even later.

Priority Project 25
Motorway axis Gdańsk-Brno/Bratislava-Vienna
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The cross border section between Vienna and Bratislava 
(not part of PP25) was finished in November 2007 when 
Austria completed a 22 km section (A6 motorway) con-
necting the A4 motorway (Vienna-Budapest) with the 
Slovak D4 motorway.

Slovakia: In the Slovak Republic, PP25 is 263.5 km long 
and nearly 75% of the axis on Slovak territory is already 
operational. By finishing the subsection Sverepec-Vrtižer 
in May 2010, the complete stretch from Bratislava to 
Žilina will be operational. The section between Žilina 
and the Polish border (59 km) is under construction, 
financed by the Operational Program Transport 2007-
2013 and will largely be finalised by 2015. 

Progress and delays
In 2009, the works on the section Bratislava to Žilina 
were nearly finished and will be operational in May 2010. 
In Austria, nearly half of the subsection was finished and 
went into service in January 2010. 

Main difficulties
In Slovakia, the stop of the works between Skalite und 
Svrcinovec is now a real bottleneck for passenger and 
freight transport along PP25 as a whole. The travelling 
distance between Bielsko-Biała (Poland) and Bratislava 
could be reduced by 20% from 352 km to 294 km via 

Skalite (SK) instead of the route via Brno (Czech Repub-
lic). The shorter distance also reduces traveling time 
and emissions, but also avoids one border crossing. A  
solution needs to be found on the 12 km stretch with 
regards to the European dimension of the infrastruc-
ture development along PP25. In the Czech Republic 
and Austria, the appropriate alignment of the cross-
border section is still under consideration because of  
environmental impact in an environmentally sensitive 
area (NATURA 2000).

General appreciation
Works have already started in most of the sections; 
some subsections in all four Member States are already  
completed, with others foreseen to be completed by 
2016. The targeted date for the whole axis set by the 
“Community guidelines” was 2009/2010. At the end of 
2009 about 40% of the axis was operational. Outstand-
ing issues for implementing PP25 as a whole are the  
border section in northern Slovakia and the Austrian-
Czech border section because the start of works at these 
sub-sections are still unclear. In the Czech Republic, the 
D1 motorway from Lipnik via Ostrava to Katowice (Po-
land) is going to be developed in parallel to the R48  
expressway (PP25). In the course of the current revision 
of the TEN-T network, the appropriate alignment of PP25 
will be discussed. 
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PP26: Railway/road axis Ireland/United Kingdom/continental Europe
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
Felixstowe-Nuneaton route work United Kingdom €9.2

Dublin Interconnector Tunnel study - design and railway order phase Ireland €10.0

TOTAL €19.2

 Member states involved: Ireland, United Kingdom Estimated completion date: 2020
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7,919.16 3,118.13 6.85 0 0 39.4% 373.49 7.9 0 0 4.7% 1,767.26 10.9 0 0 22.3% 2,660.29 33.6%

PP26 (Rail): Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,034 km

PP26: Cumulative investment (€ million)

PP26 (Road): Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 603 km

PP26: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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as at present, is capable of being configured as part of 
an ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management System)  
compatible system in the future.

Other sections
In the United Kingdom, road works on the axis aim 
at reducing bottlenecks on the M62 and M60 which 
represent the principal transit route across northern  
England. For rail, significant improvements on the Felix-
stowe-Nuneaton line (including Peterborough Station) 
have to be made. Since 2009, further works have been  
considered that include a cost-effective solution for the  
bottleneck at Stafford, such as the possible remodelling/
re-signalling around Crewe and works at Hull Docks. 
In Northern Ireland, the new railway station in Newry 
was completed in 2009 and significant investments are 
planned at Lisburn.

In Ireland, for road, the projects build upon the Ireland-
UK-Benelux links of PP13. For rail, the projects are based 
on the improvements of the main north-south line of 
PP09. 

Significant investments are expected to be under-
taken along the rail corridor covering track, signalling,  
electrification, station developments and rolling stock.  
The upgrading is based on the following projects:

1. Kildare Route Project: The current double track 
route feeding into Heuston Station from the south 
cannot accommodate the mix required for future 
commuter, outer suburban and Intercity services. The 
project is regarded as phase 1 of the development of 
higher capacity services from this corridor through 
the city centre. Ultimately the intention is to feed 
these services into the DART Underground, thereby 
providing superior rail access to the city centre and 
easier interchange with other transport modes. It 
also improves linkages between Dublin and several 
regional centres as well as a strategic development 
zone west of the city. Construction was completed at 
the end of 2009.

2. DART Underground (formerly the Dublin 
Interconnector): Due to limited track options 
and station capacities in the Dublin commuter rail  
network, it is not possible to operate the re-

Introduction
This axis builds on improvements to the main north-
south rail line in Ireland (PP9) and to the Ireland-United 
Kingdom-Benelux road links (PP13). Both have helped 
reduce passenger and freight journey times between 
Ireland, the United Kingdom and the European mainland 
considerably. However, further capacity increases of rail 
and road are required to cope with the development in 
traffic and further develop the links with the rest of the 
EU.

In Ireland, investment is needed to complete the  
upgrading of the major inter-urban motorways north 
and south of Dublin that link the three principal  
cities on the island, and to set up a driver information  
system. In the United Kingdom, major projects include the  
modernisation of the Felixstowe-Nuneaton and the 
Crewe-Holyhead railway lines which intersect with the 
United Kingdom’s principal north-south line, the West 
Coast Main Line (PP14). The links with Britain’s two  
major ports will almost triple the current capacity of east-
west freight movements across the United Kingdom. 
The electrification and upgrade of the Trans-Pennine 
Rail route from Hull to Liverpool will increase capacity,  
improve journey times and reduce pollution.

Cross-border sections
With regard to rail, the communication systems used 
by the railway companies in Ireland and Northern  
Ireland are incompatible. Both companies are currently  
considering renewing their radio systems. If Ireland  
implements GSM-R, Northern Ireland has indicated 
that it will do likewise, based on grounds of interoper-
ability. Given the infrastructure costs, there is potential 
to implement a shared GSM-R mobile switching centre  
system located in Dublin. This would represent the most 
cost-effective solution for both sides. It is anticipat-
ed that GSM-R will be phased in in parallel to existing  
systems. Initially, it will prioritise the Dublin suburban 
area, where the highest safety return will be obtained, 
and then extended gradually to the rest of the network. 
The total cost of the system is approximately €33 mil-
lion, whereas the cost of implementing the system over 
the Cork-Dublin-Belfast high speed axis only is roughly 
€20 million. The timing of the project should be 2010 to  
beyond 2013. Iarnrod Eireann (Irish Rail) intends to  
replace its onboard cab signalling equipment with 
equipment which, while performing the same function 

Priority Project 26
Railway/road axis Ireland/United Kingdom/continental Europe 
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quired level of services into the popular city centre  
stations. This also limits intercity operations along the 
Cork and Belfast routes. The DART (Dublin Area Rapid 
Transit) Underground involves the construction of a 
rail tunnel between Inchicore in the west and Dock-
lands in the east to allow for the through-running of 
services between the Cork and Belfast lines. It will 
be necessary to electrify a significant element of the  
network to cater for tunnel operations and the  
proposed twinning of services. A planning permis-
sion for the project will be submitted in mid-2010. 
The work planning programme was completed at 
the end of 2009. €10 million from the TEN-T budget 
under the 2007-2013 Multi-Annual Programme has 
been earmarked for this purpose. Completion is 
planned for 2018.

3. Dublin-Belfast re-signalling/electrification: This 
project involves the upgrading of signalling of the 
line in order to increase the number of available 
train paths for commuter and intercity trains. It also 
involves the provision of enhanced train turn back  
facilities in North Dublin to cater for the increased 
traffic, and the electrification of the line beyond 
Malahide to Balbriggan initially and then to Droghe-
da, thus extending the current DART line signifi-
cantly. The project will take place over a number of  
phases, and work has already started on the city centre  

re-signalling, which will be followed by work on the 
northern line and electrification. The project will be 
timed in tandem with the tunnel (2009 to 2018).

Progress and delays
On the Felixstowe-Nuneaton rail route, works started 
in July 2009. The project will concentrate on the modi-
fied track and civil infrastructure and all activities are 
likely to be completed within schedule before the end of  
December 2011.

Regarding the DART Underground project, the public-
private partnership (PPP) tender process was delayed 
(resulting impact in the reference design) due to scope 
changes (re-introduction of Christchurch station and  
revisions required west of Heuston station). Conse-
quently, the tender process will be delayed by almost 12 
months (July 2012 instead of July 2011).

Difficulties
Some difficulties could arise from financial problems 
when works are more expensive than planned and less 
public money is available. Usually PPP structures are put 
in place to overcome the lack of public funds.

General appreciation
Globally, the axis is progressing normally. All activities 
should be completed by the end of 2020.
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Priority Project 27
“Rail Baltica” axis Warszawa-Kaunas-Riga-Tallinn-Helsinki
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PP27:”Rail Baltica” axis Warszawa-Kaunas-Riga-Tallinn-Helsinki
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 

Studies for a European gauge line for Rail Baltica (Estonian section) Estonia €1.0

Cross-border section Tartu-Valga railway reconstruction/upgrading Estonia €10.8

1) Building of new European gauge line on the cross-border section PL border-Marijampole 
2) Cross-border section Siauliai-LV border, reconstruction/upgrading

Lithuania €72.8

Studies for Rail Baltica, Lithuanian part: a) section PL border-Marijampole in European gauge  
b) improvement of existing line  c) contribution to global Rail Baltica study for European 
gauge 

Lithuania €16.1

Studies for a European gauge line (Latvian section) Latvia €1.1

1) Reconstruction/upgrading: cross-border section north Valmeira-Valka and cross-border 
section south Jelgava-LT border 2) Reconstruction/upgrading Jugla (Riga city border 
station)-Valmiera 

Latvia €22.3

TOTAL €124.1

PP27: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Member states involved: Latvia, Poland, Lithuania, Estonia Estimated completion date: 2020
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2,590.38 487.61 69.26 170.92 0 18.8% 51.18 11.77 12 0 2% 459.58 88.53 121.31 0 17.7% 1,592 61.5%

PP27: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 1,108 km

PP27: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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tion were also in need of improvement. Both of these  
issues have improved thanks to the partly TEN-T financed  
improvement works to the station and the access roads. In  
addition, Latvia and Estonia’s entry into the Schengen 
Agreement mean that border formalities no longer  
exist and station facilities are now available to pas-
sengers on both sides of the frontier. This has enabled  
passenger train services from Riga to Valka/Valga to be 
reintroduced for the first time in many years. 

Other sections
There is a delay in the implementation of the first 
phase of modernisation of the section Warsaw-Tłuszcz 
(Sadowne), at the cost of €624.6 million resulting from  
difficulties in balancing costs (financial capacity of state, 
the limit of EU funds). If the Polish authorities decide to 
reroute the line through Ełk, it necessitates the line to 
be straightened and upgraded from Ełk to Suwałki as 
soon as possible. In Lithuania, if the European gauge is  
extended to Kaunas, improvements will need to be 
made on the section from Karmeleva to Jonava which 
is currently a track with relatively tight curves through  
forest areas. Work is scheduled in Latvia to improve the 
circulation of rail traffic around the city of Riga to the 
east. In Estonia, work will start shortly on the section 
Tartu to Tapa.

Other issues
Interoperability: The main technical problem on the 
route is the issue of the break of gauge between the 
standard European gauge and the broad gauge which 
meet in southern Lithuania. Currently the European 
standard gauge (1435 mm) enters Lithuania from across 
the Polish border and continues to Mockava at 22 km. It 
is then joined by the broad gauge (1520 mm) and there is 
therefore a double gauge system between Mockava and 
Sestokai (at 32 km) on the same track bed. Thus, there 
are currently two entry points to the European gauge, 
Mockava and Sestokai. Most of the present freight traf-
fic is timber which is reloaded from one track gauge to 
the other at Sestokai (parallel tracking), which is a slow 
and inefficient method of changing gauge. It is crucial 
that a modern automated system be installed as soon as 
possible in southern Lithuania to allow for cost effective 
freight movements along the line. Such a system could 
save up to two days for freight movements from Tallinn 
to Warsaw.  

Introduction
“Rail Baltica” is a strategic and sustainable rail project 
linking four new EU Member States of the EU - Poland, 
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia - as well as Finland. In  
addition, it is the only rail connection between the three 
Baltic States themselves to Poland and the rest of the EU. 
To the north, Helsinki is connected by rail ferry services 
across the Gulf of Finland which can form a “bridge” to 
the countries of the Nordic Triangle (PP12). The length 
of the current track is approximately 1,200 km by the 
most direct existing route from Tallinn to Warsaw. A  
variety of track and operating systems are currently 
in use: single and double track, electrified and non-
electrified (of which single track non-electrified is 
the most common system). The line passes through a  
variety of different terrain - urban areas such as the  
cities of Białystok, Kaunas and Riga, and rural areas 
such as in the Podlaskie region of northeast Poland and 
southern Lithuania, as well as northern Latvia and the 
south of Estonia. “Rail Baltica” also connects three major 
Baltic seaports: Helsinki, Tallinn and Riga and has a short 
rail connection to a fourth - Klaipeda.  

Bottlenecks and cross-border sections
“Break of gauge” point: The main bottleneck on the 
route is the break of gauge in southern Lithuania at 
Mockava/Sestokai (see below). The station problem at 
the Lativan-Estonian border at Valga/Valka is a potential 
bottleneck in the short term (see below).

Poland/Lithuania cross-border section – Suwałki 
to Marijampole:  Even though the Polish authorities 
are not planning to upgrade the track before 2013 and 
will use Cohesion rather than TEN-T funds to achieve 
the project, it is hoped that small improvements could 
be made in the short term (such as a bypass to Suwałki  
terminus). The Lithuanian authorities have announced 
that work will start on upgrading the track from the 
Polish border to Sestokai on 10 May 2010.

Lithuanian/Latvian cross-border section – Siauliai to 
Jelgava: The track is of generally acceptable quality, but 
will require eventual upgrading.

Latvian/Estonian cross-border section – Valmiera 
to Tartu: The main issue of this section is that the only 
viable station at the divided border town of Valga/
Valka was inside Estonia. The access roads to this sta-

Priority Project 27
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Ultimately, if the European gauge is extended to Kaunas, 
then the automated gauge change equipment could be 
reinstalled there.  

Intermodality: There are significant intermodal issues 
involved in this project, and its overall success may  
ultimately lie in the adequacy of the intermodal  
elements. There are three important port facilities on 
the line Helsinki (Vouasaari), Tallinn (Muuga) and Riga. 
In addition, Klaipeda, the principal seaport of Lithuania, 
is linked to the corridor by a short branch line. Impor-
tant inland intermodal hubs are likely to be Valga/Valka, 
Kaunas, Sestokai and Białystok. The road infrastructure 
likely needs to be improved around these hubs if the full 
intermodal benefits of the “Rail Baltica” are to be realised. 

Financing: Poland has decided not to apply for TEN-T 
Funding under the 2007-2013 financial perspectives as 
it has adequate Cohesion Fund financing available for 
the project which it intends to start in 2013. Lithuania 
is currently seeking other ways to finance the border 
section to Marijampole, probably using a mix of funds 
rather than TEN-T financing. Latvia has asked for the  
entire project to be frozen until 2011, when it is hoped 
that economic conditions may allow a restart. It will use 
TEN-T financing on the two defined border sections 
and Cohesion funding elsewhere. Estonia is using TEN-T  
financing for the upgrading of the section Valga-Tartu 
and work is well underway with completion due in 2010.

Environmental Issues: While each development and 
upgrading project will require compliance with the 
envionmental acquis of the EU, the main decision that 
remains to be taken is whether the Polish authorities 
decide to reroute the section Białystok/Suwałki via Ełk, 
thus avoiding the Rospuda valley which is a sensitive 
environmental area. Studies are currently underway to 
assess the benefits of this  change.

General appreciation
The initial aim of the “Rail Baltica” project is to start freight 
operations on upgraded track as soon as possible, step 
by step, while maintaining the current gauges to limit 
costs. Nevertheless, the long-term ambition of the three 
Baltic countries to be one day linked by a high speed 
European gauge line remains. In April 2010, talks began 
with an assigned contractor to prepare a detailed feasi-
bility study which is partly financed by TEN-T funding. In 
addition, Finland and Estonia are continuing their vision 
that the “Rail Baltica” is more than just a railway, but a  
development strategy called the “Rail Baltica Growth 
Corridor” which will bring the major cities along the 
route into closer collaboration in the use of EU develop-
ment funding.

Mr Pavel Telička has served as European Coordinator for 
this Priority Project since July 2005.

PP 27
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PP28: “Eurocaprail” on the Brussels-Luxembourg-Strasbourg railway axis
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
EuroCap-Rail modernisation de l’axe ferroviaire Bruxelles-Luxembourg Belgium €30.2

EuroCap-Rail modernisation de l’axe 3 Bruxelles-Luxembourg-Strasbourg Luxembourg €27.0

TOTAL €57.2

PP28: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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Introduction
PP28 comprises 397 kilometres of high speed and  
conventional lines between Belgium, Luxembourg and 
France. It is intended to improve connections between 
the North Sea and southern countries via Belgium,  
Luxembourg, eastern France and Switzerland. The  
Eurocaprail project also aims to connect the three  
capitals of the European Union (Brussels, Luxembourg 
and Strasbourg) through a high performance rail link.

Infrastructure development
The Eurocaprail route comprises:
•	 190	 kilometres	 of	 line	 to	 be	 upgraded/adapted	 

between Brussels and Luxembourg
•	 40	 kilometres	 of	 line	 to	 be	 upgraded/adapted	 in	 

Luxembourg
•	 80	 kilometres	 of	 upgraded/adapted	 line	 between	

Luxembourg, Metz and Baudrecourt (section of PP4)
•	 106	 kilometres	 of	 new	 high	 speed	 line	 between	

Baudrecourt (Bas-Rhin) and Strasbourg (section of 
PP17 and of the French LGV Est).

Completed sections
Baudrecourt-Luxembourg border section: The works 
on this section are completed and it became operational 
in 2007 at the same time as the Paris-Baudrecourt line.

Sections to be converted/modernised
Brussels-Luxembourg border section: The compe-
tent authorities have examined three scenarios for the  
Belgian section of the Eurocaprail route:

Scenario 1 (the basic scenario) for the Infrabel project: 
This includes the upgrading of the existing line in  
order to reach 160 km/h between Ottignies and Namur, 
passing through Gembloux station at 140 km/h com-
pared with 80 km/h at present, raising the speed to 160 
km/h between Namur and Ciney (130 km/h at Assesse),  
between Ciney and Libramont from  the present 90 to 
130 km/h, to then 100 to 150 km/h and sections to 160 
km/h between Libramont and Luxembourg. The cost of 
the works for scenario 1 is €566 million at 2005 prices.

Scenario 2: In addition to the upgrading under the basic 
scenario above,  a new high speed line between Ciney 
and Libramont in included, with the works costing an  
estimated €1.03 billion.

Scenario 3: This envisages 200 km/h between Ottignies 
and Namur, 160 to 200 km/h between Namur and Ciney, 
a new 300 km/h line between Ciney and Libramont and 
160 to 200 km/h between Libramont and Luxembourg, 
with the works costing an estimated €1.794 billion.

Between 2007 and 2014, Infrabel is carrying out major 
maintenance works on this line, which will allow an in-
crease of the reference speed to 160 km/h where possi-
ble without considerable costs. The Walloon Region sup-
ports the works with €289 million in pre-delivery interest 
at 2005 prices.

Luxembourg section: The modernisation and conver-
sion works on the section of Eurocaprail in Luxembourg 
are due to be completed by 2013. This project is com-
prised of a complete modernisation of  the railway instal-
lations, including the Kleinbettingen border station, and 
straightening of a number of bends so that speeds can 
be increased.

Section to be constructed
Baudrecourt-Strasbourg section: This 106 km section 
coincides with the second phase of LGV Est européenne 
in France and is comprised of a new high speed line. An 
initial agreement for €94 million was signed in 2007 in 
order to finance the preparatory works for the construc-
tion of the second phase. The agreement finances the 
necessary land acquisitions, network displacement and 
archaeological excavations. The financing agreement for 
the works of the second phase was signed in 2009. The 
costs of the project are estimated at €2.01 billion and it is 
expected to become operational in March 2016.

Technical and operational aspects
Operating speed: The 106 km of new line (Baudrecourt-
Strasbourg) for the Eurocaprail route will be built for a 
nominal (potential) speed of 350 km/h. It will initially 
be operated commercially by TGVs at 320 km/h. For the 
other sections, a speed of 200 km/h is conceivable.

Interoperability: The line will be fitted with high fre-
quency track circuits and track locomotive transmission. 
The line will be fitted with ETCS (European Train Control 
System) level 2 in France and ETCS level 1 in Belgium 
and GSM-R, components of ERTMS (European Rail Traffic 
Monitoring System).

Priority Project 28
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General appreciation
•	 The	overall	 investment	on	the	Brussels-Luxembourg	

route under Infrabel’s 2008-2012 multiannual plan is  
€566 million at 2005 prices.

•	 Scenario	 2,	 which	 includes	 the	 investment	 in	 
Luxembourg, the basic SNCB project (scenario 1) and 
the new line between Ciney and Libramont, enables 
journey times to be cut by approximately 43 minutes 
when using TGV rolling stock at 300 km/h, resulting 
in a commercial journey time between Brussels and 
Luxembourg and Luxembourg Cessange of 1 hour 30 
minutes.

•	 The	 internal	profitability	 rate	 (railway	company	and	
railway infrastructure manager), including external 
costs and based on a doubling of market share of 
rail between 2010 and 2015 (reduced journey times, 
improved quality of service, progressive saturation of 
the railway infrastructure) is 7.7%.

•	 Scenario	 2	 has	 the	 best	 cost-quality	 ratio,	 but	 
requires additional appropriations of €464 million on 
the Belgian side. Scenario 2 entails an investment of 
€215 million on Luxembourg territory and an invest-
ment of €1.03 billion on Belgian territory, making a 
total of €1.245 billion.
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PP29: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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For Section A, the A phase studies are almost  
completed while the B phase studies are halfway to 
completion, estimated for 2012 (2012 for Kalampaka-
Ioannina and 2011 for Ioannina-Igoumenitsa). The 
beginning of works is envisaged for 2014.

For Section B, the A phase studies are halfway com-
pleted while the B phase studies are completed at 
30%. Time of completion is estimated for 2013 (2012 
for Kalampaka-Dimitra, 2012 for Dimitra-Siatista and 
2013 for Siatista-Kozani). The beginning of works is 
envisaged for 2014.

Characteristics
All the lines in sections A and B are single lines of  
normal gauge (1435 mm). The speed is more or equal 
to 160 km/h and the maximum longitudinal gradient 
is 20‰. The line will be electrified and equipped with 
bi-directional signalling, ΕTCS-level I, telecommand-
ing and GSM-R.

Section Ioannina-Antirrio: The new line to be 
constructed starts at the eastern part of Antirrio and  
finishes at Ioannina of the planned railway line Igoumen-
itsa-Kalampaka, and has a speed of 100 km/h. Phase A 
of the studies of the individual geographical sections, 
into which the overall line Ioannina-Antirrio will be  
divided, will be tendered in 2010. The time of design 
phase completion is estimated for 2015, with the  begin-
ning of works is envisaged for 2016.

Section Patras-Pyrgos-Kalamata: The project includes 
the upgrading and the standardisation of the existing 
metric gauge railway line in the sections Patras-Pyrgos-
Alfios-Olympia and Alfios-Kiparissia-Kalamata, including 
local alignment improvements. For the elimination of 
level crossings in selected locations, the road network 
will be restored along the railway line, including both 
the side road network where necessary, and the inter-
secting road network, with grade-separated and locked 
level crossings. The new railway line will be single-track, 
standard gauge and will allow speeds of 160 km/h with 
the overall length of approximately 284 km. 

Study status
The design is planned to be performed in two  
phases for each section. Concerning the first section  

Introduction
These new rail links are founded on Greece’s geographi-
cal position at the crossroads between Europe, Af-
rica and Asia. The two interlinked routes will increase 
the capacity for intermodal links between sea and rail 
transport by connecting the major ports in Greece with 
each other, and with the main rail routes to the rest of  
Europe. This axis will complete the missing rail infrastruc-
ture in northern Greece, allowing the operation of the  
so-called Egnatia railway axis. Connections between the rail  
networks of southeastern Europe (Greece, the Former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Bulgaria and Turkey) 
will become easier and more efficient.

Infrastructure developments per section
The status and the developments along PP29 are  
described as follows:

Section Kalampaka-Ioannina-Igoumentitsa: This 
section begins at Kalampaka with the connection to the 
existing railway line of Volos-Palaiofarsalos-Kalampaka. 
Sections A and B run on the same track from Kalam-
paka to Chani Mourgani (technical station) where they  
separate. 

The line ends at Igoumentisa after passing trough 
very difficult morphology including many tunnels and 
bridges). At Igoumenitsa, two stations are formed, the  
terminal one inside the port of Igoumenitsa and the 
mixed one (passenger and freight) located a few kilome-
tres outside the port.

Section Kalampaka-Siatista-Kozani: As mentioned 
above, this line begins after the technical station of 
Chani Mourgani. The line heads to Kozani to connect to 
the existing Kozani-Thessaloniki line (a freight station is 
planned outside Kozani) with further potential of travel-
ling to Athens, Volos or Alexandroupolis.

Study status for sections A and B
The technical studies for sections A and B have been 
separated to A phase studies and B phase stud-
ies. The A phase studies consist of the alignment,  
hydraulic, rural surveyor, environmental, geological 
and geotechnical technical works and studies (until 
the final study). The B phase studies consist of the 
structural, geological, geotechnical and electrome-
chanical (if needed) studies for the technical works.

Priority Project 29
Railway axis of the Ionian/Adriatic intermodal corridor
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Patras-Pyrgos-Alfios-Olympia, the phase A of design is  
currently being performed and is planned to be fin-
ished at the beginning of 2011. The design phase A 
of the second section Alfios-Kiparissia-Kalamata is 
planned to be tendered in 2010. The time of design 
phase completion is estimated for 2015, with the  
beginning of works  envisaged for 2016.

General appreciation
PP29 is taken forward in regions which benefit from 

Structural Funds. Consequently, the Structural Funds and 
the Cohesion Fund will ensure significant co-financing of 
this project. However, the Operational Programme “Im-
proving Accessibility” produced within the framework of 
the National Reference Strategic Framework for Greece 
(2007-2013) does not foresee financial support for this 
TEN-T project. Therefore, the financing of this project 
is considered difficult. The TEN-T budget 2007-2013  
co-finances some of the studies relating to this project.
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Inland waterway axis Seine-Scheldt
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PP30: Inland waterway axis Seine-Scheldt
Projects 2007-2013 Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(in million) 
The Seine-Scheldt Inland Waterway Network: cross-border section between Compiègne and 
Ghent

Belgium, France €420.2

Study on the external costs and charging of the terrestrial modes on the Paris-Amsterdam 
corridor

Belgium, France, 
The Netherlands

€0.3

Barrage de Chatou France €1.8

Study of the navigability of the Upper-Seascheldt and the Southern Ghent Ring Canal for 
class Va motor vessels (1500-3000 tonnage)

Belgium €1.0

Studies for the construction of three locks on the Upper-Scheldt Belgium €3.0

Recalibrage de la Deûle au gabarit 3000 tonnes entre Sequedin et Deûlémont France €1.6

Reconstruction des barrages de Boran et de Venette sur la rivière Oise France €2.1

TOTAL €429.9
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PP30: Completion status of works (km) 
Total length = 380 km

PP30: Cumulative investment (€ million)
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The removal of the Pont des Trous bottleneck in Wallonia 
and the improvement of navigation regions will ensure 
the creation of a network for the transit of barges carry-
ing over 3,000 tonnes of freight.

Other sections
The improvement of navigation conditions between 
Deûlémont and Ghent, including the ring around Ghent, 
are part of the activities to realise the full Priority Project 
corridor from the Seine and the canal connecting the 
Dutch Terneuzen port.

Financing
The IGC created a European Economic Interest Group 
(EEIG) on 26 March 2010 in Brussels which granted  
permission to VNF (Voies Navigables de France) to 
launch a study analysing a European level toll system 
that would be appropriate to support the financing of 
operating, maintaining and partly recovering the invest-
ment of the Seine-Scheldt Project.

The construction of the wide-gauge Seine-Nord Europe 
Canal in France is the major challenge. The preliminary 
design was approved in November 2006 and the decree 
of public interest was issued on 11 September 2008. This 
construction was registered in the French Programme 
Law on 3 August 2009 under a public-private partner-
ship contract.

The financing of the Seine-Nord Europe Canal corre-
sponds to €2.1 billion. A protocol on the intention to 
finance the project was signed on 11 March 2009 by 
the State, VNF and the local authorities of Nord-Pas-de-
Calais, Picardie and Ile-de-France. This protocol confirms 
the following allocation of funds: €900 million from 
the state, €900 million from the local authorities, €333  
million from the European Union, and €2.1 billion from 
the private partners. It provides for the signing of a com-
mitment protocol bringing together all the co-financers 
before the start of the competitive dialogue. The launch 
of the public-private partnership (call for candidature) 
took place on 3 April 2009.

Progress and delays
In 2009, the main works on the Seine-Nord Canal were 
the archaeological surveys and the drafting of the  
documentation for the competitive dialogue (concern-

Introduction
PP30 will connect the French inland waterway network 
to the Belgian, Dutch and German network and ports, as 
well to the main ports of the Northern Range (Le Havre, 
Rouen, Dunkirk, Zeebrugge, Ghent, Antwerp and Rot-
terdam). It will make them accessible for large gauge  
barges. Together with PP18, Rhine-Meuse-Main-Danube, 
it aims to connect all the major inland waterway basins 
in order to integrate inland waterway solidly into the 
EU’s transport network. Considering the complexity of 
this project and PP18, the European Commission ap-
pointed Mrs Karla Peijs as European Coordinator for In-
land Waterway Transport in September 2007.

The project is supported by the French government and 
local authorities, as well the regional Belgian govern-
ments of Wallonia and Flanders. In order to ensure an  
appropriate management of such a complex programme, 
the three governments set up an Intergovernmental 
Committee (IGC) on 24 September 2009. The Committee 
has already met three times with the participation of the 
Coordinator, Mrs Peijs.

Cross-border sections and bottlenecks
The restoration of the Pommeroeul-Condé Canal and 
the Lys section Deûlémont-Wervik are the cross-border  
sections of this project. They will improve the con-
nection from the French part of the canal to the north  
towards Ghent and to the east towards Liège, and the 
Maas and Rhine rivers. Large industrial areas in France, 
Belgium and the Netherlands will be connected by this 
new link reaching Atlantic ports, such as Le Havre and 
the North Sea ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp.

The EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) for the 
cross-border section Deûlémont-Wervik was carried out 
and the engineering studies for the widening of the Lys 
started in June 2009 according to plan.

The preliminary design of works on the Condé-Pom-
merœul Canal in France has been finished and is expect-
ed to be approved in the first half of 2010. Most of 2009 
was taken up with important and intense local consul-
tations. On the Belgian side, most of hydraulic studies 
have been completed or are in progress. Topographical  
survey and geotechnical studies have been completed 
for all the work sites.

Priority Project 30
Inland waterway axis Seine-Scheldt
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PP 30

ing the main canal) and the development of the four 
multimodal platforms included in the project. The devel-
opment of these platforms will be carried out under a 
separate contract from the main works.

In 2009, the Evergem lock on the river Lys was finished 
with the installation of the electromechanical equip-
ment and the operating building was completed.

The building of the new embankments for a rectangu-
lar cross section of the northern section of the Ghent 
Circular Canal was put to tender on 2 July 2009. The 
works were slated to get underway in March 2010, after 
a planned start was in mid-2009. However, a completion 
date of the end of 2012 is still possible.

General appreciation
This PP aims to interconnect the French and Belgian  
inland waterway network and pave the way to achiev-
ing an eagerly awaited single European inland  
waterway. The Canal Seine-Nord will eliminate a major  
European waterway bottleneck and will sustain a  
capacity for barges up to Class Vb in the European clas-
sification of inland waterways. It goes far beyond a mere 
infrastructure project to boost transport capacity, since 
it aims to integrate several land-based activities to the 
benefit of regional development and sustainability.

The overall completion is planned for 2016. 
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C.1. TEN-T Cross-Border Sections: Successfully  
Tackling the Most Complex Bottlenecks 
The implementation level of the Priority Projects of 
the TEN-T network as shown in the Progress Report 
of 2010 is varied. 
1. When analysing the state of the art of the 30 Priority 
Projects in the preceding pages of this report, it leads to a 
somewhat ambiguous picture. On the one hand, today’s 
TEN-T network is successful: projects such as the high 
speed line PBKAL (PP02), Betuwe Line (PP05), Malpensa 
Airport (PP10), Øresund fixed link (PP11) and the West 
Coast Main Line (PP14) have been finalised or are in  
operation with only minor parts left for completion.

2. Furthermore, numerous sections and large parts 
of other Priority Projects have been finalised, such as 
Nürnberg-Munich, Madrid-Barcelona or Milano-Naples, 
to name a few. However, they are not delivering all their 
promises in terms of TEN-T network development as 
these sections are not effectively interlinked.

3. It appears that today’s TEN-T network mainly con-
sists of an assembly of national sections that are not yet 
or only partially interlinked. Thus, the network rather  
appears as an assembly of national sections. This  
problem of the absence of an integrated physical  
network automatically leads to the absence of its  
operation, which in turn results in a dysfunctional inter-
nal market.

4. In a logical move to first realise the sections with the 
highest cost-benefit ratio, Member States have been 
constructing national sections, leaving aside the cross- 
border sections or the most difficult bottlenecks on their 
national territory for a later realisation date.

5. The maps and descriptions of the 30 Priority Projects 
show that the cross-border sections are realised last. 
In addition, the sections leading up to the cross-bor-
der sections themselves can sometimes be added as 
well insofar as these sections go beyond the last real  
centre of economical interest in a country. The following  
inexhaustive list illustrates some of the best known and 
still outstanding cross-border sections and their access 
routes: 

•	 Brenner	Base	Tunnel	and	access	routes	Munich-Inns-
bruck and Fortezza-Verona (PP01)

•	 Barcelona-Nîmes	(PP03)
•	 San	Sebastian-Bordeaux	(PP03)
•	 Lyon-Torino	(PP06)
•	 Trieste-Divača	(PP06)
•	 Munich-Salzburg	(PP17)
•	 Porto-Vigo	(PP19)
•	 Fehmarn	 and	 its	 access	 routes	 Lübeck-Puttgarden	

and Rødby-Ringsted (PP20)
•	 Curtici-Sofia	(PP07	for	road	and	PP22	for	rail)
•	 Katowice-Žilina	(PP23)
•	 Gotthard/Lötschberg	Tunnels	and	their	access	routes	

Karlsruhe-Basel and Milano/Novara-Chiasso/Domo-
dossola (PP24)

•	 Suwałki-Kaunas	(PP27)
•	 Seine-Scheldt	(PP30)

6. The above list can still be complemented by many 
more, sometimes small cross-border sections which 
are less complicated, but which take years to realise 
and are sometimes still not yet completed. The section 
between Zevenaar and the Dutch border on PP05, the 
Buschtunnel on PP02 (nevertheless considered as one 
of the flagships of TEN-T) or the Kehl Bridge near Stras-
bourg on PP17 (which since the Treaty of La Rochelle in 
1992 between France and Germany took 16 years of talks 
and 2 years of works to be completed) can be cited as  
examples.

7. These cross-border sections are moreover the points 
of transition between different interoperability systems, 
between operational rules, between Member States that 
have different approaches in dealing with projects and 
thus tackling these outstanding sections.

8. As such, even the most severe national bottlenecks are 
realised by the various Member States where they are 
situated prior to the cross-border sections. One can cite 
here the important efforts made for tackling such bottle-
necks as the Thüringerwald (Halle/Leipzig-Nürnberg on 
PP01), the Wienerwald (St. Pölten-Vienna on PP17), the 
Appenines (Bologna-Firenze on PP01), and so forth.

9. The cross-border sections therefore clearly appear to 
be the most complex projects on the TEN-T network. 
Moreover, some of them present additional complica-
tions of being situated in geologically complex situa-

Section C - TEN-T Policy: Key Issues and Developments
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tions, traversing mountain ranges, rivers and sea straits 
making the financial closure of such projects addition-
ally challenging. 

Moreover, the important infrastructure bottlenecks 
that these cross-border sections constitute need to 
be addressed in an effective way, which is far from 
the current practise today - leading to delays and in-
efficiencies.

10. The European Coordinators, appointed by the  
Commission to push ahead the most difficult projects, 
identified in a Common Issues Paper a detailed list of 
problems that are to be addressed:
 
•	 Lack	 of	 joint	 traffic	 forecasts	 leading	 to	 differing	 

investment plans
•	 Lack	of	investment	planning	coordination	leading	to	

disconnected or even contradictory timelines, capac-
ity planning, alignment, technical and interoperabil-
ity characteristics, environmental assessments

•	 Need	to	determine	the	functionalities	of	the	line	(for	
instance, to assess if the technical characteristics are 
compatible) on the entire length of the project

•	 Lack	 of	 joint	 investment	 calculations	 leading	 to	 
significant differences in investment implementa-
tion depending on different priority settings in the  
Member States involved in cross border sections  

•	 Subsequent	 lack	of	a	 joint	financial	structure	neces-
sary for the project

•	 Insufficient	work	 phase	management	 for	 cross-bor-
der infrastructure and insufficient joint management 
of the finished infrastructure

•	 Insufficient	coordination	for	the	adoption	of	 related	
measures

•	 Need	for	defining	common	operational	rules

Moreover, as pointed out above, beyond the realisa-
tion of the infrastructure, efficient and uninterrupted 
modal chains are to be guaranteed.

11. In order to guarantee transport chains, two  
crucial aspects are to be observed: interoperability and  
intermodality.

12. Interoperability is a well known problem, and one 
in which there is a strong need of EU involvement in 
the oncoming decades - in particular in rail, but also in 
the other modes. Without a fully interoperable TEN-T  
network, diseconomies of scale will be important and 

market opening only partial.

13. The inclusion of the nodal contact points between 
the various modes of transport (ports, airports, termi-
nals, inland waterway ports, city hubs such as railway 
stations) should guarantee the operation of the TEN-T 
network in the best economical and ecological way.  
Today, these nodes are points of friction where  
considerable time and money is lost. Instead, they should  
become fluid and transparent points of transition.

14. However, in regards to the infrastructure itself, the 
interconnection of the different modes in nodal points 
must be integrated into the TEN-T network. For example, 
ports and airports figure on the TEN-T maps, but surpris-
ingly enough some of the biggest ports and airports 
are not well linked into the TEN-T network, and espe-
cially not to the more environmentally friendly modes. 
Furthermore, inland ports and dry ports are not explic-
itly part of the network, even though some of them are 
situated on Priority Projects or the wider TEN-T network 
and these are indispensable for achieving uninter-
rupted freight chains. Finally, nodes in cities such as big  
stations and their intermodal links have thus  far not been  
specifically integrated into the TEN-T, but are indispensa-
ble for guaranteeing an uninterrupted chain for passen-
ger transport and for greening the urban environment.

The TEN-T cross-border sections need to become  
mature projects
15. At this moment, many cross-border sections are 
still in the preparation phase and not yet in works. The  
complexity of cross-border coordination, negotia-
tions, cost-benefit analysis, environmental impact  
assessments, and interoperability issues makes that 
such projects are the most difficult ones to progress. The  
Commission has nominated European Coordinators to 
bring ahead such coordination issues.

16. At the same time, the complexity has also had a se-
vere impact on the bankability of such projects. It has 
proven difficult to arrive at mature cross-border projects 
which are ready to be launched. Most of them simply 
cannot bear the comparison with more straightforward 
greenfield or brownfield rail projects, let alone with road 
projects.

TEN-T funding has therefore been concentrated 
mainly at cross-border sections
17. As the findings of previous implementation reports 
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during the previous financial perspectives 2000-2006 
make abundantly clear, the Commission, also encour-
aged by a Court of Auditors report, decided to put in 
place for the present 2007-2013 financial perspectives 
a number of measures that should address the above 
issues. These include a new financial Regulation, with 
higher co-financing rates for cross-border sections and 
that allows for multi-annual financing Decisions. This 
is also helped by a new financial Decision model, an  
Executive Agency (TEN-T EA) to deal with the manage-
ment of the TEN-T financing, and European Coordinators 
that were nominated as early as 2005. 

18. But above all, the Multi-Annual budget, representing 
€5.1 billion, has been concentrated on a limited number 
of projects, to the extent that the financing of cross-bor-
der projects has doubled from roughly 30 to 60% from 
the 2000-2006 perspectives to the 2007-2013 perspec-
tives respectively.

The concentration effect
19. This Decision, which is visualised in the map and 
list of projects on the next two pages, has led to a  
maturing of the cross-border sections, including 
the most emblematic ones. Brenner, Lyon-Torino,  
Fehmarn, and Seine-Escaut will all be in works during the 
2014-2020 financial perspectives. This is an undeniable  
success of the recent development and Decisions taken 
by the Commission.

20. However, it implies that the financial needs for the 
next financial perspectives will increase subsequently. 
Namely, it has become apparent that the involvement of 
grants from the EU - be it TEN-T or regional funding - is 
essential for the progress of these cross-border sections.

21. Furthermore, it needs to be stressed that major 
cross-border sections often take more than 7 years, the  
period of a single financial perspective, to be realised. EU 
grants are limited to such a single financial perspective 
and therefore offer only limited help to set up a suffi-
ciently solid financial structure, which is often one of the  

major effects of the grants that function often as a finan-
cial guarantee towards other funding sources. This issue 
still needs to be tackled.

Conclusion
22. Today, the European Union does not benefit from 
a complete TEN-T infrastructure network, especially in 
the case of rail and inland waterways where essential 
parts are still missing and constitute important bottle-
necks. Only the road network is nearly final and provides  
access to intermodal nodes - apart from stretches in the 
new Member States which are either under construction 
or planned and some missing links in the old Member 
States. The air and sea transport networks are avail-
able, but no priorities have been given to establishing a  
European ‘hierarchy’ of those networks and/or to a good 
interconnection with the other transport modes.

23. The progress of the Priority Projects is good: the 
completion rate during the current financial perspec-
tives will increase from 40 to 60%. Important sections 
will be completed. However, cross-border sections  
appear to progress the least, thereby leaving important 
national networks badly interconnected. TEN-T funding 
has been concentrated to a large extent on these cross-
border sections, thereby increasing their maturity and/
or speeding up their construction. European Coordina-
tors have been nominated to leverage, coordinate and 
communicate, leading to notable successes and appre-
ciation of their function. They facilitate the cross-border 
coordination and contribute to the progress of these 
most difficult sections.

24. During the next financial perspectives (2014-2020), 
numerous cross-border sections will be in construction 
or completed. Therefore, the decisions for concentrat-
ing financing here, and the obvious need to continue 
to do so, will be an essential centrepiece for linking up  
national networks into a network and thereby contrib-
uting directly to the realisation of the internal market, 
reaping all the benefits of years of investment.
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Cross-border projects
Projects Member State(s) TEN-T support  

(€ million)

Priority Project TEN No. 1 Brenner Base Tunnel - Works AT, IT €592.7

Priority Project TEN No. 1 Brenner Base Tunnel - Studies AT, IT €193.4

Works and Studies for upgrading the Wien-Bratislava railway line (6  
sub-projects) AT €129.9

Works for upgrading of the cross-border section Salzburg-German border AT, DE €37.9

Ausbau des Abschnittes Freilassing-Grenze D/A (Salzburg) des TEN-Korridors 
Paris-München-Bratislava DE €8.5

Ausbaustrecke 23 Kehl-Appenweier (POS Süd) DE €27.0

Atlantic branch of the international section of PP03 Vitoria-Dax (estudios y obras 
para la nueva linea de alta velocidad) ES, FR €70.0

Studies and Works for the high speed railway axis of south west Europe (PP03) - 
Lisbon-Madrid axis: Cross border section Evora-Merida ES, PT €312.7

Works for construction of a high speed railway section between Perpignan and 
Figueres ES, FR €69.8

Estudos relativos ao projecto de implementação da rede ferroviária de alta 
velocidade em Portugal (Projecto RAV) PP03 e PP19 PT €4.5

Nouvelle liaison ferroviaire Lyon-Turin partie commune franco-italienne de la 
section internationale FR, IT €671.8

Crossborder Railway Line Trieste/Divača: study and design of the Trieste-Divača-
Ljubljana-Budapest-Ukrainian Border IT, SI €50.7

Studies for the development of the motorway project of PP07 (Igoumenitsa/
Patras-Athens-Sofia-Budapest Motorway Axis) BG, EL, HU, RO €1.1

Studies for the construction of the new high capacity line through the  
Pyrenees ES, FR €5.0

Maasroute, upgrade of inland waterways from class Va to class Vb specifications NL €81.8

Studies and works in the high speed rail interoperability in Iberian peninsula 
(PP19) - Porto-Vigo axis: Cross-border section Ponte de Lima-Vigo ES, PT €244.1

Studies and works for the construction of Fehmarn Belt fixed rail-road link DE, DK €338.9

Studies for the development of the Railway Priority Project No. 22 BG, EL, HU, RO €6.5

Iron Rhine BE, NL €7.3

Studies for a European gauge line for “Rail Baltica” (Estonian section) EE €1.0

Cross-border section Tartu-Valga railway reconstruction/upgrading EE €10.8

1) Building of new European gauge line on the cross-border section PL border 
- Marijampole 2) Cross-border section Siauliai - LV border. Reconstruction/up-
grading

LT €72.8

Studies for “Rail Baltica”, Lithuanian part: a) Section PL border-Marijampole in 
European Gauge b) Improvement of existing line  c) Contribution to global “Rail 
Baltica” study for European Gauge 

LT €16.1

Studies for a European gauge line (Latvian section) LV €1.1

1) Reconstruction/upgrading: cross-border section north Valmeira-Valka abd 
cross-border section south Jelgava-LT border 2) Reconstruction/upgrading 
Jugla (Riga city border station)-Valmiera 

LV €22.3

The Seine-Scheldt inland waterway network - Cross-border section between 
Compiègne and Ghent BE, FR €420.2

TOTAL €3,397.7
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C.2 TEN-T Policy Review
Background to the TEN-T policy review 
Fifteen to 20 years after the inception of the TEN-T policy, 
new circumstances call for a substantial policy review: 
the fight against climate change, a European Union that 
has grown from 15 to 27 Member States, and whose  
global role – politically, economically and socially – is 
steadily developing.

A new dimension will also need to be given to long-
standing challenges, such as fighting congestion, meet-
ing mobility needs for passengers and freight within 
the internal market, ensuring social, economic and  
geographical cohesion, and promoting the implementa-
tion of major projects. 

Past and current TEN-T policy has channelled a large 
part of the available resources to high speed rail 
and the preparation of major projects in the field of  
intelligent transport systems (ITS). This has greatly  
helped to advance cross-border projects and to remove 
bottlenecks, as well as to prepare the ground for new 
generation traffic management systems that boost the 
efficiency of infrastructure use. 

In order to cope with the expected increases in freight 
traffic in the coming decades, while containing CO2 

emissions from transport, it will be particularly impor-
tant for the Community to ensure that the infrastruc-
ture basis fully supports the development of logistics as 
well as, more generally, efficient, safe and commercially  
viable co-modal transport services. 

TEN-T policy calls for a stronger European level  
planning, a planning that moves from disconnected  
Priority Projects to a genuine network approach.  
Concerning the future shape of the TEN-T, the Commis-
sion, in its Green paper (COM (2009) 44 final - published 
in February 2009) suggested three alternative options. 
One of them directs towards the development of a “core 
network” with the current Priority Projects as its start-
ing basis. The current “comprehensive network” would 
be maintained as a means to give particular attention to  
territorial, economical and social cohesion objectives 
and network access, as well as a reference basis for vari-
ous transport and other Community policy objectives 
and a vector for innovation. The TEN-T policy review also 
needs to be seen in the broader context of the “Europe 
2020” Strategy under which the Commission present 
proposals to modernise and decarbonise the transport 

sector, thereby contributing to increased competitive-
ness.

Along with a strong European network planning that  
optimally integrates all modes of transport and connects 
the EU with its neighbours, the different financial and 
non-financial instruments shall be reviewed. The best 
possible use of financial and non-financial instruments 
will have to be made so as to stimulate full implemen-
tation of the TEN-T objectives within the set timescale. 
Member States will have to assume their full responsibil-
ity in implementing the TEN-T projects located on their 
respective territories, since the TEN-T as a whole will only 
yield results when all the elements are in place. 

Contributions to the public consultation 
By organising an open consultation on the Green  
Paper on the future development of the trans-European 
transport network, the European Commission sought 
the opinion of organisations involved in the TEN-T  
programme on a review of the current TEN-T policy. 
The public consultation elicited a great deal of interest 
from a broad range of organisations, public authorities 
and citizens from EU Member States and outside the EU. 
Altogether, the European Commission received around 
300 contributions. 

Some issues which have been particularly stressed by 
certain stakeholder groups are:
•	 The	 need	 for	 a	 strengthening	 of	 the	 European	 

dimension of the TEN-T policy, the highlighting of the 
European added value, is supported. 

•	 The	 core	 network	 idea	 is	 largely	 supported.	 Such	
a network is seen as an expression of a stronger  
European dimension of TEN-T policy (while, at the 
same time, referring to the subsidiarity principle and 
Member States’ sovereign responsibility for transport 
infrastructure planning).

•	 	The	 need	 to	 coordinate	TEN-T	 policy	 and	 territorial	
cohesion is underlined in many contributions, and 
the maintaining of the “comprehensive network” is 
considered to be essential for this purpose.

•	 	 The	 integration	 of	 future	 Member	 States	 and	 the	 
connection between the current EU and its neigh-
bours is seen as a key issue of the future TEN-T policy.

•	 A	 strong	 network	 integration	 which	 supports	 
co-modal transport services across the modes, 
both for freight and passenger transport, includes 
new technologies and caters for innovation, is seen 
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as meeting a double objective: facilitating safe,  
efficient, innovative and high quality transport  
services in a liberalised transport market and contrib-
uting to the achievement of climate change objec-
tives. It takes also into account ITS, new technologies 
and other measures that are necessary to respond 
transport and other politics objectives.

•	While	taking	up	the	new	challenges,	continuity	with	
the past TEN-T policy - which has brought significant 
results - has to be ensured. In particular, the comple-
tion of the 30 Priority Projects needs to be advanced 
further. The implementation of both current and  
future TEN-T projects shall be facilitated by the most 
appropriate financial and non-financial instruments.

Expert groups
In order to deepen a number of issues of particular  
relevance for the future TEN-T development, the  
Commission created six expert groups of profession-
als from the various sectors which have been working 
monthly between October 2009 and March 2010.

Four of the six groups have focused on TEN-T planning 
related issues: 

1. Development of a methodology for the geographical 
part of the network

2. Integration of transport and TEN-T policy
3. Intelligent transport systems and new technologies 

as an integral part of the future TEN-T
4. Connection of TEN-T with third countries

Two other expert groups dealt with horizontal issues: 
5. Financing and financial instruments
6. Legal issues and non-financial instruments for TEN-T 

implementation.

Their key objective was to assist the Commission in 
elaborating a methodology for the planning of the  
future TEN-T with a view to the forthcoming revision of 
the TEN-T Guidelines, in enhancing the effectiveness of 
the financial and non-financial instruments for TEN-T  
implementation and to examine relevant legal issues 
in relation to both planning and implementation. Each 
group produced a final report, including recommenda-
tions for the Commission. 

Communication of the Commission “Consultation 
on the Future Trans-European Transport Network  
Policy”
Building on the results of the public consultation based 

on the Green Paper on the future development of the 
trans-European transport network and the work of the 
expert groups, on 4 May 2010 the European Commission 
adopted a Communication “Consultation on the Future 
Trans-European Transport Network Policy”.

As a central element, this Communication set out a meth-
odology for the planning of the TEN-T as a basis for the 
elaboration of the proposal for revised TEN-T Guidelines.
The envisaged planning methodology takes into  
account criteria such as effects on trans-national traffic 
flows, territorial cohesion and economic development, 
spatial planning, environment/climate change and  
connections to neighbouring countries. It takes also into 
account ITS, new technologies and other measures that 
are necessary to respond to transport and other political 
objectives.

A key issue for the revision of TEN-T Guidelines and the 
next financial perspective (2014-2020) is how to ensure 
the best possible use of the EU financial contribution 
in order better to achieve the objectives set out in the 
Guidelines. In its proposal for a “Europe 2020” Strategy, 
the Commission announces that it will work “to mobi-
lise EU financial instruments (e.g. rural development,  
structural funds, R&D framework programme, TENs,  
European Investment Bank) as part of a consistent fund-
ing strategy that pulls together EU and national public 
and private funding.

In order to further enhance the effectiveness of TEN-T 
project planning, financing and implementation, the  
enhancement of non-financial instruments (e.g. coordi-
nation of agreements between Member States) should 
be also envisaged. 

The presented TEN-T planning methodology and the 
ideas on TEN-T implementation, as main parts of the 
Communication, aim at initiating a new consultation 
for stakeholders, which should in particular lead to  
consolidating the planning methodology and taking the  
discussion about effective TEN-T implementation  
further. On the basis of the consultations, the  
Commission will elaborate its proposal for the revised 
TEN-T Guidelines in the first half of 2011 and other  
legislative and/or non-legislative proposals if necessary.

The reports are available on the internet site http://
ec.europa.eu/transport/infrastructure/tent_policy_
review/tent_policy_review_en.htm
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Financing Contribution
Under the current financial perspectives (2007-2013), 
TEN-T projects are financed mostly through Member 
State budgets (€196 billion), with support from several 
EU instruments: the TEN-T Programme provides €8 bil-
lion, while the European Regional Development Fund 
(ERDF) and the Cohesion Fund account for €43 billion, 
or about 11% of the entire Cohesion policy budget. The 
EIB also provides substantial support through loans and 
a variety of financial instruments relevant to transport  
infrastructure. A key issue for the revision of TEN-T Guide-
lines and the next financial perspective (2014-2020) is 
how to ensure the best possible use of the EU financial 
contribution in order better to achieve the objectives set 
out in the Guidelines. In its proposal for a “Europe 2020” 
Strategy, the Commission announces that it will work 
“to mobilise EU financial instruments (e.g. rural devel-
opment, structural funds, R&D framework programme, 
TENs, EIB) as part of a consistent funding strategy 
that pulls together EU and national public and private  
funding.” Indeed, increasing investment in public infra-
structure is potentially supporting economic recovery as 
it has a positive multiplier effect in the short term, and 
it can improve the competitiveness of a country in the 
longer term. Infrastructure investment also creates jobs 
and thus can help counter the negative employment  
effects of the recession, even though it can also lead to a 
deterioration of public finances.

Consequently, the Commission’s view is that the financ-
ing arrangements at EU level need to be embedded 
within a clear EU funding strategy, which would better 
integrate the available sources of financing and increase 
its added value in the implementation of EU objectives. 
Such a funding strategy would aim at increasing the  
leverage of the EU contribution by making a difference 
in the choice of projects funded and further concentrat-
ing the available EU resources. Another key principle 
of such a funding strategy would be to ensure consist-
ency in funding priorities between the EU and national 
levels, in full conformity with the Guidelines. In order to 
meet these challenges, one option would be to set up an  
integrated European funding framework which would 
coordinate EU instruments for transport, such as 
the TEN-T programme and the TEN-T related contri-
butions of the Cohesion and Structural Funds. This  
European funding framework could also integrate other 
sources of funding, such as the revenues drawn from 
transport activities. The funding framework should not  
necessarily be restricted to supporting infrastructure 

investments only, but could also contribute to integrat-
ing other transport policy-related components (Marco 
Polo, SESAR, technological deployment, Green Corri-
dors, links to the neighbourhood countries, research 
and development in transport) to promote the emer-
gence of integrated transport systems. Such a European  
funding framework would require the development of 
fair, transparent and efficient criteria to determine the 
level of the contribution, depending on the European 
added value of the project and also on the GDP of the 
beneficiary Member State(s) affected, so as to embed 
cohesion objectives into its operation. The contribu-
tion may also depend on the expected revenue of the 
project in operation. The European funding framework’s  

contribution should be strongly coordinated with the 
EIB’s transport project portfolio in order to ensure maxi-
mum leverage of the EU support, as well as to benefit 
from the Bank know-how and the synergies on the two 
institutions. In addition, the EIB expertise could be  
involved at an earlier stage in the screening and the  
assessment of projects in cooperation with the Commis-
sion and the TEN-T Executive Agency.

The Commission also believes that in order to deliver 
the necessary components of the European transport 
policy, the mobilisation of the private sector is key 
to success. Innovative procurement schemes such as  
public-private partnerships which pull from private  
expertise and private capital substantial efficiency gains 
for notably the delivery of large infrastructure assets 
could be better supported by way of a more transparent 
and a more coherent financing strategy at the EU level. 

A possible role for the Commission in that matter could 
be to help decrease or compensate the risks borne by 
the private sector through financial instruments, while 
ensuring that the public sector develops full capacity 
in dealing with those schemes. Current examples refer 
to joint EIB-EU initiatives such as the Loan Guarantee  
instruments for TEN-T projects (LGTT) which can mitigate 
the demand risk for the concessionaire during the early 
years of operation, or the European PPP Expertise Centre 
(EPEC) which provides its members with expertise and 
policy advice on PPP programmes. Such an EU financ-
ing strategy or “one-stop-shop” would complement the 
European funding framework by focusing primarily on 
projects which can be financially viable – or on the verge 
of profitability, where both financial and non-financial 
instruments could be developed in order to facilitate the 
involvement of private partners.
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C.3 Open Method of Coordination (OMC) – TENtec 
Information System
The Open Method of Coordination (OMC) – an inter-
governmental method of “soft coordination” – has been  
re-launched by the Lisbon strategy and provides the  
political frame for all TENtec developments. The  
Directorate in the Commission responsible for TEN-T  
programmes is developing an Information System 
(TENtec) to store and manage technical, financial and  
historical data for the analysis, management and political  
decision making concerning the TEN-T programmes. 

This includes support for briefings, modelling of future 
policy/budgetary scenarios, interfacing to GIS (Geo-
graphical Information System), 
monitoring and reporting, elec-
tronic submission of applica-
tions and online conduction of 
surveys. Additionally, the sys-
tem manages the necessary 
workflows, issuing of Commission decisions, complete 
selection cycle for new projects including proposal 
submission and reception, and the required web in-
terfaces (Private Portal and Public Outreach module as 
well as general web services to connect external data 
sources). Finally, interactive maps and satellite overlays 
(e.g. Google Earth) are supported with the seamless  
inclusion of GIS. The entire software development is 
based on the SMART-IT principle, making TENtec a  
user-driven application.

TENtec information system implementation
Since 2008, TENtec serves as a bridge between the  
European Commission and the TEN-T Executive Agency, 
providing an effective and efficient working environ-
ment. The system features a workflow strategy aiming at 
successive, continuous improvement and completion of 
the underlying database. 

The TENtec Private Portal was inaugurated dur-
ing the 2009 TEN-T Days  in Naples in October 2009.  
However, the link to the ministries in the Member States  
was realised on 25 February 2010 with the  
iReport module, which supports the creation of the  
annual TEN-T Progress Report on the implementation of 
the Priority Projects. The workflow strategy of continu-
ous database improvement was used in this area.

The introduction of the TENtec Public Outreach  
functionality is planned for the 2010 TEN-T Days in 

Zaragoza in June 2010, which will provide timely infor-
mation to EU citizens with the help of dynamic maps. 
This public access will be a useful communications  
instrument for providing a more systematic and  
comprehensive information on the Commission’s work in  
relation to TEN-T. 

This important instrument aims to raise citizens’ aware-
ness regarding the benefits of the TEN-T policy devel-
opment. Furthermore, a reporting module will allow 
the Commission to automatically compile information 
and create instant reports. This not only reduces the  

pressure on reporting dead-
lines, but also  provides to the  
Commission, Member States 
and all stakeholders a much  
increased data quality and a 
systematic, up-to-date over-

view on the execution of the budget and the technical  
implementation of each project of the TEN-T network in 
all modes of transport.

Moreover, the Private Portal will contain 
the Open Method of Coordination (OMC)  
module which is the underlying work environment for 
the upcoming implementation report exercise (2006-
2009), covering the entire TEN-T network (6,000 sections). 
Here the workflow strategy of continuous database  
improvement will be further enhanced through the use 
of interactive maps. 

The inclusion of modelling capabilities with the  
generation and preparation of data for scenario simu-
lation using the GIS system (and TRANSTOOLS) will  be 
realised in the future. In the second half of 2010 (and 
in 2011), it is planned to focus on creating data bridges 
to DG REGIO and to the European Investment Bank to  
incorporate their TEN-T data as well. This will further 
complete the overview of European transport infrastruc-
ture funding and the status of its technical implemen-
tation. The OMC principle will ensure that all stakehold-
ers will not only contribute, but also benefit from the 
system. For instance, after the data validation workflow 
each stakeholder can see the data of all other stakehold-
ers. Printing of tables and maps in Excel, PDF and (later)  
other formats are available for inclusion in the daily work 
on TEN-T projects. It may also serve as a basis for general 
transport infrastructure policy-making in Europe.
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C.4 TEN-T Funding and Financing
Under the current financial perspectives (2007-2013), 
TEN-T projects are financed mostly through Mem-
ber State budgets (€196 billion), with support from  
several EU instruments: the TEN-T Programme provides €8  
billion, while the European Regional Development Fund 
(ERDF) and the Cohesion Fund account for €43 billion, or 
about 11% of the entire cohesion policy budget. The EIB 
also provides substantial support through loans and a va-
riety of financial instruments relevant to transport infra-
structure. A key issue for the revision of TEN-T Guidelines 
and the next financial perspective (2014-2020) is how to 
ensure the best possible use of the EU financial contribu-
tion in order better to achieve the objectives set out in 
the Guidelines. In its proposal for a “Europe 2020” Strat-
egy, the Commission announces that it will work “to mo-
bilise EU financial instruments (e.g. rural development, 
structural funds, R&D framework programme, TENs, EIB) 
as part of a consistent funding strategy that pulls togeth-
er EU and national public and private funding.” Indeed,  
increasing investment in public infrastructure is poten-
tially supporting economic recovery as it has a positive 
multiplier effect in the short term, and it can improve 
the competitiveness of a country in the longer term.  
Infrastructure investment also creates jobs and thus can 
help counter the negative employment effects of the  
recession, even though it can also lead to a deterioration 
of public finances.

Consequently, the Commission’s view is that the financ-
ing arrangements at EU level need to be embedded 
within a clear EU funding strategy, which would better 
integrate the available sources of financing and increase 
its added value in the implementation of EU objectives. 
Such a funding strategy would aim at increasing the 
 leverage of the EU contribution by making a difference 
in the choice of projects funded and further concentrat-
ing the available EU resources. Another key principle 
of such a funding strategy would be to ensure consist-
ency in funding priorities between the EU and national 
levels, in full conformity with the Guidelines. In order 
to meet these challenges, one option would be to set 
up an integrated European funding framework which 
would coordinate EU instruments for transport, such 
as the TEN-T programme and the TEN-T related contri-
butions of the Cohesion and Structural Funds. This Eu-
ropean funding framework could also integrate other 
sources of funding, such as the revenues drawn from 
transport activities. The funding framework should not 
necessarily be restricted to supporting infrastructure  

investments only, but could also contribute to integrat-
ing other transport policy-related components (Marco 
Polo, SESAR, technological deployment, Green Corri-
dors, links to the neighbourhood countries, research and  
development in transport) to promote the emergence 
of integrated transport systems. Such a European 
funding framework would require the development 
of fair, transparent and efficient criteria to determine 
the level of the contribution, depending on the Euro-
pean added value of the project and also on the GDP 
of the beneficiary Member State(s) affected, so as to 
embed cohesion objectives into its operation. The  
contribution may also depend on the expected rev-
enue of the project in operation. The European fund-
ing framework’s contribution should be strongly co-
ordinated with the EIB’s transport project portfolio 
in order to ensure maximum leverage of the EU sup-
port, as well as to benefit from the Bank know-how 
and the synergies on the two institutions. In  
addition, the EIB expertise could be involved at an earlier 
stage in the screening and the assessment of projects in  
cooperation with the Commission and the TEN-T Execu-
tive Agency. The Commission also believes that in order 
to deliver the necessary components of the European 
transport policy, the mobilisation of the private sector is 
key to success. Innovative procurement schemes such as  
PPPs which pull from private expertise and private 
capital substantial efficiency gains for notably the de-
livery of large infrastructure assets could be better 
supported by way of a more transparent and a more 
coherent financing strategy at the EU level. A possi-
ble role for the Commission in that matter could be to 
help decrease or compensate the risks borne by the 
private sector through financial instruments, while en-
suring that the public sector develops full capacity in 
dealing with those schemes. Current examples refer 
to joint EIB-EU initiatives such as the Loan Guarantee  
instruments for TEN-T projects (LGTT) which can mitigate 
the demand risk for the concessionaire during the early 
years of operation, or the European PPP Expertise Centre 
(EPEC) which provides its members with expertise and 
policy advice on PPP programmes. Such an EU financ-
ing strategy or “one-stop-shop” would complement the 
European funding framework by focusing primarily on 
projects which can be financially viable – or on the verge 
of profitability, where both financial and non-financial 
instruments could be developed in order to facilitate the 
involvement of private partners.
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C.5 Traffic Management/ITS

C.5.1 River Information Services
River Information Services (RIS) employ harmonised 
information services in support of traffic and transport 
management in inland navigation, including interfaces 
to other transport modes. RIS facilitates inland navi-
gation and eases the integration of inland waterway  
transport into the overall co-modal transport chain. RIS 
also contributes to safety, efficiency and environmental-
friendliness of this mode of transport. 

In a nutshell, RIS provides geographical, hydrological 
and administrative information on the waterway and  
enables the electronic reporting of cargo and voyage 
data and the tracking and tracing of vessels. Potential 
users range from public authorities, skippers and fleet 
operators, transport logistics providers and last but not 
least ports and terminals. The information provided  
supports amongst others navigation, traffic manage-
ment, accident abatement, fleet management, transport 
planning, execution and monitoring.

The initial conceptual and technical development of 
RIS took place in the European Framework Programmes 
for research and technological development and was  
actively supported by the Member States and waterway 
authorities and the industry concerned. 

RIS is today regulated through both Directive 2005/44/
EC which defines binding rules for data communication 
and RIS equipment, as well as the minimum level of RIS 
Services, and the Commission Regulations defining the 
technical guidelines and specifications identified under 

the Directive. The latter encompass technical guidelines 
for RIS, as well as technical specifications in the area of 
notices to skippers, vessel tracking and tracing (Inland 
AIS), electronic chart display and information system 
for inland navigation (Inland ECDIS) and electronic ship  
reporting (all to be compatible in particular with  
maritime specifications with respect to mixed traffic  
areas). 

The Directive provides the framework for the deploy-
ment of harmonised and interoperable RIS systems and 
services, and constitutes together with the Commission 
Regulations, the legal reference framework.

The deployment of RIS is supported through the  
TEN-T framework. Under the previous TEN-T program-
ming period, a limited number of RIS projects were 
realised. However the 2007-2013 TEN-T Multi-Annual 
Programme extended the support for RIS deploy-
ment. Projects focus on the coordinated deployment of  
enabling infrastructure and RIS provision. As a result of 
the first RIS call for proposals within the current TEN-T 
Multi-Annual programming period in 2008, six projects 
were successfully started and include a total EU contri-
bution €16 million. A second call for proposals is sched-
uled for the first half of 2010. The implementation of 
RIS across Europe is further supported by the Structural 
Funds as well as IPA (Instrument for Pre-Accession Assist-
ance). 

River Information Services (RIS) projects
Projects Member State(s) TEN-T support 

(in million)

Implementation of RIS in Flanders BE €1.9

Implementation of RIS on the Westerscheldt river BE, NL €0.5

IRIS Europe II AT, BE, BG, CZ, FR, HU, NL, RO, 
SK

€5.8

Implementation of Fairway Information Services NL €0.4

Study and implementation of AIS monitoring network NL €3.2

TOTAL €11.8
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European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) projects
Projects Member State(s) TEN-T support 

(in million)

ERTMS deployment on Corridor B (Stockholm-Naples) - Austrian section AT €12

Corridor E: ERTMS trackside equipment in the Czech Republic CZ €20.8

ERTMS deployment on corridor E (Dresden-Budapest) - onboard equipment 
of Ceske drahy, a.s. CZ €1

Ausrustung der Eisenbahnstrecke von Aachen West (Grenze) bis Oberhausen 
mit ETCS als Teil des Korridors F Aachen-Warschau DE €9

Ausrustung der Eisenbahnstrecke von Emmerich (Grenze) bis Basel (Grenze) 
mit ETCS als Teil des Korridors A Rotterdam-Genua DE €23.3

Ausrustung von Lokomotiven der Railion Deutschland AG DE, NL €4.8

EEIG ERTMS User Group - testing activities BE, DE, ES, FR, IT, NL, SE, UK €6

ERTMS implementation on the railway corridor D (Valencia-Budapest) ES, FR, IT, SI €21

Deployment of ERTMS on the corridor Antwerp-Basel/Lyon BE, FR, LU €89

Programme Management Office (PMO) for the ERTMS deployment on the 
corridor from Rotterdam to Genoa DE, IT, NL €1.1

Mise en place de l’ERTMS sur les rames THALYS BE, DE, FR, NL €4.8

Migration towards ERTMS/ETCS for Trenitalia on-board equipment IT €7

Trackside ERTMS equipment on Italian part of Corridor A (600 km) IT €33

ERTMS implementation on the railway corridor Rotterdam-Genoa-Nether-
lands Part - Kijfhoek and Zevenaar NL €4.7

Serial fitment of onboard ETCS equipment SRS 2.3.0 in 109 freight locomo-
tives DE, NL €9.1

ERTMS implementation the railway corridor Rotterdam-Genoa-Netherlands 
part - Section port railway of Rotterdam NL €4.5

Retrofit of 90 Siemens ES64F4 E-locomotives with Alstom ETCS L2 equipment 
for usage on EU freight corridors and various conventional networks NL €9

ERTMS deployment on Corridor E (Dresden-Constanta) Austrian vehicles AT, HU €7.3

ERTMS deployment on Corridor E (Dresden-Constanta) Trackside equipment AT €6.9

ERTMS deployment on Corridor B (Stockholm-Naples) Austrian vehicles AT €1.9

Rail Corridor E ERTMS/ETCS in the section of German border-Decin-Prague-
Kolin CZ €15.1

Equipment of freight locomotives with ETCS on-board-units according to SRS 
2.3.0.d DE €0.9

Installation of the European Train Control System Level 2 on three sections 
of the railway line from Emmerich (border) to Basel (border) as part of the 
ERTMS Rotterdam-Genoa Corridor A

DE €13.8

ERTMS-Corridor A Rotterdam-Genoa - ETCS Level 1 Limited Supervision - 
Study and creation of prototypes on two sections of line in Germany DE €3

ERTMS implementation on the Railway Corridor C (Antwerpen-Lyon/Basel) BE, FR, LU €11.6

Deployment of ERTMS on Corridor D: Valencia to Budapest ES, FR, IT, SI €75

Support to the ERTMS consolidation BE, DE, ES, FR, IT, NL, SE, UK €3

Programme management office for the ERTMS deployment on the corridor 
from Rotterdam to Genoa DE, IT, NL €2.7

Migration of the French East European high speed line to specification 
baseline 2.3.0.d FR €1

Retrofitting of MAV-TRAKCIO locomotives with ETCS equipment to be oper-
ated on Corridor E AT, CZ, DE, HU, RO, SK €2

Evolution of onboard ERTMS towards legalised version 2.3.0d IT €2

Deployment of ERTMS trackside equipment on the railway corridor B 
Stockholm-Naples: Sub-part from Brenner to Verona of the Italian Corridor B 
part (Brenner-Naples)

IT €16.5

ERTMS upgrade of existing locomotives to ensure compatibility with SRS 
2.3.0d for use in the Betuwe line NL €2

Fitting of ETCS onboard equipment to Traxx DABNLs DE €0.6

Retrofitting of locomotives with onboard ETCS equipment AT, BE, DE, ES, FR, HU, IT, LU, NL, 
PL, SE €3.9

Retrofitting of ETCS onboard equipment for locomotives to run in ERTMS 
Corridor A NL €3.3

Project and development of ETCS level 1 system at the section of the E 65, 
CMK, railway line Grodzisk Mazowiecki-Zawiercie PL €8.8

Deployment of ERTMS in Sweden SE €22

ETCS deployment on Corridor VI: Zilina-Cadca-state border SK/CZ  SK €2

TOTAL €465.3
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C.5.2 ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management 
System)
ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management System) is a 
train signalling and speed control system based upon 
technical specificities that are common to all rail net-
works throughout Europe. It will replace, at least on 
major European passenger and freight axes, the twenty 
signalling and speed control systems currently in use - 
thereby reducing the risk of interoperability failures and 
subsequently improving safety, as well as smoothing 
cross border rail operations. 

ERTMS deployment policy at EU level targets in priority 
high speed and rail freight traffic. Its installation is com-
pulsory on new high speed lines, as well as on existing 
high speed lines on which signalling systems are signifi-
cantly renewed. As regards to trackside equipment for 
conventional lines, ERTMS deployment is compulsory at 
the latest within five years after project completion on 
lines receiving EU co-funding. In addition, a priority net-
work composed of six major freight corridors and areas 
is expected to be equipped according to fixed deadlines, 
in 2015 or 2020. This future core ERTMS network will 
cover around 25,000 km. For onboard equipment, the 

EU set a priority on rail freight locomotives, and requests 
that new locomotives ordered after 1 January 2012 or 
put into service after 1 January 2015 are equipped with 
ERTMS.   

A major condition for the successful deployment of 
ERTMS is the availability of a unique technical standard 
that ensures the compatibility of all trackside and on-
board ERTMS equipment in Europe. Such an interopera-
bility standard has existed since April 2008. To fit further 
requests from the sector, it is currently being reviewed 
by the European Rail Agency, in cooperation with the 
major stakeholders of the rail sector, with the aim of 
achieving a new unique standard, compatible with the 
2008 standard, by the end of 2012. 

To facilitate common efforts, the EU allocated in 2007 
and 2009 a total amount of €500 million to ERTMS devel-
opment and deployment, and appointed a Coordinator, 
Mr Karel Vinck, whose current mandate runs until 2013. 
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C.5.3 SESAR Programme
The activities related to the modernisation of air traffic 
management (ATM) supported by the EU are concen-
trated in the SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research) 
programme. SESAR is a three phase project aiming at  
defining, developing and deploying a modernised and 
fully harmonised air traffic management system in Eu-
rope. 

SESAR’s objectives are to: 
•	triple	capacity	of	the	current	system
•	reduce	ATM	costs	by	50%
•	reduce	the	environmental	impact	by	10%	per	flight
•	increase	safety	by	a	factor	of	10.

SESAR has become a flagship Programme for Europe and 
is a fundamental and inseparable component of the Sin-
gle European Sky and constitutes its technological pillar. 
The full implementation of the 
SES cannot be achieved with-
out the full, harmonised and 
synchronised deployment of 
SESAR. In a “holistic” approach 
towards a sustainable aviation, 
the results of SESAR develop-
ment need to be implemented 
to support other Single Sky 
measures such as:
•	 de-fragmentation	of	 the	Eu-

ropean airspace through the creation of Functional 
Airspace Blocks (FAB)

•	 establishment	of	a	performance	driven	approach	to	
air traffic management in Europe

•	 set-up	of	a	network	manager

The development phase of SESAR is managed by the 
SESAR Joint Undertaking (SESAR JU) a public-private 
partnership, of which the EU is a founding member  
together with Eurocontrol, established by the Council of 
the EU under Article 185 of the Treaty in February 20071.

In 2009, the SESAR JU devoted most of its efforts to  
consolidating its structure and the PPP, which was set up 
just over a year earlier. It managed to finalise a complex 
membership process, establish a comprehensive work 

programme and organise and launch the operational 
activities of the development phase, consisting of over 
200 projects.

These activities aim at developing the SESAR target  
concept which relies on new key features: a network  
operation plan, integration of airport operations,  
trajectory management, new aircraft separation modes,  
system-wide information management and role of  
humans as the central decision makers.

Some of the major milestones achieved by SESAR in 
2009:
•	 1	 January:	 the	 SESAR	 Joint	 Undertaking	 formally	 

became a European Union body. This new status  
provides the Joint Undertaking with the necessary  
legal and financial framework to accomplish its  

mission in the most efficient 
manner.
•	 30	 March:	 the	 Transport	
Ministers of the European  
Union endorsed the European 
ATM Master plan. This is the 
commonly agreed roadmap for 
the development and future 
deployment of SESAR and the 
basis for the Joint Undertaking’s 
work programme.

•	 June:	 15	 new	 members	 acceded,	 with	 binding	 
commitments, to the Joint Undertaking, thus official-
ly launching the first ATM public-private partnership 
in Europe.

 
The global interoperability of SESAR is also a key issue 
for achieving the Single European Sky objectives, as well 
as a matter of European industrial competitiveness. The 
progress made so far with SESAR has enabled the EU to 
enjoy a strong position on the international scene. This 
has facilitated launching several cooperative projects 
and international cooperation agreements with third 
countries.

More information is available at www.sesarju.eu

1 Council Regulation (EC) 219/2007 of 27.02.2007138
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C.5.4 Vessel Traffic Monitoring and Information  
Systems (VTMIS)
Europe is highly vulnerable to the risks of maritime  
accidents and pollution, as confirmed by a number of 
major catastrophes such as the losses of the passenger 
ship ESTONIA and of the oil tankers ERIKA and PRESTIGE. 

In such a context, the setting-up within the EU of a  
Vessel Traffic Monitoring and Information System (VT-
MIS) will contribute to the safety of navigation, notably 
in heavily congested or environmentally sensitive areas. 
It also contributes to a more efficient management of the  
maritime transport chain. 

The development of an EU VTMIS is the main objec-
tive of Directive 2002/59/EC, as amended2. It includes 
the requirement for ships to be fitted with equipment 
enabling short-range transmission of their identity and 
position (AIS - Automatic identification Systems) and to 
notify of their arrival and departure from EU ports.

Member States also have to establish appropriate shore-
based infrastructure for the monitoring of maritime  
traffic in their waters. The same Directive provides also 
for the setting up of an EU Data Centre for the Long-
Range Identification and Tracking of ships (EU LRIT DC) 
which will enable the identification and monitoring 
of EU-flagged vessels all around the world for safety,  

security and environmental purposes. The Data Cen-
tre, operated by the European Maritime Safety Agency 
(EMSA) in Lisbon, has been operational since the end of 
May 2009.

In addition, the Commission has launched the devel-
opment of an electronic network for the transmission 
of data between maritime administrations of Member 
States, SafeSeaNet, which is operated by EMSA and  
enables a better monitoring of ships bound for or in 
transit in European waters and also of their dangerous 
or polluting cargoes.

The scope of the EU VTMIS has been expanded with 
a view to enhancing the safety and efficiency of  
maritime traffic, providing among others for the inclusion 
of monitoring requirements for fishing vessels and im-
proving the response of authorities to incidents with clear  
obligations for the process of accommodation of ships in 
need of assistance. 

The focus for the implementation of the EU VTMIS is now 
on the Member States, which are obliged to monitor and 
take all necessary and appropriate measures to ensure 
that the requested services are performed in line with 
Directive 2009/59/EC as amended.

2 Recently Directive 2009/17/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 amended the previous Directive 2002/59/EC 139
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C.6 Trans-European Transport Network Executive 
Agency (TEN-T EA)
The Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agen-
cy (TEN-T EA) has been operating autonomously since 
April 2008 to implement the TEN-T programme and  
execute the TEN-T budget on behalf of the Commission. 
This represents the management of the remaining open 
projects of the TEN-T Programme 2000 -2006 (total initial 
budget for the period €4.435 billion) and all the projects 
linked to the 2007-2013 Programme (total budget  
€8.013 billion).

In particular, the Agency is respon-
sible for following the technical 
and financial implementation of 
all TEN-T projects throughout their 
entire lifecycle; providing sup-
port to the beneficiaries of TEN-T 
financing and coordinating with 
other Institutional partners. This 
allows the European Commission 
to focus on defining the policy, 
strategy, objectives and priorities 
for the TEN-T Programme. The Commission also remains 
responsible for selecting the projects for co-financing 
and adopting the TEN-T financing Decisions. 

The TEN-T EA and its parent, Directorate-General Mobil-
ity and Transport (DG MOVE) therefore work very closely 
together in order to increase the European added value 
of the TEN-T Programme and projects. For example in 
2010, the Agency is providing specific support to DG 
MOVE in the context of the TEN-T policy revision and 
mid-term programme review, in particular by the evalu-
ation of the project implementation (MAP Project Port-
folio Review.)

The TEN-T projects are either preparatory/feasibility 
studies or transport infrastructure construction works. 
30 priority projects – as described in this publication - 
and a number of horizontal priorities have been estab-
lished, mainly funded under a Multi-Annual Programme, 
which was introduced to suit the longer-term nature of 
TEN-T projects and address the highest TEN-T priorities. 
Other projects of common interest addressing key issues 
are funded under an Annual Programme that can give 
specific focus to new TEN-T priorities and is more flexible 
due to its annual nature. 

The Agency’s particular objectives are that it will:

 

•	 improve	 the	 effectiveness,	 simplification	 and	 trans-
parency of TEN-T implementation 

•	strengthen	the	links	between	the	TEN-T	and	its	stake-
holders

•		mobilise	a	high	level	of	expertise	with	its	recruiting	of	
specialised staff

•	ensure	an	effective	coordination	of	 funds	with	other	
Union instruments

•		raise	the	profile	of	Union	action	in	the	field	of	TEN-T	
•		confirm	its	role	as	the	focal	point	for	information	and	

support for TEN-T

Since its debut, the Agen-
cy has focused on develop-
ing measures to increase the  
efficiency and transparency of the  
management of the TEN-T  
Programme and projects, 
and improving the  
clarity of requirements for 
the beneficiaries. This has re-

sulted in a simplification of the procedures with the  
introduction of a series of harmonised templates 
which have been very well received, since they  
enable a faster payment processing time. There are also  
templates for the Action Status Reports, which, togeth-
er with the Strategic Action Plans, provide essential  
information for the Agency’s routine monitoring of all 
projects. Good examples are included in the agency’s 
website in order to assist beneficiaries with their reports.  

A streamlining of internal processes, including the  
introduction of a new sampling methodology and a closer  
follow up of project deliverables and deadlines in the 
Agency has also led to significant improvements in both 
the execution of the TEN-T budget and the speed with 
which cost claims are analysed and payments made. 

In 2009, the Agency organised and carried out a complex 
Calls for Proposals and evaluation exercise which had a 
budget doubled to nearly €1 billion and a shortened 
timeframe due to the urgency of the ad-hoc call under 
the Commission’s European Economic Recovery Plan 
(EERP). Following a successful Info Day attended by 350 
people and an efficient external evaluation of the 254 
eligible proposals by 56 external experts in only 3 weeks, 
90% of the 39 projects selected under the EERP were 
adopted by the end of 2009. In addition, 32 projects 
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under the TEN-T Annual Programme and 28 projects  
under the Multi-Annual Programme were selected and 
are now in the adoption procedure.  The entire call  
process has been improved 
by the Agency with stream-
lined call texts, rationalised 
application forms, and an 
improved Guide for  
Applicants which clarifies the  
requirements, for example 
with regards to compliance 
with environmental criteria.

The Agency is continuing 
to emphasise information and communications on 
projects in order to promote the TEN-T programme to 
all its stakeholders. Its external website is organised 
to feature key information about the Agency and con-
tains a wealth of comprehensive and up-to-date details 
about individual projects including maps and statistics. 
The Agency also has an e-Newsletter for its stakehold-
ers to keep them updated on key develoments. Each 
year the Agency organises an “Info Day” for the Calls 

Projects managed by the TEN-T EA
Total value of TEN-T contributions and number of projects

€532.8 million
131 projects

€7,160.1 million
299 projects
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�nancial perspectives (until  2006)

Projects �nanced under the current �nancial
perspective (2007-2013)

for Proposals, and a Project Management Workshop 
to build cooperation, share best practices with the  
beneficaries and receive their feedback. 

In 2010, the Agency also  
organised a Seminar on TEN-
T Project Finance & Public 
Private Partnerships (PPPs) 
aimed at providing a forum for 
discussion on TEN-T project 
finance in general, and finan-
cial engineering and PPPs in 
particular. This is linked to 
the 2010 Call under the TEN-T 

Annual Programme for support to PPPs, which aims to 
advance the involvement of the private sector in the 
financing of the TEN-T, and also to the Agency’s overall 
objective to improve support to its partners in this field. 

More information on the Agency’s activities is available 
on its website: 
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/

Projects managed by the TEN-T EA 
Total value of TEN-T contributions (in € million) and number of projects
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TEN-T programme
€8 billion has been allocated by the EU to the TEN-T programme for 2007-2013, in order to support studies or works 
which contribute to the TEN-T programme objectives.  Some 299 projects amounting to €7.16 billion have already been 
established under the current financial perspective through the selection via calls for proposals between 2007-2009. 
The following statistics present some key figures regarding the projects financed by the TEN-T programme and moni-
tored by the TEN-T Executive Agency (state-of-play on 15 April 2010). The charts below illustrate the number of projects 
supported, as well as the corresponding budget by transport mode and type of project. 

Section D - Statistics on TEN-T funding

TEN-T projects by transport mode: Share of TEN-T contribution
(100% = € 7,160.1 million, number of projects supported = 299)

Airport (12)
€62.8 m

0.9%

ATM (11)
€398.3 m

5.6%
ERTMS (39)
€465.3 m

6.5%

Galileo (1)
€190 m

2.7%

Intermodal (16)
€369.9 m

5.2%

Road(46)
€332.3 m

4.6%

ITS (4)
€212.4 m

3.0%

Inland Waterways (21)
€644.5 m

9.0%

Motorways of the Sea(4)
€37.8 m

0.5%
Port (16)
€45.5 m

0.6%

Rail(124)
€4,389.6 m

61.3%

RIS (5)
€11.8 m

0.2%

(  ) = Number of projects                                                                                                                                     

TEN-T projects by type of project: Share of TEN-T contribution
(100% = € 7,160.1 million, number of projects supported = 299)

Studies (115)
€1,263.4 m

17.6%

Studies and Works (31)
€2,713.7 m

37.9%

Works (153)
€3,183 m

44.5%

(  ) = Number of projects                                                                                                                                     

TEN-T projects by project type: Share of TEN-T contribution
(100% = €7,160.1 million, number of projects supported = 299)

Horizontal priorities 
(57)

 €1,081.7 m 
15.1% Other TEN-T projects 

(101)
 €357.2 m 

5%
Priority projects  (141)

 €5,721.2 m 
79.9%

Horizontal  priorities:
ATM, ERTMS, ITS and RIS

(  ) = Number of projects                                                                                                                                     

TEN-T projects by transport mode: Share of TEN-T contribution  
Completion status of works (km) 

(100% = €7,160.1 million, number of projects supported = 299)

TEN-T projects by type of project: Share of TEN-T contribution  
(100% = €7,160.1 million, number of projects supported = 299)

TEN-T projects by project type: Share of TEN-T contribution  
(100% = €7,160.1 million, number of projects supported = 299)
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Priority Projects
Out of the 299 already established projects, 141 belong to the TEN-T Priority Projects, representing €5.7 billion (80% of 
the total current funding). This represents the initial Multi-Annual allocation to Priority Projects, as well as the alloca-
tions to Priority Projects supported under the 2009 EERP and the Annual calls. The charts below illustrate the number 
of supported projects by Priority Project, transport mode and type of project. The current TEN-T contribution to cross-
border projects and other projects is also illustrated.

Number of projects per Priority Project
(Total number of projects = 141)
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TEN-T support to Priority Projects by transport mode
(100% = €5,721.2 million, number of projects supported = 141)

Galileo (1)
€190 m

3.3%

Intermodal (3)
€340 m

5.9%

Inland Waterways (15)
€620.6 m

10.8%

Motorways of the Sea (4)
€37.8 m

0.7%

Rail (103)
€4,328.8 m

75.7%

Airport (1)
€6 m
0.1%

ERTMS (2)
€6 m
0.1%Road (12)

 €192 m
3.4%

(  ) = Number of projects                                                                                                                                     

TEN-T support to Priority Projects by type of project
(100% = €5,721.2 million, number of projects supported = 141)

Studies (61)
 €802.5 m 

14%

Studies and Works (21)
 €2,576.5 m 

45%

Works (59)
 €2,342.1 m 

40.9%

(  ) = Number of projects                                                                                                                                     

TEN-T support to Priority Projects by transport mode 
(100% = €5,721.2 million, number of projects supported = 141)

TEN-T support to Priority Projects by type of project 
(100% = €5,721.2 million, number of projects supported = 141)
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Section E - General and Thematic maps
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